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INTI-'ODUGTION
In conten^^plating writing a life of Hazlitt, Robert
Louis Stevenson said, "I an anxious to write biography....
I think it iiust be good to live with another aan fron.
birth to death." Assuredly it is good, particular ly if
that njan possesses the qualities that Robert Louis Stevenson's
own life exen.plif ied.
There are two outstanding lessons that a study of the
life of Stevenson offers. First, it is possible to Diaintain
courage even in the face of in s urn.ountable difficulties,
and secondly, invaluable returns await hirrj who achieves
genuine sympathy with his fellowmen. Stevenson kept his
brave spirit through all of fortune's reverses, and gallantly
fought physical suffering with cheerfulness and heroism.
His love for mankind never failed whether he cariie in contact
with a George Meredith or a Polynesian native. He had other
virtues and, being himian, he had faults, but his fortitude
and charity are the characteristics which especially impress
the student of Stevenson.
These are even more evident if one has approached a
study of the author ' s life through his letters. His letters
are a joy to read, not only becau^of their literary mjerit
but because of the hunian interest they contain. Never
written with a view to publication, each letter is an
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unrestrained, sincere revelation of the man. The loving
kindness, the dauntlessness , the strict sense of honor and
justice, the gaiety and hunjor of Stevenson are all to be
found in those Cies sages to friends seen and unseen.
His life v/as roiLantic, his character essentiallj; nobl
his achievement great. Such a triad n.akes one "anxious to
write biography."

OHaPTER I
BUT I AF SAP^E AlTD LIV3 AT HOM
4I
"BUT I AM SAFE AND LIV3 AT HOi.E"(l)
Robert Louis Stevenson's own interest in his anoestrj^
would ijjake us feel that a true picture of his life and
character cannot be made without a glance backward into
the history of his faiiiilj^. "I aiL bound in and wirh uiy
forbears," ne has written. ViHio those forbears were, and
what they were doing in that tiiLe which he refers to as
his "ante-natal days" was of never-failing interest to him.
There were legends in -che fair.ily of a connection between
the Stevensons and the ancient clan of the MacGregors,
and still other stories hinted at a descent fron; a viking
ancestor who had sailed from Scandinavian shores to adventure
in Scotland, These and other legends fascinated Stevenson
and though these were never proven to be true, there was a
wealth of known material about his family that claimed
his interest and supplied him with the romantic background
he sought. He himself questioned the contributions
made to him by his various ancestors and quite naturally he
found himself unable to determine with any accuracy which
side of his famiily had the mere valuable gifts to bestow
on himj.
(1) From "Foreign Children" in "A Child's Garden of Verses"

The history of the Stevenson fan.ily can be quite
clearly traced for sone tv;o hundred years before the birth
of Robert Louis Stevenson. 'The family was first heard of
as a simple farming people living in the West of Scotland,
"playing", as Robert Louis Stevenson himself has said,
"the character parts in the Vifaverlgr novels with propriety
if without distinction," Hieirs is a record of respect-
ability and good living, but with little of adventure until
the names of two brothers, Hugh and Alan Stevenson, appear.
These two young men born near the middle of the eighteenth
century ruet with experiences worthy of the pen of their
descendant, Robert Louis Stevenson. The story as Stevenson
heard it in his childhood, was that these two brothers
while still very young had interests of considerable value
in the West Indies, possibly even owning an islet there.
Hugh, the elder, had gone to the West Indies, while Alan
had stayed at hom.e, mai'ried,and had a son. When the son
was a mere baby, Hugii summoned Alan to the West Indies to
help himj in his pursuit of a dishonest agent. The story
of this pursuit is exciting but tragic, for both the
brothers met their death within a short tirue, and Alan's
widow and young son were left almost penniless. The
young mother, however, did not despair for her son but set
out bravely to educate him^ When the boy was fifteen, she
married again. Her marriage to Thomas Smith changed the

coLtrse of her son*s life. This 3'oung Robert, who was the
grandfather of Robert Louis Stevenson, becaii.e interested
in his stepfather's occupation, that of supplying lan.ps
for lighthouses. Robert Louis Stevenson refers to Thomas
Sn.ith as the "lamp ahd oil man" and found the stories
about him vastl* interesting. Young Robert Stevenson
married a daughter of Thomas Smith's by a previous miarriage
and thus the "lamp and oil mian" comes into the family
history as the great-grandfather of Robert Louis Stevenson.
It was through the interest in his stepfather's business
that Robert Stevenson became interested in engineering and
lighthouses. i^Tien the stepfather died, he succeeded to
his post of Engineer to the Board of Northern Lights.
Robert Stevenson became an outstanding mian in his profession.
He initiated the lighthouse system in Scotland, designed
bridges, and invented anong other things the modern formj
of rail for railwajrg. Thom.as Stevenson, the father of
Robert Louis Stevenson, was the youngest son of this m^an.
He grew up in a prosperous, happy household, and followed
his father's occupation. He became a partner in his father's
firmj of civil engineers, and later even succeeded to the
post held by his father and grandfather, Engineer to the
Board of "Northern Lights.
The facts concerning the Stevenson famiily never
ceased to engage the attention of Robert Louis Stevenson.
r
Toward the end of his life he began a book about his
paternal ancestors, "A Faiiiily of Engineers", but it was
inconplete at his death. The active, adventurous, brave
lives of these Stevenson men delighted him. The romance of
the lighthouses appealed to hirfi.
Although Stevenson displayed more curiosity in the
actual history of his father's faiiily, his niother's ancestry
certainly contributed nuch to his literature. His nothsr
was Margaret Isabella Salfour. Balfour is a narne that is
well known to us, so often has Stevenson used it in his
ron;ances. Ihis Balfour fan.ily can be traced back four
centuries to an Alexander Balfoui' who vt&s honored in 1499
by Janes IV. The family was of higher social status than
the Stevensons. The history of the Balfours reveals that
there had been events of romantic interest but in the latter
days the family had particularly run to missionaries and
colonials. However, one of the outstanding members was the
great Whig lawyer, James Balfour, whom Stevenson has proudly
drawn in "Catriona". Robert Louis Stevenson's early child-
hood nemories were closely associated v^ith his Grandfather
Balfour's home in Golinton, near Edinburgh. He could
remember well the usually stern, austere grandfather who
was the m.inister at Golinton.
Thomjas Stevenson, the youngest son of Robert Stevenson,
married Margaret Isabella Balfour in August, 1848. Margaret

-me
Balfour was the daughter of^ Reverend Lewis Balfour. Like
her husband she was the youngest child in a family of
thirteen children. Although all her life she had been
under the influence of the son^ewhat sombre, Galvinistic
spirit which pervaded the household of the Reverend Balfour,
she had a gay, happy nature that offset the serious outlook
on life which her religious training had given her.
Thomas Stevenson was a man of strong character. He
was passionate , and full of temperament, but kindly and
jovial also. He was a sinceiely pious mjan, and it was due
in a large part to his influence that the childhood hom.e
of Robert Louis Stevenson was overshadowed by the gloomj of
a rather dismal religious atmosphere. Religion was a
serious business with Thomas Stevenson. It ¥/as not to be
questioned or trifled with. Because of the sincerity and
intensity of his beliefs, he was impatient with those who
could not believe as he did. Biough at timies he displayed
a lighter side of his nature, more often he was a stern,
lonely man, an old fashioned Covenanter. He was a thor-
oughly good man, loving those close to him. with a deep and
abiding love. It was such a love as this that he had for
the son born to him in November, 1850. Robert Louis
Stevenson was the only child he had, and if he somjetimes .
indulged the delicate boy too much during those childhood
days, who can really blan.e him-? We find stories of the
•lo :
c
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hoiirs he spent coii'iforting the little sick boy with imaginary
conversations and we can see the kindness and love shining
through his sterner nature. He was something of a poet, too,
at heart, though his life's work was engineering. He loved
the adventurous and roiiiantic, and dreaiLed of pirates and
thieves just as his son did; but if these fantasies becaiEe
too absorbing, his Galvinistic training would subdue thern,
and he would become the austere Covenanter again.
It is difficult to estimate the influence of Thomas
Stevenson on his son's life. In childhood Louis loved his
father tenderly. In later years Louis did not please his
father, and "Bionias Stevenson tried to n.ake his son follow
the paths which he felt were right. He was stern and ad-
ar.iant with Louis in his youth, but they became reconciled
and enjoyed a truly deep friendship after the son grew
older and abandoned some of his youthful ways.
Louis's nother has sonietimes been pushed into the
background when a picture of his early years is sought. But
though Louis's nurse, "Cuttn.y", was more to him than a nurse
ordinarily is to a boy, he never suffered from a lack of
mother love. Margaret Stevenson was delicate, rather pretty,
vivacious, and gay. She loved her little boy very much and
v;as the first to discern his brilliance and unusual abilities.
In later years she had faith in him even when his father
turned against him; and when she was sixty, she traveled
c
to Samoa to be with hini#
Robert Louis Stevenson was born on November 13, 1850
at Nuruber 8 Howard Plaoe, Edinburgh. Itiis was just a fev/
months after the death of his grandfather, Robert Stevenson.
His mother's father. Reverend Lewis Balfour, christened the
A
child when he was but a few days old. The home at Howard
Place was an unpretentious Scotch dwelling, but it was a
happ3' and loving hoi^e. YfLen the baby was about eighteen
months old, Alison Cunningham joined the household as nurse
for Louis. She played an important part in his early life
and was always cherished and honored by hin,. It was to
"Coimm.y" that he dedicated his "CShild's Garden of Verses".
Often during his childhood his mother was not well, and
when ill health became his lot too, it was OuDjmy who
comforted him^ and cared for him. Alison Cunningham^ was
well educated for a won.an of her time and position. She
was thoroughly familiar with the Bible and Pilgrim's
Progress. She had an unlimited repertoire of tales about
her native heather. Her early life had been spent in
Torryburn on the Forth. She knew numerous stories about
the exciting adventures of the contrabandists along the
coast. The stories were always well told, and young
Louis Stevenson was an eager listener. It was she who
introduced hiiij to the world of literature. Her legends
taught him to love the past, and this lesson served him
c
well in later life. OuiiiL.y ' s religious fervor v/as great. Sh
was a staunch Covenanter, and she aade the religious wars
of the seventeenth century live for the boy. She gave him
a vast knowledge of the Bible though she stressed the
griiTiiiier tales. From her more than fron; father or rijother,
he learned that life is grave and serious. 'Riough his
n other* 3 light-heartedness and gay iianner was a part of his
irJieritance , life did not always seen: gay, but ?/as often an
earnest, relentless battle.
In the first year of his life Robert Louis Stevenson
showed no signs of ill health. But when he was about two
years old he had a severe illness. From that tine until
he was about eleven yeairs old he was often ill. Like his
njother, he was not strong, and during his childhood he had to
spend a great b any hours in bed.
WTien Louis was two and a half years old, the f ai; ily
moved from Hov/ard Place to a larger house. This house
was cold and damp. Louis was never well while he lived
there. In 1857 the Stevensons Koved to the house that
was to be their home in Edinburgh for the next thirty years.
This dwelling at Nuiiiber 17 Heriot Row was a sturdjr ,well-
built house situated across from Queen Street Gardens.
The selection of this home indicated that the Stevensons
were increasing in prosperit-". Louis was fond of this
house and delighted in the gardens nearby where the lilacs
c
(9)
bloomsd in the spring, and where the birds could be heard
singing so happily.
Eobert Louis Stevenson was ordinarily a good child.
He learned scriptui'e passages and was very religious. Ihere
are fragn.ents of poems, or songstries, that he coirjposed in
his early years which are extrernelj^ religious in subject
and tone. The boy learned quickly and showed an early
interest in stories. There ai-e several anecdotes told
about his childhood which illustrate his tendency toward
things literary. These youthful, religious songstries,
which were not so youthful in therrie, were a sort of blank
verse that he composed and recits:' to hin.self before going
to sleep at night. They undoubtedly show the influence of
Cujiiniy*s teaching. 'Jilhen he was only six, he took part in
a literary contest. An uncle had promised a prize for the
best story on the history of Moses written by bis sons or
any of his nmerous nephews. Louis, or "Srijout", as he was
affectionately nioknan.ed by his parents , wished to try for
the prize. He dictated the story to his mother and accom-
panied it by illustrations which he himself had made. He
won the prize and received new impetus tov;ard becoming a
writer] But aside from the few inklings of precocity
carefully recorded in his mother's diary, Louis's childhood
did not reveal his future greatness with the pen.
The "111 health which he suffered during childhood
had more effect on Stevenson's life than the casual observer

might realize. Certainly this delicate boy v/as pampered
and treated with more indulgence by both his parents than
would have been the case if he had been robust. He speaks
of a "Covenanting Childhood", but kindness, tender care,
love and indulgence seen, to have been the rule with both
his Brother and father, true Calvinists though they were. He
learned at least one worthwhile lesson fronj these early
years of sickness, howevei : he learned to be brave, cour-
ageous and cheerful through all his sicknesses. His sufferin,
was great and the lesson was learned almost perforce. Cumii.y
took him in her arms during the long nights of his illness
and helped hirn to think of other little sick boys and their
nurses who v/ere waiting like then, for the n^oi^ning. From
her grsst stock of patience and cheerfulness she poured
into the little suffering lad those virtues that he had
occasion to use very often in his later life. Cumu y '
s
goodness to him in those hours of pain were never forgotten.
Sometimes when his mother was well enough it was her gayety
that cheered him; and when he was the sickest and most
frightened,his father, gentle and loving, comforted the
lad and distracted him from his suffering with clever and
reassuring conversations.
Stevenson* s ill health was also responsible to a
great extent for giving him the happiest mjemories of his
childhood. Because he was so frail and delicate, he spent

every summer until he was ten years old at Grandfather
Balfour's hon.e in Oolinton, Life at Jolinton was unforget-
tably sweet to hin,. "3go in Arcadia vixi" , he has written
about this period. Here the city boy found the country.
He loved the out-of-doors from these early years until the
end of his life. In the suffioer he grew stronger and his
nights of suffering did not occur. I/oreover, he had
playciates galore at Oolinton,, some of his innumerable
cousins were always there. Several of these cousins live
in his poeii.s, so many of which are reniiniscent of the days
at Golinton. One of his cousins, R. A. M. Stevenson, was
a playmate of his at Golinton and spent a winter at his
home in Edinburgh during his childhood. His friendship
with "Bob" persisted and in later years the two were dear
friends. Other cousins, too, were close to him for m.any
years. ^Vhen they played together at Golinton, the cousins
were understanding and gentle v/ith the little boy who was
not strong. "Biey let him use his imagination in devising
games and adventures in which they were always ready to
take part. Although he reported that they treated himj like
a siLall, sickly prince, a great part of the time he v/as a
well and active boy able to join in all the out-of-door
fun with the others during the summer months.
Aunt Jane, "chief of the aunts^" presided over the
household at Golinton. She was his mother's oldest sister.
4
Once she had been quite a beauty, but she had met with a
serious riding accident and. had becoice deaf. The Reverend
Balfour depended on her to iLanage Golinton for hin-, and
her nieces and nephews found her alwaj^s loving and under-
standing. She was particular I3' kind to Louis and she
alv/ays held a very special place in his affections. He
dedicated one of his books, "Travels with a Donkey, "to
his Aunt Jane, reiijexi-bering warn.ly her unselfish devotion
to him and the many cousins.
His grandfather was a somewhat awe-inspiring figure
to Louis and his young cousins. The old man was gentle
enough with Louis, but his austerity seems to have kept
him from displaying much affection. There is one story
told about Louis and his grandfather which indicates that
this was the case. In his grandfather's study Louis had
seen soii:e pictures of tropical scenes that fascinated him.
One day he learned his psalmj exceedingly well and recited
it to his grandfather with the hope of getting a picture
for a reward. Instead his grandfather kissed him on the
forehead and Louis was so surprised at the unexpected
gesture that he did not remember his disappointm.ent about
the picture until some time later. Another miemory which
Louis liked to recall about his grandfather concerned a
night when his aunt brought him some wooden soldiers from
town. She suggested that he show his grandfather howiell

he could organize thenj. His grandfather praised the
arrangement and offered the suggestion that he nake the
battle of Coburg. It was a new idea to Louis to r^ake up
plans of these bygone battles and he never forgot his
grandfather's advioe. All his life he kept his interest
in the scientific study of the art of war. 3ven when he
had passed far beyond his childhood years he could becoae
absorbed in planning nilitary rianeavers with toy soldiers.
Another occupation that helped Louis to pass lonely
hours in his Edinburgh hor.ie was playing with toy figures
in his toy theater. He nev'^^r tired of these. He coaxed
his 11 other into letting him play with the toy figures even
on Sunday. Mrs. Stevenson, not quite relenting on the
Galvinist theory of the seriousness of Sunday, n^ade him put
a burden on the back of one of the figures and play at
Pilgr in, ' s Progress only. But that was on Sunday. Other
days he could give a freer reign to his imagination. Gilbert
K. Chesterton has felt that this favorite occupation of
Stevenson's in his childhood has cast an influence over his
life that cannot be overestin^ated. He has pointed out that
the general atiiioaphere of Stevenson's writings, the ImagerzT
which is present in all his creations ^is notable for
sharpness of outline. All his images stand out and their
color is conspicuously bright and clear. This style that
characterizes all his writings had its beginning in his play
(
(14)
with the toy theater. He loved things to stand, out, aliiost to
stick out., just as the figures in his theater had done. He
hill. self iias iLentioned the influence of Skelt*3 toy theater
on his thinking. He loved it and he learned much frorii it.
During his boyhood days, Robert Louis Stevenson had
ooriiparat ively little formal schooling. Soifietiii.es he was too
ill to go to school. Often his health, or the health of his
mother, necessitated moving to a warmer climate than that of
his native city. He began school when he was seven, but ill-
ness ibade the stay at school very brief on that occasion as
he only attended for a few weeks. Two years later he went
back to the sai/.e school, a preparatory school kept by a
Mr. Henderson. At eleven he entered the youngest class at
Edinburgh Acadeii:y. He was not very well liked by the other
pupils there and was often teased by them.
The following year he did considerable traveling with
his mother and father. The first trip included a visit to
London, travels through the South of England and the Isle
of Wight. His mother's health Lade a trip to Mentone
necessary the next year. After several weeks there, mother
,
father, son, and a girl cousin made a grand tour, visiting
Genoa, Naples, h'ome, Florence^ and Venice
,
^returning down the
Rhine. Lr. Stevenson devoted him,self to seeing that these
travels added to Louis's education. He did not believe very
strongly in fornal schooling and felt that this would not only

supplenjent his boy's education but would give him more
practical and artistic knowledge than he would ever get at
school. Louis, strangely enough, seldoro referred to the
experience of this tour, although he was old enough to
appreciate it.
His n.other and father found it necessary to leave
Scotland the next winter and he spent soiLe n-onths at a
boarding school near London. Aunt Jane was living nearby,
for the hoDie at Colinton had been closed since the death of
the Reverend Balfour some three years before. In spite of
frequent visits to Aunt Jane, Louis was lonely and unhappy
at school. He did not like the games of his English class-
mates. He was not athletic and their sports seerrjed un-
irfjaginative to him. He thought the boys were yourg, though
Lany were the sai.^e age as he was. Eviclently his long
association with adults had made hiiL aore mature. IVhen he
wrote to his parents about his unhappiness at school, his
father caiTie to England before Christuias and took hin; back
to the Riviera,where he spent the rest of that winter.
During the next three years he attended, somewhat
irregularly , a private school in Edinburgh. Here he dis-
tinguished hinself by his interest in discussion. He would
discuss any or all subjects, and acquired a reputation for
being argujuentative. At this time he had a pony and spent
many of his out-of-school hours riding around Edinburgh,
V
learning rijuch about the city and the surrounding countryside
which he later used to great advantage in his writings. He
loved the country and at this period in his life seems to
have been very^mterested m natural history.
Since his formal education had been so desultorjr, he
had often studied with tutors. He had soiT;e delightful
experiences with tutors in Edinburgh and on the Continent.
Those who taught him privately seemed to like him very riiuch
and praised his ability highly.
Most of the accounts of Robert Louis Stevenson concern-
jr^his early adolescent years, however, suggest that he was
growing up to be a precocious, interesting, affected and
egotistical boy. He was undoubtedly spoiled by too-devoted
parents and too iLuch freedoiL. Later an estrangement with
his fathei; brought about for the most part by his proud,
headstrong manner, caused him genuine suffering. Time proved
that he had ' oo much good in him, too much real character
and true geriu 3 ^to be permanently handicapped by the dis-
advantage of a pau.pered childhood.
His literary endeavors during his boyhood days did not
give much indication of the genius he was to be. He edited
one or two schoolboy magazines as so mjany boys who aspire
to be writers do. These m.agazines were filled with adventures
and horrors and had no heroines. The stories were certainly
not remarkable for their litei'ary form or style.

When he was about fifteen he began to write a story
called "The Pentland Uprising". This was a tale based on a
Covenanting episode. His father was extremely interested in
this work but thought that Louis had spoiled it by making it
a story. So the young author changed the story to please
his father and wrote the episode as a page from history.
Mr. Stevenson had the parr.phlet published for hirn. Into this
little book he had poured all the enthusiasm for the Covenant-
ers that he had obtained from Cummy.
Thus with the publishing of his first work, one which
dealt with the history of the Covenanters, Louis passed from
his Covenanting childhood to the years of his youth. 'Ihough
the religion of his parents and his nurse had colored those
early years with drab shades, ill health had forced hiiii to
spend long hours indoorsj and hfs physical suffering had been
A.
keen at times, he had had nany recompenses. The rigor of the
Church's discipline had been softened for the delicate boy,
the hours indoors had thrown him on his own resources and had
helped him; to develop that imagination which was perhaps his
greatest gift. His physical suffering had prepared him. to
undergo the long years of the battle for health ?/ith an
am.azing cheerfulness. His childhood, watched over by con-
scientious and affectionate parents, was sheltered and safe.
It must be considered a happy one if only because of those
happy m^omjents he has captured fromi all childhood and put into

verse for all of us. Perhaps just as the reader of his
"Ghild*3 Garden of Verses" loves the poeiijs njore in later
life for tiieir association with his own childhood, Louis's
happy iLODjents were etched in clearer, brighter colors in
retrospect. Certainly the author of that beloved voluiDe of
poems knew genuine happiness in his childhood.
'•;c
OliAPTSR II
AND ALL ROUITD THE CAKDL3 'IKS JROOKSD SHADOWS COME

"AND ALL ROUND TH3 GANDLS TH3 OEOOKSD SHADO'/'/S GOME" (1
Thomas Stevenson had no doubt about the career for
which his son would fit hinjself. "Naturally Louis would
follow the family tradition and beconje an engineer. Later
he would join his father's firii of engineers. Louis had
shown no particular interest in the occupation but this
did not v/orry his father. The boy*s education had been so
haphazai^d and inforrKal that he had scarcely had a chance
to find out his own powers. Now he would enroll at the
University of Edinburgh and study for a Science Degree.
There were aliLOst no requiren;ents for adibission to
the University at the time that Pobert Louis Stevenson
becaL^e a student there. The students enjoyed a great deal
of liberty and there was a general air of freedom from
restraint about the place during these years. Stevenson
enrolled in the classes in Greek and Latin in his first
year. He did not continue long in the Greek classes as
he found the language distasteful. In fact he was a
decidedly irregular lueKber of all the classes in which
he enrolled, for his career at the University was reniark-
able for the amount of truancy. Most of his classes did
not interest hiin and when he did attend he was usually
(1) Froiu "North-west Passage" in "A Child's Garden of Verse
1.1 a?
'
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writing whatever he pleased in hia notebook rather than
taking notes.
Some of the professors were very learned men from
whom Stevenson iLight well have derived L-uch that was use-
ful to hirti, but he did not care to avail hiuiself of either
their courses or their friendship. His professor of Greek
was the noted Professor Blackie who was said to have taught
his pupils everj^thing but Greek. Professor Sellar, the
Latin professor, was respected and loved by most of his
pupils, but he made little impression on Stevenson. The
wife of Professor Sellar was a dear friend of Mrs. Thomas
Stevenson's, but Louis did not take advantage of the social
opportunities that would have been open to him at the home
of professor and Mrs. ^ellar. The only one of his teachers
with whom he had any social contact was the professor of
engineering, Fleeming Jenkin, whose friendship he acquired
during his last two years at the University.
Strangely enough he did not become a member of any
of the English classes although at this time he was already
hard at work preparing himself to be a writer. Almost from
the beginning of his student days at the University, Louis
knew that he would not become an engineer. However, to
please his father and to avoid friction at home he made a
pretense of studying for his Science degree. Most of the
hours when he should have been studying were spent on his
rri -
(
writing. He did not try to write with originality at this
tiir^e but spent long periods of time copying the style of the
masters whom he most adiiiired. Among those whom he partic-
ularly tried to imitate were Montaigne, Hazlitt, Lar.ib,
Sir Thomas Browne, Defoe, and Hawthorne. He studied these
authors intensively, and was painstaking and untiring in
his efforts to develop whatever talent he had for writing,
Stevenson speaking of this time in his life says:
"VJhenever I read a book or a passage that particularly
pleased me, in which a thing was said or an effect
rendered with propriety, in which there was either
some conspicuous force or som^e happy distinction in
the style, I miust sit down at once and set myself to
ape that quality. I v/as unsuccessful, and alv/ays
unsuccessful I have thus played the sedulous
ape to Hazlitt, to Lamb, to Wordsworth, to Sir Thomjas
Browne, to Defoe, to Hawthorne, to Montaigne, to
Beaudelaire, and to Obermann." (1)
Vifhen Louis was seventeen, his parents leased a
cottage in the country about five miles from Edinburgh,
This cottage, known as Swanston Cottage, exerted a great
influence on Stevenson, Just as he had loved the outdoor
life afforded hin in the summers at Golinton Manse during
his early years, so Swanston Cottage became a second hom^e
to him. during his student days. For fourteen years his
faruily spent at least part of each smmer at this pleasant
place, and while he attended the University, Louis spent
a great part of his time at Swanston in both summer and
(I'l From "Memjories and Portraits" by Robert Louis Stevenson
rC
winter. Often he and his iLother were together at the
cottage while Thomas Stevenson was working in nearrby
Edinburgh. The air at Swanston seen.ed beneficial to both
Louis and his nother when thsy first leased the cottage,
and for a few years they were able to give up the trips
to the Continent that had been so necessary for their
health. At this time and throughout his student days,
Louis enjoyed better health than he had ever had or was
ever to have again.
It was during these years that Louisas mother became
D;ore certain that her son was to be a great writer. From
this time onward she carefully preserved any of his v/ritings
which came to her attention. The daj'-s at Swanston when
mother and son grew closer together were happy days for
both. This period in Louis's life helped to increase his
miother's understanding of hin,. Her love and sympathy were
sorely tried in the few following years, and probably the
fact that she did not waver in her constancy to him may be
accounted for by the intimate comiradeship which the days
at Swanston had given them.
Louis loved the carefree country life he could enjoy
at Swanston. Often when he did not feel like attending
classes in 3dinburgh, he would go down to the cottage and
bask in the warm sunlight of the country. He Hiight sit
and dreami, or he would busy himself reading and writing.
I
Sometiiues he wandered about with the country folk there.
John Todd, the shepherd, Robert Young, the old Scots
gardener, were his friends, and they found their v/ay into
the notebook he always carried with him, later to becoFie
known to all of us through his writings.
ViJhen Stevenson was writing his last novel, "St. Ives",
he described Swanston with accuracy and tender feeling
though it was many years since he had seen it. The influence
and memory of this beloved spot had persisted through all
the years and in spite of all the other beautiful places
he had seen.
It seems to have been an almost ironical situation
which caused Robert Lewis Stevenson to change the spelling
of his name to Louis , for it was a gesture made to please
his father just at the time when he was entering the phase
of his life which was so distressful to Thomas Stevenson.
Louis had been christened Robert Lewis Balfour Stevenson,
but he had long since dropped fromi general usage the
Balfour. Now when he was about eighteen, he changed the
traditional Balfour spelling of Lewis to Louis although
he retained the same pronunciation. The reason seems to
be that his father disliked Lewis because a promiinent
citizen of Edinburgji who was notorious for his radical
political and religious opinions bore the surnamie Lewis.
Thomas Stevenson, the conservative, did not like to have
i
his son bear the same name as such a person. So the son
becane Louis
,
and then proceeded to cause his father niuch
unhappiness because of his own radical political and
religious ideas.
'#hen Robert Louis Stevenson becane a student at the
Universitj'- of Edinburgh, he was apparently given a great
arcount of freedoiK. His father gave him a rather siLall
allowance and he reniained financially dependent upon his
parents for a long time. But in all other F-atters there
seen:s to have been little restraint put upon hinj by his
fanily. During these years he was part iculai^ly noted for
his odd appearance. Evidently he did not care bow n;uch
attention he attracted by his queer clothes. His parents
were perfectly willing to buy him whatever clothes he
needed, but he persisted in attiring hiiLself in very
outlandish garments. At first he had alrr.ost no friends
at the University. Many of his associates there have
reported that, though they regretted it later, they had
no desire to have a friendship with Robert Louis Stevenson
at that time. He v/as a poor student, a notorious truant,
queerly dressed, and altogether uninviting in his appearance.
Among his biographers there is considerable debate
as to soL;e of his activities during the next few years.
r1
His official biographer, Sir Grahaiii Balfour, who was his
friend and cousin, adiiits that Louis frequented taverns
and houses of ill repute. He feels that Louis was driven
to seek low con^pany because of want of funds. On the small
an.ount of njoney allov/ed him by his father, Louis could only
afford to find his pleasure in cheap taverns and shops.
Another biographer claims that he was consciously
seeking the seamy side of life so that he could write
better, for she(l) avers that he always carried his note-
book with him into the places he frequented.
In refutation of these arguments it can be said that
though Louisas allowance was small it was equivalent to
that of n'.ost of the young men of Edinburgh at the tim.e.
The social life of many of the best homes in the city would
have been open to himi had he cared to conform to the
conventions of Sdinbui'gh society. Realizing this, it is
hard to believe that lack of money alone could account for
his actions.
The fact that he carried his notebook with him into
such places as he went would not necessarily prove that he
v/ent there only for "copy," as ne sesms to nave carried his
notebook with him wherever he went at this time in his life.
Perhaps he had first found himself in the taverns because
of a shortage of funds, or had wandered in to find out
(1) Rosaline Masson in "The Life of Robert Louis Stevenson "

soK-ething about the otner side of Edinburgh society, but his
continued visits to this sort of place i^-ust be attributed to
soirie other reason.
Stevenson's later life liade hin. loved and respected by-
all who knew niiu or nis woi'ks. He was held up alniost as an
idol to youth. His courage in nis struggle against illness,
his persistence and thoroughness in nis writing, his devotion
to nis art, nis love for humanity were virtues that were
known to the public and made hiric adu.ired by all. Sir Graham
Bslfour and Fanny Stevenson were anxious to have his reput-
ation reii.ain unsullied. Tney would not risk letting the
public know of these years of his youth xvhen he spent his
time with the lowly characters of Edinburgh. The only love
story mentioned in the official biography is that of his
meeting with Fanny Van de Grift and. nis subsequent marriage
to her. Material that has come to light since the publica-
tion of this biography hints strongly at previous love affairs
THere is one love story in particular that J. A. Steuart has
popularized in his novel, "Tns Jap of Youth". Tnis book
claims bo oe the story of the youthful romance which
Stevenson experienced during his student years at the
University when his closest companions were the habitues
of taverns.
It is possible that there is some foundation for the
stories concerning Stevenson's life at this time. His

story "The Misadventvires of Jonn Nioiiolson" ii.ight be of more
tiographical interest than it has ever been considered. It
is not like cost of the novels he has written, and the
atn.osphere is that of the kind of life he lived during those
days when he was an unwilling student at the University/.
Some hitherto unpublished material caiLe into the hands
of a Mr. HelliTian in 1921. Apparently Stevenson had prepared
to publish part of this luaterial but had been dissuaded from
doing so. His wife was an extreii-ely good business woijian and
a keen Judge of what the public liked. At one time
Thomas Stevenson advised his son never to publish anything
without first showing it to his v/ife. Svicently he followed
this advice and was convinced that it would be better not
to put before the public these works of nis youth which
might reveal him in a different light.
The material which v/as published after a long delay
consisted ciniefly of love poei».s. They served as a basis on
which Sfceuart wrote his novel. In a note to his book
Steuart also gives this information:
'
-;fter many years and in the fullness of his
powers Robert Louis Stevenson wrote the story of
his great early love. For reasons which need not
be stated here it was not then, and cannot now be
published. Hence this story."
The story tells of a ronjance with a Highland girl whom
Louis met at ;a house of doubtful reputation in the evil
section of Sdinourgn. "Glaire", or Aatie Drurimond as

Steuart assures us was tier real name, was not the tj'pe of
person usualix: found in sucn a place. Though she had been
unfortunate in t" e past and had aoh.e to such a low level,
she had kept a great deal of goodness, sweetness, and charni
which inspired a passionate and sincere love in Louis, She
returned his love and ti ied to iKiprove her way of living
for his sake. The chivalrous Louis wanted ver37 auch to
iiarry her, but he had no iLeans of livelihood and was
entirely dependent on his father. Naturally his father
would not give his approval to such a niarriage. ThoiLas
Stevenson was not unaware of his son's activities at this
tiire and probably did deliver an ultin.aturu to him as
Steuai't writes in ~he novel. But even though his father
ordered hin-i to leave Edinburgh ten porarily , Louis was ready
to risk all and n-ai^ry Katie, according to Steuart. However,
Katie, loving nlm sincerely and appreciating to soi;e extent
his talents, realized that she could only hurt him by such
a marriage. Therefore she went her own way and their paths
never crossed again, but if we would believe the author of
"I'he Cap of Youth" the rriemory of tris early love was never
completely erased from Louis's mind.
While he was a student, Louis had several summer trips
planned by nis father to inci-ease his knov/ledge of engin-
eering and the particular projects in which his father's
firm was then engaged. Undoubtedly his father felt that

these trips v/ould nave & beneficial influence on Louis and
help hiiQi to cnange nia way of living.
At the end of nis fii'st 3-ear at the University his
father sent him on a trip to Anstruther in Fife to watoh
the work of the flim. there. Louis did not like the work
and he aid not like the place. His letters honie during the
sunjicer show that he was still a rather spoiled tooy. He
wanted to go back to Swanston and give up the whole project.
In August he left Anstruther to go to 'A'ick where the firm
was trying to build a lighthouse. The lighthouse was
finally abandoned but Louis had a pleasant time at Wick
and profited froiri the experience. There are a few letters
v/hich he wrote to his ihother and father froKj Wick which
show that his spirits had improved with the change. He had
the interesting experience there of going down into the sea
in a diver's outfit. He enjoyed the social life at #ick
and had an opportunity- to learn sonething of the life of
the Highland fisheiMBen' But the venture did not do c.uch
toward starting nirrj on the career which his father had
planned for hirn.
It was during his second year at the University that
Louis caii-e in contact with Professor Fleerr.ing Jenkin.
Mrs. Jenkin had net Louis when she was paying a social
call at his hoir.e. She was favorably impressed by him and
invited him to call. Ih.is was the beginning of a friend-
(
ship that was treasured greatly by Louis and was of even
iiiOre benefit to him than he realized until years later.
The Fleen.ing Jenkins v/ere young, and although the professor
gave the engineering courses at the University, the social
life at their hori-e was mainly literary. They liked to
rehearse and produce plays in v;hich Stevenson took an
active part a little later. Their hoiLe was a n.eetinf? place
for v/ell- educated, cultured people, and here Louis at least
touched upon the social life which \7as nis by right.
It was at the end of this sacie year that Kobert Louis
Stevenson was adLiitted to the fan-ous Speculative Society of
the University of Edinburgh. The organization was a dignifi
society, already steeped in tradition. Walter Scott had
been a iieii-taer and c.any other illustrious Edinburgh nen had
been rrjeii;bers of This group. It v;as fai.iliarly known as
"Spec", and to Robert Louis Stevenson it was the most de-
lightful part of his experience at the University. He
wrote enthusiastically to one of his f ellow-nieffibers
,
"0,1
do think the Spec, is about the best thing in Edinburgh."
Fany of the nei^bers had their first training in debate and
public speaking within the roorxisof this old and honored
club. Louis Stevenson was never an in.pressive speaker but
soL'ie of his talks before the group were rec^embered and
treasui'ed in after years. He was later elected one of the
five presidents of the club but he was not a particularly
<t
popular n:.eii.ber. His valedictory address, as president,
has been preserved and snows that he was then able to write
with considerable wit and cleverness. There is almost a
prophetic note in it when he speaks of the geniuses that
Fjay be gathered there. He wrote:
"Yes, if we should have here soirje budding
Scott, or if the new Shakespeare should here be
incubating his fine parts, we shall all, gentlei-en,
have a hand in the finished article. Sorce tnought
of ourF 7ill have taken hold upon his iLind, soiLe
seasont-ble repartee, soii^e happy word will have
fallen into the 'good soil' of his genius and
will afterwards bring fori;h an hundredfold."
Reading it, one aight wonder if Stevenson was not thinking
of the possibilities which the future held for him.
In the suirm-er of 1869 after Louis had spent two years
s/^ the ""niversity, he and his father went on a trip on the
Pharos , the steaner of the Northern Lights OoiLi^iss ioners
,
to Shetland, Orkney, and the Fair Isle. This trip was
pleasanter for Louis than his work of the previous suii-nier.
He really enjoyed the days at sea and appreciated the
knowledge of seafaring life that the trip gave him.
The following suir.n.er he went on an expedition in
connection v/ith the class in engineering which he had
taken with Professor FleeiLing Jenkin. iliis trip was to
Sari-aid off Mull. It was iiiUCh aore of a pleasure trip
than any he had rtade. In a delightful letter to his
Bjother he describes one glorious day of the journey when
he enjoyed ciuch good coiLpany and met aHiCng others Sam 3ough
iii
the artist, v/ho praised Louis's pleasant n^anner, rriuch to the
young ii.an's delight. In the saii.e letter he tells his rriother
that he saw an old gentleman talking with tv/o young girls,
one of whorrj v/as sweet and pretty. He writes:
"I sidled up to the old gentlei^an, got into
conversation with hinj and so with the dar^sel;
and thereupon having used the patriarch as a
ladder, j. kicked hiru down behind n.e F.eally
the whole of yesterday's work would do in a
novel without one hit of en-be 1 1 ishn.ent ; and,
indeed, few novels are so abusing. Bough,
Miss Any (the sweet and pretty damsel), Mrs. Ross,
Blackie, M—the parson--all these ^--^ere such dis-
tinct Characters, the incidents were so
entertaining, and the scenery so fine, that the
whole would have made a novelist's fortune." (1)
The various sea trips that he took supplied hii!, later
with rr.uch of the material he used in his stories. "Kidnapped"
in particular benefited fron. his first hand knowledge of
the Hebrides.
Tile next year at the University he joined with three
other young men in founding the 3]dinbui-gh University
Magazine . The n^agazine only lived through four editions.
Louis was the nost prolific contributor, practically
publishing the whole of the third edition hiniself. One
of his contributions was "An Auld Scots u-ardener", which
rcay be considered true literature. There was nothing
else which he wrote for the magazine that was of rrjuch
worth. However, one inportant result of his interest in
the gdinburgh University Magazine was his friendship with
(l)FroiL "New Letters" Selected and Edited by Sidney Oolvin p

Walter Ferrier, who was one of the other three collab-
orators. This was one of his most valued friendships
and continued fron. this tiine to Ferrier 's death.
In R^arch of this sanie year Stevenson read a paper
to the Royal Scottisn Acaden-y of Arts. It was called
"a New ForTu of Intern.ittent Light for Lighthouses",
It was considered very well done and ne received a medal
from the society foi' it. Thomas Stevenson was filled
with pride. This was the first evidence of real interest
Louis had shown in the profession his father expected
him to follow. The paper was undoubtedly good and his
father had reason to be proud, out he did not have much
reason to be hopeful about riis son's continued interest
in the work.
One evening a few weeks later Louis Stevenson and
his father went on a v/alk to Cranond. On this memorable
evening Louis announced that he wanted to give up
engineering as a profession. He v^anted to give all his
tiii.e to literatui'e. Thomas Stevenson was keenly disap-
pointed. Louis had realized that he would be, and it
must have taken considerable courage to break the news
to his father. But Louis had been discovering very
definitely that he v/as not intei-ested in engineering
and that the only thing he really wanted to do was
write. Thom^as Stevenson, though very much hurt, was

extreii^ely reasonable. Ke agreed, that Louis should give up
engineering but could, not consent to allov/ing nim to
devote all nis tin.e to literature. Louis had done so
little at this tiiue to snov/ chat he was to be a great
writer that his father cannot be blarijed for rras trusting
writing as an occupation for hiui. So father and son
cortipron ised. Louis would give up engineering but in
order "chat he would have soL.e sort of profession he
agreed to study law. His father felt that this would
at least give hiua an honorable and fairly secure occupa-
tion. The son acquiesced but he was never an eager
law student.
Louis n:ust have seeLed like a couiplete failure to
his father at this point. He would not pursue the farr.ily
profession, he was gaining a reputation for loose living,
and, as if this was not enough, he began to turn away from
the faiLily religion. Luring the next winter tnere wei'e
long and bitter argun.ents about religion between father
and son.
Young Louis Stevenson had eiiierged froii. that Edinburgh
hoiije where strict Jalvinisrc was the rule to a world in
which tliere v/as an unusual anount of freedom of thought.
Although Galvinisn. viras strorigin his noL.^ it was no longer
at its neight in Edinburgh. It nad becoKe accepted and
then in its security had lost ri,uch of its power.
(
ijalvinisir seenis to have had. litrle to offer Lo-uis. He
was a poet and an artist. Once he haci outgrown his boyish
adHiiration for the fighters and heroes of his Faith, there
v;as little left to attract hiiu. And in his search for
the truth and beauty of religion he had cone upon Voltaire,
Huxley, and Tjmdall. YJhen his father asked hin,- directly
if he no longer believed, Louis felt that t; e only honest
answer was that he did not. He regretted his frankness
because of the scene which followed. His letters at this
tin.e show how deeply he was suffering because of the pain
he was inflicting on his father and njother. Yet there
was no reparation which he could irake then. He was
sear-ching for his own faith which would con.e to hirii with
the years. He probably never really lost his belief in
God but was only puzzled v/hen he felt the tenets to which
he had been taught to hold shaken froiL under hir: oefore
he had found any prop on v;hich to lay his hands.
It was during these years of groping for faith, these
years of unhappiness at home, that friendships Gan-e to
aean so n.uch to Robert Louis Stevenson. He was particulai'ly
fortunate in iiany of his friendships. Those who loved
hin., loved hin: well and n.any of then, were wise v/here he
v/as lacking in wisdon . Repeatedly in his life soiie
friend stretched out a hand to help hiiL just when he was
most in need of aid.
((
One person who D.eant li.uch to liinj during these years
was his cousin Bob, R. A. Stevenson, his old playn.ate.
3ob had lately" returned frorii the Jontinent where he had
been studying art. Tnonja j Stevenson did not feel that
this cousin was a salutary influenae for his son. In
fact he was inclined co blane Bob for' zhe religious
vagaries through which Louis was passing, lie later sav/
that this was an unjust accusation ana apologized for it*
However, on soi.e other score he might have reasonably
criticized Bob. This brilliant cousin of Louis's, fresh
from the Bohen.ian life of Paris, exerted a strong influence
over the younger n.an. Bob was lively, intei-es ting, and an
outstanding conversationalist. Louis admired hiiii whole-
heartedly. Together they worked out pranks and tricks
which let off n:uch of the exuberance of their youth without
really doing then, any harru.
One of the pranks that was appi-rently typical of wnat
they liked to do was the way in which they set out to
confound the world by the adventures of "John Libbel".
John Libbel was a nan.e which Bob had given instead of his
own in son.e dealings with a pawnbroker. Liking the nar/.e,
the two cousins decided to use it whenever they had anything
to pav/n. They hoped that 'a large, growing, pushing
society of liien would go all over the world continually
pawning articles under the nanje of John Libbel to confound
(
at length son.e great Gern.an statist when he took it into
his nead to sxan.ine the books of pawnbrokers. * John Libbel
had other adventures at their hands. They printed cards
with his nane on then, which they left about Edinburgh.
They pretended to oe looking for him in various places and
even invented a story about an inheritance th:it was corring
to hiiij. They enjoyed theruselves while doing ,-^11 this, and
together they gained some slight reputation as wits with
son^e of the shopkeepers in the city.
Gharles Baxter becaire Louis's friend at this period
also. He was a young lav/yer v/ho was to be of inestiisable
help to Louis all his life. Their affection for each other
was genuine and sincere. In Stevenson's letters to
Gharles Baxter we can see that this friendship ?/as a very
vital thing to him, for with Baxter iiiore than with any other
he was always canaid and truthful*
The influence for good that Fleenjing Jenkin was
exerting over young Stevenson was becoming n.ore effective.
Jenkin was never the type of nan to force his philosophy
of life on another, but when Louis v/as troubled and could
no longer tur^n to his father for counsel and guidance, the
home and neart of tleen.ing Jenkin was always open to him.
"Mo doubt Jenkin knew a great deal about the kind of life
Louis was leading but he also knew hunan nature well. He
saw that his young friend had the qualities of gerius and

realized that genius is likely to revolt against the
conventions of its tinje. He put his wholeson-e philosophy
before the youth to take or to leave. He offered hinj
social life of the Lost diverting kind, giving him an
opportunity to take part in the aiiateur theatricals.
Jenkin did not cocdle Stevenson, but Stevenson respected
hinj, liked hin;, and then loved hini. There is no doubt
that Louis was greatly benefited by his association with
this nobl ? man.
His friendship with Jari,es ^I'alter Ferrier which had
begun with the publishing of the Edinburgh University
Magazine deepened as the years went by.
Sir Walter Situpson, son of Sir James Simpson, the
discoverer of chloroform, was also included in his group
of intimates at this period. Later he and Sir Walter
traveled together on the Continent sharing many pleasant
experiences and amusing inaiclsnts.
association ?ihich found disfavor in Thomas Stevenson^ s
eye was Louis's ri,en-bership in the mysterious society
known by the initials "L. J. R." ^t sibiis to have been made
up of only six members, but it had a very definite social
prograii.. The ideas which the m.embers set forth appeared
very radical to Thomas Stevenson who was always a conser-
vative and had no patience with too liberal social theories.
When he learned the nature of the group, Louis was forbidden
r
to meet with it. Due to his father's intervention Louis's
little excursion into liberalisn. only survived through
five meetings of the "L. J. R,"
Two other friendships which began in this period of
his life and lasted until his death were those with
Mrs. oitwell and Sidne;- Oolvin. Louis met Yrs. Sitwell
at the home of one of his yoiing married cousins. He
imiffiediately found this new acquaintance symipathetic and
wise» Sidney Golvin soon joined them at the cousin's
hoFie and another enduring friendship began. Some years
later Mrs. Sitwell became Sidney Oolvin' s wife. Both of
these charmjing people had miuch to offer Stevenson.
Sidney Golvin was already a recognized literary and art
critic although he was only five years Stevenson's senior.
He was always ready to help Stevenson in a material way
as well as serving as a guide and counsellor in his literary
adventures. To Mrs. Sitwell Louis poured out his troubles
about religion, his unhappiness at home because of his
nonconformity, his literary aspirations and ventu2'es. He
found consolation and help under her wise guidance, for
she never failed to listen to himj kindly and advise him
judiciously.
In his student days Stevenson som^etimjes liked to
compare himself with the ill-fated poet Kobert Fergusson.
Fergusson, like Stevenson, was a son of Edinburgh. His
((
possibilities of genius were never realized, as he died at
the age of twenty-three after a profligate life. Had not
Robert Louis Stevenson been blessed witn a wise, if stern,
father and good friends there night have been a greater
similarity between the two youths. However, "velvet Joat"
,
as Louis was called in the taverns, passed through his
student days without irreparably injuring nis character or
his genius.
r
JHAFTER III
TOEH I AI^ GROVm TO MAN'S S3TATS

(41)
" WJ13N I Alv lihOvi/iM TO MAW ' S 3S i'AT.-i;" U)
Robert Louis Stevsnson had i:ore success studying law
than he had had studying engineering. He enrolled in the
University for the courses in Civil Lav/, Public Law, and
Political Econony, In 1872 and 1873 he worked in tne offices
of Messrs. Skene, Edwards, and dilton in connection with his
law studies. Most of the work he did was copying. me work
was not particularly interesting to hie but he c;id enjoy
having the extra iioney which he earned. Mr. Skene, the
senior partner in the firm, was the well -inown historian,
but he and Stevenson never had any contact while the young
n.an was in his office.
In 1872 Stevenson passed the preliminary test for the
Scott isn Bar. He did not feel very well prepared for his
examination. 'The day before the exaiiination was to be given
he realized that he would nave to answer questions on French
grarimar. Although he could speak French fluently, he had
practically no gran.n-at ical knov/ledge of the language. He
thought of studying a graii;Diar book the night before the
examination but decided that it was too much to attem.pt, so
he entered the examining room the next day feeling totally
unprepared, nis excellent knowledge of the spoken language,
however, helped him so much that he was able to pass with
little difficulty.
(1) From "Locking Forward" in "A GSaild's Garden of Verses"

Stevenson liked the French language very niuch and had
already done considerable reading in it. For many yearns he
continued to enjoy French literature and lor a long period
of tiiLe ne was greatly influenced in his writing by the
French authors that he read. He recognized early that they
had njany lessons t^ teach him in regard to style, and he strove
painstakingly to acquire the polished manner that seerred to
be their natural gift.
Stevenson's friends advised him to take the examination
for the English Bar instead of the Scottish Bar. He liked
this idea as it would give hin. a chance to visit London.
His father approved of the plan, and Louis set forth for
London. Vtoen ne arrived, however, all he could do wap consult
a doctor as he had become very ill on the journey. A famous
physician. Dr. Clark, prescribed that he i.ust go South, alone
and witnout any cares or worry. Although Dr. Jlark did not
diagnose his case as tuDerculosis , he did tell him that he
was in grave danger of developing it and warned him against
the rigors of the Scottisn cliiiiate. Accordingly, Louis
returned to Scotland to prepare for a trip to Mentone.
This illness was the most severe that ne experienced
in his youth. He left Scotland in Novenber, and when he
arrived in Mentone, he was too ill to do niuch except sit in
the sun and try to read a little. He wrote frequently to
Mrs. Sitwell v/hile he was there and her letters cheered him
considerably. He was foi-tunate to have such a friend to

whom he could pouj' out the introspective musings in which
he indulged dui'ing the early part of his stay in the South.
For soiue time he felt that he was surely going to die, and
it worried him that he was to die v/ith his debt to humanity
entirely unpaid. He lived very frugally as he was loath to
spend L:0re of his father's money than was absolutely necessary,
so strong was his conviction that he was not going to be
able to repay it in any way. In his letters to Mrs. Sitwell
he writes of the weariness and lassitude that possessed him
and complains that he cannot enjoy the beauty of Mentone
because He has not brought his soul with him. He felt much
older than his twenty-three years and at times wished
m'Orbidly to die if co^ild not be young and well again.
After the winter had passed and he had regained his health,
and to some extent his exuberant spirits, he used many of
the thoughts he had written to Mrs. Sitwell in an essay,
"Ordered South".
The suji and warmth of Mentone were good for him and
tiie tiL.e for thinking and relaxation given to him by this
period of enforced rest had a definitely beneficial effect
on his life. Although he had first coii.plained of "feeling
nuiiib", that sensation passed and he gained a new appreciation
of the loveliness of nature. One letter in particular
written at this time shows how keen his feeling for nature
was, and gives us an inkling of the ffiastery of words that
he was gradually attaining. He writes:
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"The first violet. There is iLore sweet trouble
for the heai^t in the brsoth of this gruall flower
than in all the wines of all the vineyards of
Europe. I cannot contain iLyself. I do not think
so small a thing has ever given iiie such a princely
festival of pleasure. I feel as if ay heart were
a little bunch of violets in my bosom; and njy
brain is pleasantly intoxicated with the wonderful
odour. I suppose I am writing nonsense, but it
does not seem nonsense to me* Is it not a wonderful
odour? Is it not something incredibly subtle and
perishable? It is like a wind blowing to one out
of fairyland. No one need tell that the phrase
is exaggerated if I say that this violet sings ;
it sings with the san.e voice as the March blac':^-
|
bird; and the sa. e adorable treii.or goes through
one's soul at the hearing of it." (1)
When he was first at Mentone he wrote to Mrs. Sitwell
of an experience he had had with opium. After a bad night
|
he had taken a dose of it and the result was not altogether
pleasing to hiiij. He spent day of extraordinary happiness,
he claimed, but he reports:
"It does not L.ake me write a good style
apparently, v/hich is just as well Icst I
should be tempted to renew the experiment." (2)
Sidney Colvin joined nimi at Mentone during the
winter, and with improved health and good company, Louis
began to enjoy life again. He went with Colvin on a snort
trip to Iv'onte Carlo and then retui'ned to Mentone where he
established himself at a new hotel with mjore congenial
company. Thei-e is a brief episode of two Russian ladies
at the hotel v/ho added interest to Stevenson's life at this
time. One of the ladies, both of whom were considerably
|
(1) From"New Letters" Selected and Edited by Sidney Colvin d.41'
(2) From"'Mew Letters" Selected and Edited by Sidney Colvin o.^
r
older than he, seemed to take a rather romantic interest in
Louis, and though he found it ei^-barrasaing at times, he did
not dislike the situation. Certainly, the oomp&ny of the
two ladies and the little Pussian ohild, Nelitohka, who was
with them, helped to make the time pass very happily.
Although he made plans to meet nis Russian friends again
in Poland, the plans never materialized and these friends
remained only a pleasant episode in his life.
It was v;hile he vms at T.'^entone that his essay, "Poads",
was published. This was r3ally his first published work.
He had sent it to the Saturday Review' but it had not bsen
accepted. Through the aid of Sidney Oolvin it was accepted
toy Portfolio and came out in th^ issue of December, 1873.
Stevenson was very n.uch encouraged by this and for a while
he went earnestly to work on an essay on 'vYalt \Vhitman, but
his bodily health had evidently not been sufficiently restored
to allow him to put his usual enthusiasm into the work. He
wrote to Mrs. Sitwell complaining that the essay lag/-?ed. As
a matter of fact it was not completed at this time but put
off until later. Stevenson v/as a great admirer of Walt
Whitman and m^uch of his own philosophy of life corresponds
with Whitnan's. V/ben Walt '//hitman was misunderstood and
scorned by his own countryhen, Stevenson appi'eciated him and
did much to i:ake him understood by the general reader.
IVhile Golvin was still with him at Mentone, Stevenson
met Andrew Larg who came to call on Golvin, Neither Stevenson

nor Lang liked each other at the first meeting but later
the3' becane staunch friends, and Andrew Lang helped to
popularize Stevenson's novels in later years.
Another incident that occurred during the winter serves
to reveal that Stevenson still possessed his taste for being
different. He needed an overcoet, ^o Jolvin, on a brief trip
to Paris, was comiriissioned to purchase one for him. Jolvin
bought not an overcoat but a dark blue flowing cloak.
Stevenson was inordinately proud of the cloa^ because it gave
hit. a piratical appearance and. set hira apart from the rest
of the people at Mentone. He even wrote to his father and
iLother describing the cloak with boyish delight.
Before he left Mentone he had completed the essay
"Ordered South" and had it accepted for Ma en. il Ian' s Magazine
for Fay, 1874. He was not con:pletely satisfied with it
himself although he confessed he had found soD:e pleasure in
writing it.
By April his health was restored enough to perir.it him
to leave Mentone. However, he went to Paris for a luonth
before daring to risk the cold spring Y/eather of Edinburgh.
In Paris he joined his cousin bob, who was taking up painting
as a profession. Louis had his first taste of Parisian life
at this tine. Bob had a studio there and acquainted him with
the Latin Quarter and the Bohemian life of the city. Louis
enjoyed it al] and though he was partaking of all the gaiety
of the artist's life there,he found time to work on an article

on Victor Hugo's Roiriances whioh v/as later accepted by
Jorniiill*
After this brief stay in Paris he returned to Scotland,
He joined his faniily at Sv/anston and found that conditions
had greatly improved for hiiii during his absence. His mother
v/as proud of the slight literary success he was having. His
father, though not corLpletely satisfied with him, accepted
him with more tolerance and seemed to understand better that
Louis was being honest in his search for truth. Tiie older
mian could not, of course, be pleased since his son was still
far from conforming to the established religion of the
family, yet he met him on a more reasonable basis and for
a while at least their religious differences were not brought
to the foreground. During the v/inter at Mentone Thomjas
Stevenson had increased his son's allowance to seven pounds
a month and this allowance was continued when Louis returned
home. It was not by any means a li.rge sum considering the
expenses he was expected to meet, but he could alm.ost always
depend on having the regular allowance supplemented when
necessary by his father or mother. He was also beginning to
earn a little from his writing so that he felt more independ-
ent than he had previously. His allowance wss not large
enough to enable him to learn much about spending n.oney
judiciously. He spent his earnings as well as his allowance
as fast 83 they came and then wjuld fall back on his family
for more if necessary. This was not a way of living that
(A
was conducive to the wise nianagsnent of n.oneY» Had he learned
in his early years the value of iiioney he night have spared
hin.self u-uch suffering later on in his life.
.Wnile he was staying around Edinburgh and ^^'vanston that
spring he took some sn^all parts in the plays Fleeming Jenkin
and his friends were putting on. Stevenson enjoyed the parts
very n.uch for he v/as fonn of acting. He was never very
successful at it but the Jenkin theatricals furnished him
with the social life he needed. After the plays were
finished he completed his article on Victor Hugo and received
an order to write a notice for 'fne Fortnightly of Lord Lytton's
"Fables in Song." He had not seen the book and did not want
to write the notice until he had read it. His father, who
is soL.etiii.es represented as being so opposed to Louis's
literary v/ork, traveled all over Edinburgh trying to obtain
a copy for hini and when he could not get it frorri any of the
libraries finally bought the book for his son. Y.'hen the
review was wrirt en, Louis felt that he had done a poor piece
of work but John Korley, then editor of The Fortnightly
,
accepted it, and it appeared in the c.agazine the next n.onth.
It was while he was with his fan.ily at Swanston that
Louis received word that he had been elected to the Savile
Club in London. He nustered up the ten guineas for n.ercbership
and started out for London to enjoy his meiubership there.
The Savile Club vas then a new organization only five years
|0ld. i/any of the L.enher-s were already his friends : Oolvin,

Fleeiijing Jenkin, Leslie Stephen, Andrew Lang, and others.
The club was largely L.Ede up of l ising :'oung literary rien,
and Stevenson took great delight in their coiipany.
In London he began his essay "Notes on the MoveF.ents
!
of Young Children" ,v/hich was published in Portfolio the !
following fiUgust. Through his contacts in the Savile Club ^
he met n.any notables in London though he largelj'' limited his I
social life to literary circles. He hoped to meet darlyle
at this tiiLe and Leslie Stephen tried to bring this about.
I
He seen.s to have approached Jarlyle at an inopportune
raonjent, for CarlA^le grunbled that he was not interested in
j
meeting young nen of literary proi/dse. Stephen mentioned
Stevenson's interest in John Knox, as he thought this might
be common ground on which the two could meet. Carlyle only
suggested unenthusiastically that the young author could
bring his work on Knox to him when it was finished. Stevenson
never did, and the opportunity for the two literary li-en to
meet passed.
When Louis returned to Swanston after his visit to
London, he learned that his cousin Bob was seriously ill
with diphtheria. Louis's letters to Frs. Sitwell reveal his
great anxiety and his loving friendship for Bob. Though
he writes, "It is curious how calm I am in such a case", and
"Why should I disturb myself? ", he was not calm or undis-
turbed. Throughout Bob's illness he was irritable and
morbid and could not work. In his consternation and sorrow.

unlike the atheist he had once confessed to be, he turned to
thoughts of God and the ultimate goodness oi G-od to his
creatures.
Bob recovered but Louis's agitation had left his ov/n
health son-ewhat shaken, v ith his friend '"alter Simpson
he went on a yachting cruise to the Hebrides and returned
in auch better health and spirits. He then joined his
parents on a tour to Barnouth and Llandudno and follov/ed
that by a walking tour into Buckinghari.shire. He wrote later
of this walking tour in his sketch, "An Autuixn Effect", which
¥/as published in Portfolio the next spring.
In spire of the au.ount of traveling he was doing, Louis
was not neglecting his work. He was studying hard on Scottish
Scclesiastioal affairs and wrote a patphlet entitled "-^n
Appeal to the Clergy of the Church of Scotland". In this
paper he urged the clergy to take advantage of a current
law to unite the various denoiriinat ions into one Scottish
Church. It was an appeal also for tolerance and justice,
and in the light of subsequent happenings in Scotland it
would have been wise for the clergy to have given ear to
Stevenson's plsa. Thomas Stevenson approved of this parriphlet
but it passed unnoticed by the rest of Edinburgh and most
of the Scottish clergy. It was published by the conservative
publishing house of Blackwood, though their magazine never
accepted any of Stevenson's other ?/orks.
Besides completing the appeal to the clergy, Louis was
p/
hard at work on sOLje articles on John Knox, the ones to which
Leslie Stephen had referred when speaking to Oarlyle. The
articles were officially called "John Knox and his Relations
with Women", but were fartiliarly referred to by Stevenson
as "Knox and his Fenales". This subject interested him and
at one tin^e he planned to write a biography of Knox. Re
I
gave up this pxoject, interesting as it would have been,
and the essay, as he finally wrote it, appeared the next year
in acniillan' s I/agazine.
During the winter of 1874 Louis resumed his classes
in Law at the University. He was not in the mood for his
studies and rebelled inwardly against the promise he had
given his father to study this subject that was so boring
to him. His letters at this time to Frs. Sitwell are full
of con plaints about his loneliness and the amjount of work
he had to do. He was again in the office of Skene, Edwards,
and Silton and was nov/ attending classes in Scots Law,
Conveyancing, Constitutional Law, and History.
II
He was restless and dissatisfied in Sdinburgh that
winter. He longed for feminine coii^panionship and seems to
I
have been almost entirely without it. In the beginning of
^ the winter he exclaimed to ivirs. Sitwell, "John Knox had a
i better time of it than I, with his godly females all leaving
their husbands to follow after him; I
^^^^^ j ^^^^ j^^^
Knox; I hate living like a hermit. "
B'^'5ton Ifn (Varsity
ichooj 0^ Education
!

Fobert Louis Stevenson set tbe age of twenty-five as
that which niarked the end of youth. II ow indeed he was
finding hiii.self for the first tine with the ideals and
purposes of a n.an. Stevenson retained the enthusiasm of
youth and his zest for youthful joys far longer than the
average nan, Turing this winter, hov/ever, he definitely
took the step from youth to manhood. For the first tii'.e
those qualities of perfeveranoe against difficulties-,
generosity, greatness of heart, which were to nark his later
life, began to reveal thei-selves. Stevenson was changing
froDi an irresponsible boy to the great man that the years
proved hiiri to be. The change was not coiiipleted by any means
in this one disiual Edinburgh winter. Later he slipped back
into some of the careless v;ays which so distressed his father,
but frori; this tlihe on the pattern of the i;.an he was to be
was visible to those who wished to see it.
Though he longed for pleasure, amusenent, and love,
Stevenson kept at his work as he had never done before.
He stuck to his law with con.m'endable zeal in spite of his
growing distaste for it. He wrote a great deal, although
his published work for this period is small. He wrote a
few articles for the Encyclopedia Britannica, notably one
on 3ei anger, and had a poem or two published. He had,
moreover, become interested in writing fiction. He planned
and began several short stories, but on the advice of Colvin
and other friends these stories were destroyed. Though he
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was not able to tell a story then v/itli the power which he
acquired later, he was leai'ning. 'These creative efforts,
although not successful, were steps on the way to his
ultin;ate success. They consuKed much of his energy and he
: adiLits that his work son.etin.es left hiCi "shaky and crying"
so great was the emotional strain he underwent in writing.
3ut though each story cost him tic.e and effort and one
I
after the other was consigned to oblivion, no one could
charge hin. with wasted tin-e in view of the great benefits
his later fiction n.ust have received froni his early creative
attempts.
His recreation during this winter consisted chiefly
of skating on Duddlngstone Loch and attending concerts and
recitals. He was developing a sincere love for music. Though
he was never able to play any instrun:ent, unless we except
the penny whistle, he had a keenly appreciative ear and was
I
able to enjoy the beautiful in iLusic.
This winter, '-hioh in some ways seemed so difficult foi'
him, brought 'lim a friendship which v/as one of the most
valuable and cherished of his life. Leslie Stephen Game to
I
Edinburgh for a fev.' days and while there took Stevenson to
call on a poor contributor of his, W. E. Henley, who had
come to Edinburgh to place hiiiiself under the care of the
grest Dr. Lister. Henley had already lost a foot and had
a badly crippled hand when Stevenson met hin;. He had been
under treatment for eighteen months and although he v/as
II
r
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inproving, his recovery; was very slow. The advent of the
eager, enthusiastic Louis Stevenson into his life at this
tin.e was like a gift from the gods. ':!hen Louis first saw
h±m he was propped up in bed in a dreary little roon; with
two sriall boys ocoupying another bed in the ward. He v/as
as cheerful as if he were in a king's palace, however, and
in the conversation that followed Louis realized that here
T^as a 1. an of superior intellect. This visit with Leslie
Stephen was the first of many that Louis paid to Henley.
The invalid was anxious for books and Loui? b"rousht hiirs
nany. Ke brought his friends to see hie. and cheer him. As
spring can^e, Louis provided a carriage and took Henley out
I
riding. He gave hin. his friendship lavishly from his
generous heart and Henley was grateful.
Henley had ii.uch to offer Louis in return. He who was
already a iLaster of style recognized that Stevenson had
considerable talent. He criticized, however, a vein of
unreality which would keep the young author frors ever
reaching the perfection that he sought. Louis was unprepared
for the severe but just criticisn: of Henley and did not
accept it gracefully at first. He tried to defend hiri.self,
but soon caii.e to realize that uenigy was right, and with
this new insight into his work he began at once to invprove
his style.
\nien the long winter in Edinburgh was drawing to a
close, Stevenson found tin:e to take a flying visit to his
Ill
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cousin Bob, who was at Fontaineblsau. Here in April Louis
riiade the first of L.any visits to the place where later he
spent so iLuoh tiii.e and where so great an adventure finally
awaited hir^. He wrote hi'^ '''Irst iii.pressions of Fontainebleau
in a sketch called "Forest Notes" which was published in
Gornhill a year later.
He could not stay long with Bob for he was once again
taking part in Fleeming Jenkin's play. This tine the play
was "Twelfth :^Ught". Louis gloried in it because of the
I
opportunity it gave hiii- to appear in fine costuriie, and he
r'
ij delighted in the brilliant social life connected v/ith the
i
i!
perforrijances, each of which was followed by a supper riiade
unforgettable by extraordinarily good food and witty
conversation.
It was in June of this year that Stevenson had a
visitor who left a lasting iriipression on him. Tlie
Honorable J. Seed who had been Seci-etary to the Custoirs
I
and. Marine Eepartii.ent of New Zealand paid a visit to
17 Heriot Row and talked in glowing teriLS of the South Sea
Islands. IWiile he talked, there was implanted in Louis
Stevenson's mind the desire to visit these islands, "green
forever—absolute balm for the weary". Louis never met the
1
Honorable J. Seed again, but from that tiuie on there wa.3
a vision in his heart, which he was never to relinquish of
a Utopian land.
On July 14, 1875 Stevenson was called for his final
c
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exan'ination in Law for adn-jission to the Faculty of Advocates.
Louis passed without difficult^' and was really overjoyed.
His pleasure probably lay in the knowledge that he was
through with the hated studies rather than in any sense of
achieveri:ent . One of his girl cousins has described the
boyish elation Louis showed on the afternoon of the day he
passed the exarr.ination. As he had been notified at once of
his passing, ae was in very high spirits. His fan.ily drove
into Edinburgh froK Swanston to meet hirn rnd hear the news.
Riding through Edinburgh in the Stevensons' big open
barouche, Louis insisted on sitting on the top of the
carriage which was throv/n open, and hailing all the people
he passed, waving his hat joyously. But his f airily were
proud of hiiij and though they were undoubtedly en.barrassed
by his exuberance, chey laughed and rejoiced with hiic.
Two days later he v;as duly called to the Scottish
Bar, and a week later received his first con plin entary brief.
His lav; career was short and quite profitless. After a
surrnier in which he ignored his profession entirely, he
returned to Edinburgh in September and cade a slight attempt
at practising. He frequented the great hall of Parliaii.ent
I
House, the haunt of advocates looking for business. He
affixed a brass plate v/ith his nane on it to the door of
!
17 Heriot Row and he had a share in the services of a clerk.
He had four or five briefs in all but his earnings did not
exceed five pounds. One case caii.e his way which ndght have
rCI s
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been of real importance but it was settled outside of court
by a conjproiLise. In speaking of it afterwards, Stevenson
said, "If it had prospered I might have stuck to the Bar,
and then I suppose I should have been dead of the cliitiate
long ago."
I
He was not attracted to the practice of law and was
certainly not cut out by nature to be an advocate. Though
brilliant and witty in conversation, especially with those
, he knew best, he was ill at ease and enibarrassed in his few
experiences in coui't. There is one story in particular
||
that illustrates his ineptitude for the duties of a lawyer,
Oie day while prowling around the city in one of his freakish
costuiies he encountered one of the judges of the court. He
saluted hiii; courteously and the amazed justice returned the
salute. On returning hoii:e Louis found a brief waiting for
hire instructing hirii to revive a case on the following day
||
before the very san.e judge. The usual procedure was iterely
to bring up the case in court forn:ally so that it would not
lapse frott the court's list. 3ut when Louis appeared in ||
the court ii.any of his friends, Laving heard of the brie:^ were
assembled there to see how he would conduct hin-self. The
j|
judge recognized Louis as his disreputaole looking friend of i
the previous day and in n-ediately sensed a joke. He gaily
entered into the spirit of the occasion and asked irnuraerable
and unexpected questions to Louis's intense discon^forb . Louis
was vinequal to the surprise attack and shifted ir.iserably from
i
0 1
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one foot to the other looking around for some means of
escape. Finally in desperation his eyes lighted on his
solicitor who had purposely withdrawn into the far corner
of the courtroom, V/ith great relief Louis referred the
judge to the solicitor for the ansv/ers to his questions.
And the counsel n.ade his escape.
The suiLriier following his adrriittance to the 3ar, Louis
again sought Fontainebleau and the con.pany of his cousin
Bob. Sir ''alter Sirtpson "/as v/ith hini and together they did
much tramping in the ooen air. Louis's Sohemiian attire
sometimes got hln. into trouble as once v/hile on an excursion
up the valley of the Loing. Th^.e French police believed him
to be a pedlar or some kind of wicked imiposter and even the
very respectable appearance of Sir iValter Siinpson could not
convince them that Stevenson was only a British citizen on
a holiday. V.Tiile the police leisurely investigated his
story, Stevenson was kept in iail. Though he railed against
such events, they did not in the least persuade hiii. to give
up Ms Bohemian costunes, and he frequently used incidents
I
of such a natui^e to supply huir.or in his articles about his
travels.
Stevenson visited Grez this sum-mier. His first impression
of the place was unfavorable as he found it "full of a kind
of sadness." After a three day visit there he was glad to
get back to the cheerful inn at Barbizon. This inn kept by
M. Siron was a favorite artis ts'abode. The bill, Stevenson
# I
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tells us in his essay "Fontainebleau" , was rendered according
to the lodger's disposition: the kindlier the lodger, the
longer the bill. But life at the inn was decidedljr pleasant,
and Stevenson found tii^e to do son,e studying and even a
little writing while on this holiday. He was studying the
French poets and poetry of zhe fifteenth century. Fuch of
the material that he read at this tine was used in his papers
on Charles of Orleans and Francois Villon.
Later in the sujijn.er he joined his parents at Weisbaden
and HoiTiburg, and in the fall returned to Edinburgh to n.ake
his feeble and half-hearted attea-pt to practise la?/. He
hoped to do soL.e literary work while waiting for briefs in
the Advocates' Library, but he had too rr.any distractions
there. Me was too sociable a person to work when conversation
was to be had and he found hiii.self spending too ti.uch tirce
with his fellow lawyers. After a few liiOnths he gave up
trying to work in the library and betook hinself to the
upper r 0 0115 at 17 Heriot Kow. Ihese two roonc-had forn.erly
been his nursery but in later years had been iiade over into
a study for hiri.. There he v/rote assiduously during this
winter, sonetiii.es not even stopping for the iieals v/hich his
mother brought up to him.
Though he was working constantly, he did not have n-uch
published during the winter. His article"Fontainebleau"
was oon^pleted aiid the articles on Plnox cane out in Septen-ber
and October. He did a little reviewing for some n-agazines.

particularly for Vanity Fair and The AQaden:y
«
He wrote a
review of Browning's "Inn Alburu" of v/hich he was rather
proud. It was a slashing attack on Browning's style. The
matter he agreed was satisfactory, but, he clainied, Browning
knew little or nothing about the style poetry should have.
The review apparently went unnoticed by aany and Browning
hiiiiself probably never saw it. At a later date Stevenson
and Browning u.et at Sidney Oolvin's hon.e and Browning gave
no sign that he had ever seen or heard of this attack.
That winter Stevenson slipped back into his forcier wa-y
of living. He visited all the old haunts of his student
days and enjoyed the coiipany of soi.^e of the reprehensible
aertbers of Edinburgh society. He was still dependent upon
his father financially and though he was earning a little
now by his writing, he was still tuj'ning to his father for
' iTioney to suppleii^ent his allowance and his earnings. He
n anaged to afford a nonth's visit to London to stay with
I
Sidney Colvin and then went on a walking tour in Ayrshire
and Galloway. He tuined the walking tour to aG30unt after-
wards when he wrote a paper, "A V/inter's Walk in Oarriok
and C-alloway." The tour had other beneficial effects as he
was able to settle down to his writing with inore peace of
D-ind when he returned,
:
As spring caae Stevenson saw irany of his articles
published, but though the writing he was producing was
skillfully done and furnished interesting reading, he was

by no nsans a popular writsr yet. His friends acolainied
Kuch of his writing as real literature, but the artioles
and essays which he wrote did not bring him the rei^uneration
he would have liked, nor did they do ruuoh toward bringing
him popularity. In Qornhill , the iriagazine of which Leslie
Stephen was the editor, the initials L. 3. appeared with
fair frequency. Many of the readers took it for granted
that these were the initials of the editor. Ttiose who read
the articles signed in this manner found then, enjoyable,
but f^r the most part Stevenson's recognition as a writer
of literary merit can-je very slowly. After he becan.e
widely known through his novels, readers went back to his
essays and earlier works and found theni exceedingly good,
but when they were first published they iLade alEOst no stir
in the literary world.
Stevenson had an opportunity to see Salvini play
Macbeth during this spring and wrote a critique of it which
appeared in The AcadePiy for the fifteenth of April. Stevenson
loved the stage and loved to see good acting. Fleeiriing
Jenkin criticized the article on Salvini on the groujids
that Stevenson put too iLuch of his own egoisic into it and
not enough about Salvini, but The Acaden^y did not seeii; to
find it so.
That spring Louis again found tin^e to visit the
environs of Fontainebleau. He spent a few weeks with the
r
artist Will Low, whose friendship he had previouslj^ acquired
there.
One of Stevenson's biographers feels that during this
v/inter he was son,ewhat wounded by the realization of the
evident attachment that Iv'rs. Sitwell and Sidney Colvin had
for each other. His correspondence with both of them fell
off, but he was not a very constant correspondent at any
time. Although he wrote nany letters in his life, he could
not be called faithful in this ruatter, and one often finds
him admitting a delay in his letter writing which had no
ij better excuse than the fact that his spirits were low.
1/^ether or not his feeling for Mrs. Sitwell was affected
by her increasing friendliness with Colvin cannot be clearly
determined. He had always admired her and confided in her,
and on every occasion he hfd found her to be a willing and
sympathetic friend. If he endured any pangs of jealousy,
I his good sense apparently came to the fore for his friend-
ship with both Mrs. Sitwell and Sidney Colvin continued
ujibroken to the end of his life.
However, some restlessness drove him. back to his old
haunts and undesirable associations. He was searching for
happiness and, confusing the pleasure he had found in the
cafe^'s and taverns with happiness, he again resorted to
il
those places for companionship and diversion. Evidently
'I
his father lost all patience with hin. at this recurrence
r
of his past fo3_ly, for we find that W. E. Henley was able
to repay in part the friendly services Stevenson had rendered
to him the previous winter. Henley was now established in
rooms of his own and there he took Louis and cared for him
while he was sick in body and mind. Wi&tever trouble
Stevenson had with his family was reniedied in a short time
and he was soon n^aking plans for a canoeing trip in France
with Sir Walter Siir.pson.
In July at Swanston he read a great deal about
Joan of Arc whom he always adiLired. lie had also become
absorbed in reading Boswell. He wrote "A Defense of Idlers",
which is really a defense of R. L. S. ,he tells us,
Besides his enforced visit with Henle;'- he found time
during the summer to stay with the Jenkins at Loc''^ Carron
in the West Highland. 3y the end of the sumjmer he and
Walter Simpson were ready to start on their famous canoe
journey in the Arethusa and the Cigarette .
The events of this canoe trip furnished the material
for Stevenson's first book, "An Inland Voyage". It was not
a very comfortable journey : chey encountei-ed much bad
weather and sone trying adventures. Louisas weird costimies
caused comiment again and again. Once ?/hen they crossed the
Belgium frontier they had difficulty convincing the officials
of their respectability^ , and on iLore than one occasion
they found it almiOst impossible to obtain lodgings because
I'
r
of their suspicious appearance. \^en iney bro^v'^bt their
canoes into the valley of the Oise, the river v/as swollen
by rain. The voyage downstrean; was dangerous, and at one
place Stevenson was borne along by the current and carried
beneath the horizontal trunk of a tree. Caught by its
branches, he had a narrow escape from death but luanaged to
leap upon the trunk and crawl cautiously to the shore.
Sir Walter rescued the canoe and they were able to resune
their journey.
(
OHAFTER IV
3UT THE GLORY KEPT SHII^ING A^'D BRIGHT IN lY EYES,
AND THE STARS GOING ROUND IN Wi HEAD.

"BUT TH3 GLOhY KZPT SlilNP^G AFD BRIGHT IV. IVY 3Y3S
AND TH.i 3TAKS GODIG ROUTTr IM M HEAD" (l)
There seems to be soji-e dispute among his biographers
as to whether it was iirrcediately before or after his "inland
voyage" that Stevenson began the adventure that was to prove
the greatest and happiest experience of his varied and
interesting life. J. A. Steuart would have us believe that
it was before going on his voyage that he stopped at Grez
and ' et the "eternal won-.an oy the wayside" , and that the
inland voyage was a soiLewhat disagreeable interruption to
the newly established friendship between hini and the v/oir.an
he had found waiting there. But Sir Grahani Balfour states
that it was upon his return fronj the canoeing trip that
Stevenson arrived at Grez to find Fanny Van de Grift Osborne
living at the artist corrji unity there. Certainly when he
wrote his book "An Inland Voyage", he had met her and he
undoubtedly had his own beautiful adventure in n.ind when he
wrote the concluding words of the book:
"You may paddle all day long; but it is
when you coii.e back at nightfall, and look in
at the fan,iliar room, that you find Love or
Death awaiting you beside the stove; and the
iLOst beautiful adventures are not those we go
to seek."
Louis had heard runiors that the masculine life at
Grez had been broken into by the advent of two feminine
i
I (1) From "Escape at Bedtime" in "A Ohild's Garden of Verses"

visitors. His friends had assured him that the women were
the "right sort", that is they had not in any sense dis-
rupted the happy, carefree coiLiuunity life there* 1/Vhen Louis
arrived at Grez on this eventful occasion. Bob Stevenson
was staying there. Sir Walter Simpson haci arrived before
hini, and n ost of the group of eighteen or twenty n;en were
already his friends. IVith a characteristic love for the
dramatic, Louis burst in on them not through the conventional
door but through an open window. Perhaps in a glance into
the lam;p-lit room he had already discerned the two women at
the table with his friends and was a little n.ore anxious
than usual to make a striking impression. Afterwards Louis
declared that he fell in love with Fanny Osborne on sight.
He probably did and the continued acquaintance served to
deepen the first favorable impression.
Fanny Van de Grift Osborne was an American o:*^ remjote
Dutch and Swedish ancestry. She was born in March 1840
near Indianapolis. She spent her childhood in the backwoods
of Indianapolis. Life there in the m.iddle of the nineteenth
century was pririjitive and yet romantic. Fanny grev/ up
something of a tomboy, reveling in the out-of-door life she
led. She was a precocious child and in spite of her tomboy
ways she was considered a belle in the community as she grew
out of childhood. When she was only seventeen, she was
n:arried to Samuel Osborne, a young and handsome Kentuckian.

They rr.ade their hor.e in Indianapolis where their daughter
Isobel was boi-n. "Tien the Jivil IVar broke out, Osboine v/ent
to fight for the North. During the war Fanny's brother-in-law
and forner playri.ate, George Marshall, oecan.e ill and the
doctors prescribed the cliii.ate of California foi- hirn. I'Trien
the v/ar ended, Sanuel Osborne started to take Marshall to
California but the sick n.an died at PanaLa. Osborne, however,
continued alone. From California he v/rote to Fan. .3. celling
her to sell their property and join hin-. Taking her baby
girl with her, Fanny went to California only to find that
1 her husband had gone to the silver mines of Nevada. Inhere
I she joined hin. and spent some years at the mining camp. It
' was a rough but exciting life and Fanny enjoyed it. They
I
moved later to the lawless mining tawn, Virginia City, where
!
Osborne again left her to go into the ri.ountain country.
Fanny had gooo. reason to believe her husband had been
I
unfaithful to her and yet she went to join himi again at
San Francisco. News of her husband's death started her
looking for work to support herself and her daughter. She
found em-ploym:ent as a dressmaker, but the story of her
Ihusband's death proved, false and he socn cam.e to her in
j|
San Francisco. They spent several years there and her second
child. Lloyd, was born curing this time. Another son was
'I
born in 1871 but her life had been made unhappy by her
ihusband's constant infidelities; and in 1875, taking her
0^
I
(66)
three children, she left Saihuel Osborne forever and set out
for Europe.
Fanny Osborne had found time to study art -under
Virgil V/illian.s in San FranoisGO, and her daughter Isobel
seemed to have son.e artistic talent. Mrs. Osborne decided
to establish her fan.ily in Paris v/here liother and daughter
oould study at the Julien School of Art. They v/ere very
poor, son.etimes having scarcely enough to eat. Further
trouble and unhappiness caii-e to ^'anny when the youngest
child, Hervey , becaiie seriously ill. He was a beautiful
gol ("-Jin-haired child of five the Bother endured untold
^fforiv as she watched oy the bedside of the suffering litrle
boy who finally gave up the feeble struggle for life.
It was after this harrowing expeiience that Fanny Osborne
went with her two children to stay at Grez. She was then
nearly thirty-seven years old. Isobel was seventeen and
Lloyd was a child of eight.
Those who knew her best describe her as a woman of
great intelligence and charnj. She had endured rr.uoh and
received hard blows fron. life but even in her sorrov; and
troubles she had not given way to despair but was facing
life gallantly.
If Stevenson loved her on first sight, there is no
evidence that she did not return his love almost at once.
Lloyd Osborne, looking back on the tine when Stevenson
r
first returned to Grez to find the Osbornes there, says
that 370ung as he was he could not help noticing that
Stevenson and his iiOthei- were greatly attracted to each
other. He ren.eiijbered that they would sit and talk inter-
minablv on either side of the dinine room stove v/hile
' everyone else was out and busy. A letter of Isobel's
written at that tin:e describes her n other as "growing
prettier and prettier evei^y day."
[|
Stevenson stayed at Grez until late in the autumn.
Life there was ideally happy, Goapanionship was good, the
pleasures, although sirr.ple, v/ere satisfying. The whole
j|
artist group at the inn joined together in recreation.
There were boat rides, dances, and evenings of brilliant
talk. One evening two strolling actors stopped at the inn.
They had a sad tale of rr.isfortiine to tell but they gallantly
perforii.ed for the little group there. The artists led by
Stevenson took up a collection for theni before they departed.
Fron. the stor^^ which they told, Stevenson wrote "Providence
and the Guitar" soiie years later and with his usual gener-
osity sent the rr:oney he received for it to the strolling
players to help with the education of their little crippled
daughter.
Late in October Stevenson finally left Grez because his
fan.ily was expecting him back in Edinburgh for the winter.
He returned and to all appearances was the saire young nan
who had gone away frorc there. In reality a great change
I(
had coirie over him. He had fallen seriously and deeply in
love. He never v/avered in his love for ^'anny Van de Grift
Osborne fron. the tine of their first meeting.
In son^e respects it ssems a strange love affair.
Mrs. Osborne was about eleven years Stevenson's senior.
She had been struggling against difficulties for ir;any years.
She had been supporting herself and her two children by her
writing and her art. All things had conspired to niake her
regard life as a serious business. Stevenson was only
twenty-six. He was just beginning to start out on his
career. Financially he was still dependent on his father.
He had been sheltered and panrpered as h^uch as possible.
Life had been iijade easy for hirij whenever fond and coiufortably
rich parents could ri;ake it so. He loved gaiety and- generally
looked on life as a gay adventure to be taken lightly. 3ut
once Fobert Louis Stevenson and Fanny Van de Grift Osborne
met, life was infinitely richer for both of therr.. Another
Fan might have been discouraged by the obstacles that Kust
be surnounted in the strange love affair, but Stevenson
with a dauntlessness that was really typical of the way he
faced life's problen.s did not hesitate or turn back once he
had found the woaan he loved. He could not tell his parents
of hi£ r^ewly found joy, for he well knew that they would not
understand. He had little in the way of success or worldly
goods to offer, and he could not even clairn this woiian before
the world as the won^an he would love forever since she was
i
not free to marry hini. TJevertheless life took on a new mean-
ing for him. With the advent of Mrs. Osborne into his life
n.uch of his old restlessness left him.
The following winter Stevenson added another to his
long list of friends. On a visit to London in January,
Sidney Golvin introduced hiirj to Edniund Gosse, the critic
and poet. He had had a chance n.eeting with Gosse some years i
I
previously on a trip to Skye. At this second meeting they '
recognized each other and began a friendship that was very
dear to both. Gosse liked to tell the story of the afternoon
they n.et in London. After Sidney Golvin had introduced them
I
'i
he had to leave. They spent the whole afternoon in congenial
talk and toward evening left the Savile Glub together.
Stevenson walked across Hyde Park with Gosse on his way
tov/ard honie and then, their conversation by no n.eans finished,
Gosse turned around and walked back with Stevenson. Mr. Gosse
i
was dazzled by the brilliancy and gaiety of Stevenson's
talk and surprised by the nany- sided outlook on life that
he revealed.
It was about this time that Stevenson's father gave him
a thousand pounds which he had promised to give him; when he
passed the 3ar. Thomas Stevenson had evidently intended to I
give him this gift so that he could have it while waiting
for his legal practice to grow, Louis, however, :iad given
up all pretense of being a lawyer by this time, yet his

father, true to his word, presented hirr. with the money.
Louis had started on his career as a writer and though it
was not the profession his father would have liked to see
him follow, Thomas Stevenson was generous enough to abide
by his pror;:ise to help him financially during the lean
years.
Louis did not use the gift in a way that would
generally be deemed prudent. He had always been exceed-
ingly generous and now he was more open-banded than ever.
He had little use for money in itself, and v/henever there
wa?' ar opportunity to help a friend^ he was only too eager
to give financial aid. In 1877 he had eight hundred pounds
of the thousand his father had given him, but two years
later it had all disappeared. It seems to be accounted
for by the fact that he helped his friends in all their
m.isfortunes, though he was under no obligation to do so.
TUcie annual spring theatricals called Louis back to
Edinburgh in I»"ay , but by June he was in France again.
He and Sir 7i/alter Simspson were planning another inland
voyage, this timie to be made in a kind of glorified barge.
The bai'ge was chosen, christened "Tie Eleven Thousand
Virgins of Cologne", and elaborate plans were m,ade for a
comfortable and pictui'esque journey through the inland
waterways of Eiirope. 3ut financial trouble loomed up and
the project had to be abandoned. The barge and the two

canoes used on the previous voyage were finally sold at
auction.
During this year Stevenson did not accoH.plish ii.uch in
his chosen profession. He succeeded in having only a few
articles and essays published. He wrote as a journalist
for London , a riiagazine edited by his old friend Glasgow 3rov/n,
who years before had been one of the co-editors of the
short-lived E'^'i nburgh ^''agaz ine. But Louis cid not care for
;] ournal isH; kcivscit did not giv-j him a chance to perfect his
style and forn* He always enjoyed v/orking over the ir,aterial
he had written and did not like to subniit his work for
publication before he v/as satisfied with it hiir.self. He
was often his own Lost severe critic and for this reason
he disliked the hastily written manuscript that journalisiri
often deD:and.ed.
There is a letter written to his father which reveals
the tenor of his thoughts, during this period of his life.
Perhaps it vvas, as he says, a rare n.onent when he wrote
the letter froa a cafe in Paris, but the thoughts and
feelings which he expresses in it show us that he had
advanced in wisdon. and kindliness since the days when he
was an arrogant youth ready to argue heatedly with his
father over their religious differences. He writes:
"I feel every day as if religion had a
greater interest for me, but that interest
is centred on the little rough and turuble
world in which our fortunes are cast for the

moment. I cannot transfer n^y interests, not
even riiy religious interests, to any different
sphere....! have had son-e sharp lessons and
sonie very acute sufferings ^n these last
seven-and-twenty y ears--ii;Oi e even than you
would guess. I begin to grov/ an old mam, a
little sharp, I fear and a little close and
unfriendly; but still I have a good heart anc"
believe in n.yself and rr.y fellov/ n.en and the
God who n.ade us all There is a fine text
in the Bible I don't k:now where t;o the effect
that all things v/oi k together for good to
those who love the Lord. Strange as it n.ay
seeiL to you, everything has been, one way
or the other, bringing irje a little nearer
to what I think you would like me to be.
'Tis a strange world, indeed, but there is
a rijanifest God for those who care to look
for Him.... 'ATiile I aiL writing gravely, let
me say one word n.ore. I have taken a step
toward a.ore intiiiiate relations with you.
But don't expect too iijuch of ce. Try to
take ri-e as I am. Tiiis is a rare nonent
and I have profited by it; but take it as
a rare n.oEent. " (1)
While the years were bringing Stevenson a richer
n.ental and ixoral outlook, his talent was slowly developing
toward that perfection which alone could satisfy him. One
of the influences that did L.uch to mold his style and
strengthen his expression was the French literature which
he had been studying. He had long been an admirer of
many of the French writers and now he was seeing with
discernment the lessons that they had to offer. In his
writing he was advancing beyond the stage of imitation
to which he had been bound in his earlier atteiipts. But
he had not yet reached the independence that he arrived at
in his later writings* He had been very much influenced
(1) From "New Letters" Selected and Edited by Sidney GolvinplB
«
by Montaigne and ruriias in those years when he "pla^/ed the
sedulous ape" , and in the years which saw his first pub-
lished writings. Now he took as his j odels I/oliere, Voltaire
Piochefoucauld, Iv'Iichelet, Beaucielaire
,
Delusset, Sainte-Beuve
,
Daudet, Anatole France, anc Flaubert. He even read Zola
with an eye to any benefit he could get fron: hirij. Flaubert,
however, was his nost constant n.odsl. The French writer's
theory of the 'iiiot juste' appealed to Stevenson. His in-
fluence can be easily traced in the strength and exactness
of expression that Stevenson's writing began to acquire.
He was seized with a passion for vividness and began to
realize ir.ore than ever before that a beautiful style was
not enough. He was learning that a style n:ust be clear and
forceful if it is to attract the general reader. For the
first tiiae he adir.itted to hiiLself that "if anything is to
be read, it is just as well to n.ake it readable." Now he
was beginning to understand hov/ to n.ake an iDipression on
all readers rather than on the few who could and would
l| appreciate a fine style alone. FroK this period of French
influence dates, too, his start as a writer of roii.antic
fiction in v;hich the years saw him become a n.aster.
About this tin.e Stevenson had a charL- ing exoerience.
He received his first letter of appreciation fron) a rearJer.
I Bie letter was in praise of son.e of his "Virginibus Puerxsque
^ papers published in Oornhill and was fronj far away Melborne.
r
The writer of the pleasing letter vvas Patchett Fartin who
later beoan.e known as a critic and poet. Stevenson v.-as
flattered by the letter and took tin^e to carr;: on a
correspondence with his distant admirer.
Stevenson was tr^-ing his hand n'.ore often at fiction
now. One story which he wrote at this tii..e is particularly
interesting because of its setting. "The Hair Trunk" was
a stor;- that had the South Sea Islands for its background.
Henley and other friends did not like it as well as its
author did and on their advice he discarded it, but he had
not forgotten the irr.pressions of the islands which he had
received two years before.
During the surmijer of 1877 Louis went to Penzance with
his ri.other and father and continued on to the Scilly Isles
with his ir,other. He found the Isles bleak anc barren but
was too busy with his thoughts and his work to pa;; r-uch
attention to his suirounaings.
Sorce of his fiction was received n.ore favorably b^' his
friends than his South Sea Island story had been. About
this tiiie TeiLple Bar accepted his tale, "Tlie Sire de
Maletroit^s Door". It was published in January, 1878 and
was the first piece of fiction that he had published.
He was still writing occasionally for Jornhill .
"On Falling in Love" appeared this year and also "An
Apology for Idlers" and an article on Villon, "Francis Villon

student, Poet and Housebreaker". During this year his
essay "SoL.e Poi'traits b' iaebui'n" went the rounds of the
publishers without being accepted though this has been a
favorite with readers and was highly acclaimed later.
In the fall of 1877 Stevenson was in Edinburgh but he
was rather unhapoy and morose. The weather was disagreeable.
Henley had gone to London and he sorely rr.issed the corr/oanion-
ship. He was ill at ease with his parents because he could not
confide to them the story of the love that had coiie into
his life. He could not see any satisfactory solution to
the problem that was absorbing tuch of his time and thought.
J
Yet it never occurred to hiiri to try to overcome or abandon
i his lO' e for ?'rs. Osborne, for his affection was too
dseprooted to allow this no natter ?/hat it cost hin..
Mrs. Osborne was still in France and the beginning of
1878 found Stevenson there too. In fact much of the year
was spent in going back and forth between England and Prance.
He spent little time in Scotland, only pausing there for
brief visits. He visited his friends in France and enjoyed
ij his iienbership in the Savile Glub. His correspondence
during the year was slight since his travels gave him an
opportunity to see nost of his friends.
His first book, "An Inland Voyage", was published
early in 1876. He was paid twenty pounds for it but the
edition was small and the book was not popular. His friends
(
recognizscL it as a v;ell-v^ritten book. It reoeived sorue
favorable notices from critics but in general it did not
gain much attention.
In January his second story, "Will o' the Mill'", was
published in Jornhill . J/any have considered this one of
the best of Stevenson's early woiks. It has without doubt
a beautiful, drearcy style. Sorr.e of his characterization is
good. His portrait of the parson's daughter shoves that he
vms acquiring considerable skill in drawing feminine
characters. Although Stevenson was pleased with the story
and delighted with Leslie Stephen's acceptance of it, he
later repudiated the rather n.oibid philosophy that it
expressed.
While Glasgow Brown was still editor of London
,
Stevenson contributed two r.,ore papers, "Pan's Pipes" and
"El rorado". Soon after. Brown retired because of ill
health and Henley took over the editorship. Stevenson
was aii.ong a nuri;ber of promising young writers who contri-
buted to the magazine while Henley was in charge. His most
outstanding contribution was "The New Arabian -ights" which
ran in serial forn. from June to October. The public did not
like these stories and it is supposed that the appearance
of these tales helped to shorten the life of the periodical.
It was not until four years later that these stories were
accepted by any publisher to be put into book form, and
f{
even then they never attained n.uch popularity.
The lack of success of his "New Arabian TTights" did
not discourage Stevenson. In October he saw his essay on
''alt YiTiitii.an published. He had been working on this for a
long tin.e and was not quite satisfied v/ith it even in its
'I
final forK. The New Quarterly Magazin e published it under
the title "The Gospel According to Walt Tnitman". It was
a skillfully written critical essay and did rrmch to bring
V>,Tiitii;an clearly before the public v.hich had so con.pletely
n, isunderstood hini.
Stevenson was also busy writing "Picturesque "Motes on
I
Edinburgh" which ran serially in Portfo lio an;l was then
published as a book through the aid of P. G. Han,erton.
In it Stevenson caught rr.uch of the spirit of old Edinburgh
and its grin,, staid beauty. He did not hesitate, hoi/ever,
to speak lightly of soEie of the absurdities of the city and
its inhabitants. Por that reason n any in Edinburgh resente^
the book. It caused considerable discussion and only the
nore- tolerant of his fellov/ townsn.en judged it according
to its true nerits. He had written iLOst of it while in
i|
France and was thei'e when the book was published. Some of
the disturbed inhabitants of Sdinburgii felt that he had
gone abroad to strike a vindictive blow at his native city
^
which had not appreciated him. Though this kind of talk
did not trouble Louis, he was eager to hear whatever favor-
((
aole criticism his book brought forth. His conscience
was clear in the matter: he had had no desire to disparage
his native city, but only to sketch a true picture of
Edinburgh. He rejoiced in the praise his book drew frorr. the
critics, and ignored the little storm of protest it roused.
Since his parents had seen little of him in Scotland,
they arranged to meet him for a holiday in the surniier at
Burford Bridge. This was not very far from London, where
he had been spending much of his tim.e. Although the place
was decided upon merely because of its convenience, it
proved to be a very happy choice. George Meredith was
living nearby at Box Hill. A young couple who were friendly
with himi sought out Stevenson and took him to visit Meredith.
He had long admired Meredith and considered him one of
England's greatest writers. rFnen he went to visit him,
it was with all the reverence of a disc pie. Meredith
liked him, but he was never greatly imp^-'essed by his
writing until the later works of Stevenson revealed his
latent powers. Meredith was a brilliant talker and though
Stevenson was also noted as a good conversationalist, he
could be a good listener. He won the friendship of Meredith
on this visit to Burford Bridge and was adndtted to the
great writer's circle of friends.
Louis spent three weeks at Burford Bridge with his
parents. When they returned to Scotland, he went back to

France. For a brief ^^irr.e his health was not good but a
short visit to the Soath of Francs seened to restore it.
For the rest of the swiin.er he acted as secretary to
Fleenang Jenkin v;ho v/as serving as British Juror at the
International -I-xposition in Paris. This was as near to
regular er^ployiLent as Stevenson ever caiLe; but it was a
very pleasurable experience for hiir., and no doubt he could
still profit fron;. the intimacy with Jenkin. Together they
attended the theatre frequently and had many long
conversations on the draiia and tlie leading actors of t>ie
day
.
When Jenkin 's work was finished, Louis reir.ained in
France. A'rs. Osborne was still there, dividing her tin.e
between Paris and Grez. Moreover, she had iijade up her niind
to return zo the United States in the autuc^n.
Stevenson was rorr.antic in his life as well as in his
writing. At this time he was ready to dare anything for
the woiLan he loved. lie was, however, in a very difficult
situation still. His financial condition had not improved
very nmch. Eeciognition. in the literary v/orld was coning
too slowly to offer financial security. And, Mrs. Osbcrne
was still bound by law to her American husband. Ji-e was
probably the n.ore prudent of the two—vmich ssens only logical
when their diverse backgrounds are considered. Yet, they were
sure of each other's love,which was the iLOst important
r
consideration. Therefore with wisdon. and patience, Fanny,
secure and to sone extent happy in the knowledge of their
love, counselled waiting.
Mrs. Osborne, prior to her departure for Arrjerica,
apparently spent sorue tiiue in London. Lloyd, who was then
ten years old, has recalled Stevenson's visits to the
dingy London lodging in which the Osborne s were staying.
There were some happy evenings when Louis read to. the little
far.-.ily son.e of the material on which he was working.
Mrs. Osborne by her praise and understanding gave him new
impetus. The parting with Stevenson left them all feeling
forlorn, for he had endeared himself to the two young Osborn
as well as to their mother.
Vi/hen Mrs. Osborne sailed for America, Louis made a
new and stronger resolution to attain success and the
subsequent financial independence that he no?/ felt the need
of so urgently. 74e went imjmediately to Monastier and worked
energetically on all ^is unfinished projects. After coni-
pleting "Ttie New Arabian Nights" and a few shorter pieces,
he felt like a free mian. 3ut since his work was no longer
pressing and his loved one was not at hand, he becam^e ex-
ceedingly restless. He had no work planned ahead and if
he allowed himiself time to think, most of 1-is thoughts were
gloomy and ill-befitting a man who intended to attain
success and fortime.

In looking for distractions he found "Modestins", his
mouse-colored donkey whoii. he bought for sixty -five francs
and a glass of brandy. 'jVith Modestine he started on a trip
through the Gevennes. The journey lasted for eleven days
and furnished hiBi with material for his third book, "Travels
with a Donkey". But his heart and ri.ind were with Fanny a
great part of the tin.e and he adciits in a letter to his cousin
Bob that "lots of it, is iiere protestations to P'. " After he
can.e back to Edinburgh, he spent nost of the winter working
on the book. He was satisfied with sone chapters of it and
on the whole thought it better than "An Inland Voyage, " ?^ost
of the critics agreed with his estimate of it but when it
caiie out in the spring of 1879, it was again only a sicall
edition and was scarcely iLor.:^ nopular than the other. But
to those who read it with an eye to its literary value, the
author was obviously gaining in his ability to write vividly
and forcefully. Although the book caused so little stir at
its publication, it has since become one of the most popular
travel books ever written.
Any on a who reads "Travels with a Donkey" can find in it
the love letters of Robert Louis Stevenson to Fanny Osborne.
He was thinking of her, of course, when he wrote:
"I heard the voice of a wori:an singing some
sad old endless ballad not far off. It seemed
to be about love and a bel am.oureux, her handsom.e
sweetheart; and I wished I could have taken up
the strain and answered her, as I went on mv
(83)
i
(84)
invisible woodland way, weaving, like Pippa
jl
in the poem, ruy own thoughts with hers. 'ATiat
I could I have told her? Little enough; and yet
all the heart requires. How the world gives
and takes avfaj and brings sweethearts near
only to separate their, again into distant and
t strange lands; but to love is the great aruulet
j
which cakes the world a garden; and 'hope, which
i con.es to all', outwears the accidents of life,
I
and reaches with tremulous hand beyond the
grave and death. 3asy to say; yea, but also,
by God's Hiercy , both easy and grateful to
j
believe." (1)
' On his return from the Gevennes Stevenson called on
P. G. Hamerton, the editor of Portfolio, who was then living
near Autun. Hamerton was very pleased to see him. They
, had had very friendly relations in the past, for Hamerton
not only accepted many of Stevenson's contributions, but
had often helped him by his v/orthwhile criti^isu,.
I
Louis went on to Paris again, but found it very dull
I
and dispiriting. Next he visited Trinity College, Cambridge^
?/here Sidney Oolvin was then a professor. He stayed for a
short time in Oolvin' s, room at the college but was uniiirpressed
ij by his classical surroundings. He could not get dovm to
work anc so left for London and his favorite haunt, the
Savile Glub. Henley was in London and he passed m;UGh of his
time with him.
Early in the winter he returned to Edinburgh to find
the talk going on about his "Picturesque Notes". He finally
settled down to work on "Travels with a Eonkey", but as soon
as it v.as in the hands of the publishers he grew discontented
(1) From " Travels with A Donkey" by Robert Louis Stevenson

and restless again. iT-dinburgh was extremely distasteful
to hitt., in spite of his friends. He spent ir-uch of his
tiri.e in Edinburgh with Charles Baxter and Fleen.ing Jenkin,
but he did not find even their good corijpany heartening
enough to throw off his depression. Ke could talk to
Charles Baxter v/ith considerable frankness about his sit-
uation with Mrs. Osborne. Baxter was not particularly
strait-laced or puritanical n orally, out he had the logical
practical nind of a good lawyer. Ke strongly advised
Stevenson not to do anything rash but to use caution and
to think well before taking any steps which he n.ight regret
Stevenson was inpatient at such counsel, for caution was
very irks or..e to hiin then.
His situation at home v/as aliiiost unbearable. He
scorned hypocrisy above all vices, and yet he felt that he
was living a hypocritical existence. Eis father, who had
frowned upon his literary career, was fast conning to approve
of his son's choice. His n.other was very proud of the
success he was attaining. 'ATiatever satisfaction and pride
they derived fron:. his increasing success would have been
n.ore than shattered had he told theiii of the state of his
affections. To their rigid Calvinisc: the fact that he was
in love with a woir.an who was still married to another ir.an
would have seened repugnant. He could find no joy in
admitting the affair to them, and yet it was very painful
r
for hin; to withhold the knowledge.
As soon as he stopped his intense work on his book, he
felt that he iiiust leave home. He went to Henle3^ in London
once nore, and there the two writeis collaborated on a play
that Stevenson had begun to write almost ten years before*
Henley was always an eagsr aduiirer of the stage and in this
draft of "Deacon Brodie" he thought le saw great possibities.
The plot had long appealed to Stevenson. It was the tale
of an Edinburgh citizen leading an eminently respectable
life by day but a burglar and villain by night. Henley
later joined Stevenson at Swans ton for a few days to conplete
the play to their satisfaction.
V/hile he was in London, Stevenson roaibed about the city
in old clothes , allowing his Boheirian notions to con e to the
fore. He tried to find out by personal experience sorrething
about the underworld of London. He even atten.pted to have
hiii.self arrested, but the London police would not cooperate
with hiiD. Apparently they thought hiiu a little n.ad, but not
a criiiinal. One day he encountered Andrew Lang on Bond Street.
Stevenson was pleased to see hin^ but the pleasure was not
nutual; for Lang, horrified at his disreputable and uncon-
ventional attire, cried, "No, no, iiy character will stand
a great deal, but it won't stand being seen talking to a
thing like you in Bond Street." Stevenson, aiuused and
good-natuj'ed , went his way.

Leaving London, Louis started out on a walking tour in
the Stour Valley, but had tc give it up because of an
injured foot. He spent the next few rijonths travelling
between Edinburgh and London and acooa'Plished almost no
work.
During a stay at Swanston he wrote "Lay Morals", but
did not show any interest in having the papers published.
He also wrote "Soae Aspects of Robert Burns", an essay which
brought a storrn of criticisn; fron> the admirers of Burns,
Soir.e of Stevenson's ov/n friends felt that he had chosen an
inopportune tine to criticize the rr.orals of his fellow
countryman when his o?/n life was not above reproach according
to the rroral code set forth by strict Calvin isrr:,
J. A, Steuart clain.s to have found soiije evidence that
would suggest that Stevenson had other feninine interests
at this tiii.e besides Mrs, Osborne. However, there seen.s
to be only n.eager indications that this could have been
the case. In view of his subsequent acts it does not seen,
that any such interest could have been very deep, and it
certainly was not very lasting.
In April Stevenson went with his parents to Shandon
Hydropathic, Gareloch, but was unhappy there. He found
that he could not enjoy the conpany of his mother and
father as he usually did on their holidays together. t
was due of course to the unsettled state of his n.ind
V
and his bothersoriie conscience which reproached hiiri with
Oalvinistic pricks for the deception he was practising.
He paid another visit to George Meredith at 3ox Hill
the next ruonth and then his restlessness drove hii;; on to
London and France. He did not want to sta37 at Paris or
Grez so he went to CJernay la Ville for a short tirie but
returned to London and Edinburgh soon.
At Swanston he had alv;ays found peace of niind and a
certain aii.ount of happiness. It was there that he went to
li.ake the decision that v/as to bring about such a change in
his life. Perhaps the decision was already Uiade, for a
rr.an of his nature and character could not hesitate v.'hen
the call cane. But during the weeks he spent at Swanston
early in the sun-n.er of 1879 he n.ade plans to follow the
course that seeded to hirr. the only right one-- a course
that v/ould lead hin. to Fanny Osborne.
Ee had had a letter fron. Mrs. Osborne that troubled
hin. while it also gave hiK new hope. When she had arrived
in California, she had found that a reconciliation v/ith
her husband was not possible and so had brought divorce
proceedings against hiir.. It was a difficult step even
for this wonan who had been forced to. be unusually independ-
ent, and the n.ental and eniotional strain had been very great
When she wrote to Lc Is, she had been quite ill. ^ie saw
his duty and desire blending then. Lrs. Osborne needed him
fr
and he rriust go to her.
He left Edinburgh without telling his parents his
destination and went to London. IVhen he told his friends
about his plans, 'jhey tried to dissuade hin, fron. v/hat they
considered a foolhardy enterprise. However, Stevenson was
not to be changed fron; his purpose, and on August 7, 1879
he set sail frorc Glasgow as a second-class passenger on
the en igrant ship Eevonia .
He realized that this v/sg ~ noiLentous step in his life.
3y this tiir.e he had atT:ained sone literary notice. If he
reniained in London and ildinburgh, he could be alniost sure
of success. His father was always ready to give hiir. the
financial assistance he n.ight need and warni friends were
eager to help hin cliiLb the literary ladder. 3y the step
he was now taking he knew he was cutting hin.self off from
further help froiL his father and possibly fron; all his
friends. These thoughts lowered his spirits as he started
out on the Devonia , but ?/ith characteristic resiliency he
turned to see what he could wrest fron life nov/ that he was
on his own, and with a brave and gallant spirit he spent
most of the tin-e on the voyage writing. He v/as writing
now with a new zest. His sad little note to his father
before sailing had ended his assistance fron. that source
and he n;ust nake his own way if he and those nov/ to be
dependent upon hin. were to live.
r
aiAFTER V
ALL BY IJTYSSLF I HAVE TO GO,
WITH NONE TO TELL ME MAT TO DC
(ill
"ALL BY IVTSSLF I ErVE TO GO,
WITH NONE TO T2LL Mi; WHAT TO DO" (1)
(90)
Although Stevenson started on his voyage in the
Devonia with a sad heart and with dark forebodings of what
the future rr.ight bring, he probably never iir.agined even in
his ri.ost depressed n.onjents all the troubles he was to
encounter because of his decision to go to Anerica.
The voyage frorrj Glasgow to Iv^ew York was only a slight
foretaste of sonie of the discomforts he was to undergo.
As a second-class passenger, Stevenson was not entitled
to uuch lujcury or coiLfort on the ship. The quarters were
crowded, the food v/as poor, and n.ost of his fellov; pass-
engers were a dispirited lot. Stevenson managed, however,
to turn much of the trip to advantage. He began immediately
to write "The Story of a Lie". In a letter to Sidney Colvin
about this undertaking he says, "iSiirty-one pages in ten
days at sea is not bad." And indeed it was not bad con-
sidering the lack of physical and n.ental comfort that he
experienced during those ten days. The story was never one
of his popular ones, but it was 'udged good enough for
publication and appeared in the l^Tew Quarterly Magazine the
following October. He also iiade copious notes about the
ship and his fellow passengers which he used when he wrote
"An Amateur En^igrant". He pretended to the other passengers
(1) From "The Land of Nod" in "A Ohild's Garden of Verses"
I
that he was a ruason; but one of then^, a friendly black3n;ith
more discerning than the rest, penetrated his disguise.
The blacksmith could only tell hirri that he had done "pretty
well on the v/hole" when Stevenson asked hin; bov/ his ii.as-
querade had been carried out.
At the end of ten days the Devonia arrived in New York.
It was a ii.iserably wet day, and Stevenson spent iiuch of it
looking in vain for his Aii-erican friend the artist, Will Low.
Low was out of New York at the time, and Stevenson was
friendless there. After giving up the search, he spent the
rest of the day visiting editors who politely dismissed
him. The3^ had not heard of himj, and his appearance after
the craciped voyage and the wet day in ¥ew York could not
recommend himj. That night he went to a cheap boarding
house suggested by some of his fellow passengers on the
Devonia. There to his delight a little Irish girl was
reading "Travels with a Donkey" to her sister. Their
chuckles over it flattered him, but their yavms left him.
indifferent.
The next afternoon he crossed over to Hew Jersey and
boarded the emigrant train for the West. It was a forlorn
beginning for a wretched journey. He carried with himi
Bancroft's "History of the United States", but he had little
use for it in the next eleven days. Tlie train was of the
poorest type, permitting no comfort or privacy. Louis was
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ill aliiiost fpoi;. the beginning. He was unable to <^leep or
eat and alrijost collapsed njore tlian onoe. His appearance
air-used sonie of the callous passengers, and their derision
increased his iLisery. The barren scenery could not offer
hini distraction, and he was too ill to read or write.
Soaetin-es he rode on top of the train or in the caboose so
that he could get soiLe fresh, clean air. But though he was
so wretched that he thought it would be easy to die, he
could not give up now. In his u.isery and loneliness he
wished for his hoii eland and that bulwark of strength, his
father.
?/hen he arrived in California, he learned that
Mrs. Osborne's health was better, but that she had left
San Francisco with Lloyd and Isobel and had gone to N'onterey.
Another weary journey of one hundred and fifty njiles had to
be iLade before he joined Fanny. But his spirits were high,
Fanny's divorce proceedings were going satisfactorily. Life
looked brighter than it had since he had boarded the Devonia .
He realized, howevei', that in spite of his cheerful
niood he was not physically well. He decided to try an ooen-
air cure, but he did not consult a doctor. In his condition
this treatnent was foolhardy. He rode eighteen ndles from
Monterey and can.ped out. For a few days he was able to take
care of himself, and then his strength failed utterly. He
lay for two days unable to ruove, and only for the tin.ely

arrival of two ranchmen he would UiOst certainly have died.
The two n.en took hiiii to the ranch house and cared for him
for two weeks before permitting him to return to Monterey.
Back at Monterey he found good rooms and congenial
company. Monterey was picturesque and friendly. He loved
the pounding of the surf, and he loved the wann-iiearted
inhabitants of the little town. Everyone was kind to him.
Jules Simoneau at whose restaurant he usually dined became
a lifelong friend. Simoneau had formerly been a prosperous
French m.erchant who had gradually cone down in the social
scale. He had a good r, ind and was ready to 'discuss the
universe' v/ith Louis. Mrs. Osborne was living nearby, and
Louis often Joined the little fai.ily group for li.eals or for
outdoor excursions.
There was happiness during those days at Monterey, but
there was a haunting fear, too, that a lack of money was
casting over his life. He had not yet nade a start in this
new country, and he heard almost nothing from Edinburgh and
Loncon. He was lonely and hungry for news from home. All
his letters to Sidney Jolvin, Henley, and Edm^und G-osse beg
for news of his friends in the old world.
He was writing with an earnestness and zeal that alm:Ost
amounted to frenzy. It seened to him that he produced all
too slowly, and now he was driven by the never ceasing fear
that he would not miake enough money to suit his needs. In
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such a iLOod he wrote"Pavilion on the Links". It was a
cleverly written story, althouf^h done in haste, and it
reflected the hysterical conditions under which it was
produced. He sent it to Henley, who turned it over to
Leslie Stephen, Stephen accepted it for Cornhill , which
was n.ore than Stevenson had dared to hope for.
He was laboring over "Ttie Aiiateur Sniigrant" , but when
parts of it were sent to his friends, they sent back adverse
criticisrLS for the most part. These stung him n.ore now than
ever before, for he was gradually losing the blithe self-
confidence that had been so n.uch a part of his nature.
At this tiii^e he was also writing a sonewhat sensational
novel, "a Vendetta of the West", which he abandoned before
con pleting.
Now he thought of all his writings in terms of the
noney they would bring. He estiiLated that "The Amateur
Eniigrant" iLight bring hinj forty pounds. If everything on
hand was finished, he might clear two hundred pounds in
a year's tiiije. This was a pitifully siuall aii.ount considering
the worth of his work. In coii-parison with many other
authors of no greater ability, Stevenson was poorly paid
for his early works. But though he thought in ter^s of
"dibbs and speed", his writing did not suffer noticeably
froL. his new attitude. He was too much a lover of style
and words to allov/ his work to become slipshod or careless.

So great was his anxiety about nione^; that he even
tried to increase his incone by taking on sor^e .iournalism
for the Monterey Oalifornian. Hhe editor was his friend,
and half in jest and half in earnest Louis agreed to bscome
a reporter for two dollars a week. It ndght have been
lack of news to report which prompted him to set a forest
fire outside of Monterey. This was a serious crinie in the
West and had often been punished by lynching. Stevenson
ran aivay fron-, the scene of his criir.e quickly and promised
Fanny half solen.nly 'to never never tell'. But he reported
proudly to Henley that "it was a good fire, though I say
it that should not."
Ee worked so intensely that he brought on an atta3k
of pleurisy which forced hiiri to rest for a short tiri:e.
This illness aiscouraged hiF] because it had corr.e on hiiri
while he was leading a regular life in a njild clin.ate.
He did not realize how much toll his work, coupled with
worry, was taking of him. The journey West had so weakened
him that he had not yet had an opportunity to get back into
a healthy condition.
Louis stayed about three months at Monterey, but
Mrs. Osborne had been called back to 3an Francisco. The
divorce proceedings were dragging along slowly and she was
anxious to have done with the business. Her husband had
visited her in ivonterey and had been very kind. He had
w
agreed to support her until hsr n.arriage to Stevenson, but
soon after- the agreeiLent he had lost his position and was
unable to keep his pron.ise. Stevenson decided that he
should be near Mrs. Osborne in San Francisco. His v/oriies
about li^oney natters increased for he could not let Fannj:
v/ant.
Stevenson, therefore, left the friendl3- atnosphere of
Kontarey in Deceij/oer and went direct'';'^ to San Francisco
where he secured the cheapest lodgings he could use. He
lived in one roon. in a poor house on Bush Street. In
a letter to Golvin in Januar3^ there is a full description
of his existence in 3an Francisco. He tells of the
inexpensive neals, the walks for recreation, the wood
which n;ust be split for his fire, the hours spent on his
writing. But though son.e of the sadness and bitterness of
this life crept into his letters, most of them still main-
tained a tone of light wit and good hmuour.
The life in San Francisco grew harder and harder.
He wrote feverishly an^ lived niggardly, spending less on
his n.eals each week. His loneliness in the city added to
his depression. He Viad only a few recently acquired friends
there. The artist Virgil WilliaiLS and his wife were kind
and hospitable. Ghai les Warren Stoddard, who was a writer
himself and afterwards a professor of English Literature,
furnished him with good companionship and good reading.
.
r
Among the books Stoddard gave him were Herman Melville's
stories of the South Sea Islands, and his own book, "South
Sea Idylls." Stoddard had many tales to tell hiri: of those
islands which had already oaught Stevenson's fancy. His
real faii.iliarity v/ith the South Seas dates from his
acquaintance v/ith Stoddard, for in those San Francisco
days be learned a great deal about that part of the world.
While enduring this miserly existence in Bush Streel;
he continued to work on the "Vendetta of the West", finished
the "Arr-ateur Sndgrant", and began a romance which he called
"The Green?;ood State", but which later appeared as "Prince
I
Otto." He wrote several chapters of an autobiography and
also completed two essays. One essay was on 'Thoreau w"-om
he adri.ired and whose philosophy and style had influenced
j,
him. The second essay was on Yoshida Torajiro, the heroic
Japanese youth whose story he had heard in Edinburgh.
Stevenson told the story of bravery and heroism beautifully.
Perhaps he was aole to tell it all the n.ore touchingly
and sincerely because of his own courageous efforts. No
doubt the tale of the young Japanese gave him inspiration
and help in his own struggle.
As Stevenson's money dwindled and no more cai;e, he
looked for employrhent on soL,e of the San r'rancisco news-
papers, taut he was still unknov/n to the editors. One paper
only. The Bulletin , offered him work, but the pay was not

worth the tir^e he would have to put into the task^ :0 he
declined it. He wrote to Charles Baxter to sell his
possessions in 3dinbur'gh. Itiese were primarily books
which v;ould onlj^ bring a very sir-all amount of li.oney.
His literary friends were still discouraging about
his work. Most of the answers he received when he sent
his rijanuscripts to theni only depressed him more. Henley
not only told him that the "Aniateur Sii-igrant" was dull, but
also that "Tlie Story of a Lie" was not very good. The
criticisns were just, and offered sincerely, but in his
dire straits he nseded encourageriient n.ore than frank
criticisri-. He begc^ed his friends to say kind things to
him. He did not become completely discouraged, however,
and although that winter n.ust have seem.ed like a nightm:are,
he worked hard, saw almost no one, worried a great deal,
almiost starved him,self , and yet held on to that indomitable
courage that was always his.
Naturally after a few months of this kind of life,
his physical condition was very poor. Then late in March
the little four year old son of his landlady was taken
seriously ill with pneumonia. Stevenson stayed up night
after night with the boy who seemed to be dying. The child
recovered but Stevenson had worn hiri-self out. A few days
later he collapsed. He seemed to be on the verge of
galloping GonsuiDption and his doctor despaired of his life.

Trs. Osborne, who had just been granted her divorce, caiie
to be his nurse. Th^e doctor cared for him untiringly, and
Mrs. Osborne nursed him devotedly, Stevenson had a deter-
riiination to live that helped hiih to nake sorr,e incredible
recoveries in his life. Tliis was one such occasion and to
the surprise of all he began to recover.
Cfharles Baxter had gone to Stevenson's father to tell
hiii. about Louis's plight, but Thoii.as Stevenson was slow
to relent this tine. However, when a letter arrived
telling of this serious illness, Thon;as Stevenson could
no longer ignore the needs of his only son. No doubt
Louis's loving ij other had a hand in this change of attitud
She had always been understanding, and her devotion to her
bov could overlook iLany things. Waen the news cane of his
desperate straits, his father cabled the heartening rcessag
"Count on two hundred and- fifty pounds annually." This
was in April and it was all Louis needed to coniplete his
recovery
.
He had a nonjent or two of hunAliation when he realize
that he had failed in his deternjination to rr.ake a living
by his own efforts, but the feeling passed quickly and he
looked on his parents with nore love and gratitude than ev
before. A letter to Charles Baxter reveals his attitude:
"It was a considerable shock to ny pride
to break down; but there--it's done, and cannot
be helped. Had rr^y health held out another
I
ii'.onth I should havs rtade a j^sar's incoii.e,
but breaking down when I did I arrj surrounded
by unfinished works. It is a good thing rr>y
father v/as on the spot, or I should have had
to work and die." (1)
As !=oon as he v/as able, he left Bush Street and went
to live in Oakland to be near the Osbornes. \¥hile his
health did not iniprove rapidly, it was better and his
spirits were infinitely higher. All the obstacles to
his Biarriage had now been removed, so as soon as his
health periLitted, he and. Fanny ma.de their plans.
They were carried quietly by the Beverend Dr. Scott
at his home in San Francisco. The only witnesses to the
cereLony were L'rs. Scott and their friend Frs. Williarrs.
The wedding took place on May 19, 1880, nearly four years
after their first ne^tinn-. It was a happy marriage, but
the conditions under which it took place were not very
auspicious. Fanny's health was none too good; Louis's
was still decidedly poor. In a letter . written a little lat-
er he referred to his ciariiage as "a carriage in extreruis",
and iaid that he had been "a mere coruplication of cough
and bones nuch fitter for an eiiblern of mortality than a
bridegroom." Twelve years later he wrote again of his
iLarriage
:
"as I look back I think n.y n^arriage was the
best ri.ove I ever r^ade in niy life. Not only would
I do it rQ;ain; I cannot conceive of doing other-
wise." (1)
(1) Quoted in " The life of Fobert Louis Stevenson" by
Sir Graham Balfour pp. 208, 209

(101)
A short tin.s before his death Louis Stevenson wrote
the lines "To Ivy Wife", which perhaps suk u.p the character
of the wonan he married better than anjjthing else ever
r
written about her. His own love and adnaration for her
can be clearly seen in the poem« It was not written in
the firpt flush of n.arried happiness but after son.e tv/elve
years had been spent together. He wrote:
Trusty, dusky, vivid, true
With eyes of gold and bramble-dew,
- Steel true and blade straight
The great artificer
Made my mate.
Honour, anger, valour, fire;
A love that life could never tire
Death quench or evil stir.
The mighty master
Gave to her.
Teacher, tender, comrade, wife,
A fellow-farer true through life
Heart-v/hole and soul-free
The august father
Gave to me.
Stevenson's doctor did not believe he would live very
long, but told himi that he v.'ould not have any chance at
all in the damp fogs of the San Francisco climate. Therefore
,
Fanny, Louis, Lloyd, and l;rs. Stevenson's younger sister
left San Francisco immediately. They set out for Galistoga
fifty liiles north of the city. l^Vhile Thom^as Stevenson's
generosity assured them that they v/ould not starve, they
could not afford to go to any of the health resorts in
that part of the country. The ruins of an old mining

car.jp, Silverado, v/ere finally decided upon as a suitable
place for their hon.e. Their house was a dilapidated
shanty. The place had no windows or doors, and was not
supplied with any of the ordinary cort.forts of a horre,
but Mrs. Stevenson worked valiantly to r-ake it livable.
She hac a special ability for naking alruost any place
take on a hocje-like atn.osphei^ but the Uiost difficult
task in home-rrjaking that she ever had was changing this
barren cabin into a house. She had to do nost of the
work herself as Louis v;as not allowed to do anything
strenuous. Their food was sin.ple, consisting of fruit,
canned goods, and a light wine froir. soR.e of the near-by
vineyards. The open air again began to cure Louis and
he grew stronger day by day in this rugged, picturesque
spot.
Stevenson was increasingly happy in the rustic hoiue.
In a short tir e he was able to resun.e his writing. He
kept a diary faithfully of the life at Silveraoo which later
supplied the neater ial for "The Silverado Squatters". Like
so n.any of his works the book did not please hinj when it
was finally coiLpleted. It was never one of his popular
books, but it has n^any corMnendable qualities, notably the
realism in it and the absolute accuracy of his descriptions
of events and places.
One incident narred the happiness at Silverado.
( I
Frs. Stevenson and Lloyd were both taken siok with
diphtheria. There were some anxious rr.on.ents until they
recovered, but fortunately the illness v/as brief.
The Stevensons rei^ained at Silverado until the iriddle
of July. Louis's health seeired completely restored. Since
the telegranj fron^ his fathei- bearing the iLessage that they
could count on his financial aid, Louis had been in closer
touch with his parents. lie was anxious now to riiake plans
to return to therii. Iv:rs. Thomas Stevenson and her new
daughter-in-law were carrying on an extren.ely friendly
correspondence. Their mutual love for Louis gave themj
a strong bond. ITow Iv'r. and Ivrs. Thomas Stevenson had
written asking Louis to come hoLe and bring his v/ife.
There seemed no longer any i^eason to delay, and in spite of
Louis's defiant spirit in leaving Scotland, the past year
had made himj very lonely for his native land. Leaving
Silverado, Louis, Fanny, and Lloyd started for ^ew York.
They made the journey in a leisurely fashion and on the
seventh of August, exact Ijr one year from the day Louis
had set out for Aruerica, they sailed from- '''ew York to
Liverpool.
The new Mrs. Stevenson naturally felt considerable
anxiety about her meeting with Louis's parents; She
presumed that Frs. Stevenson would greet her kindly, but
she did not know how her father-in-law would receive her.

However, she had riiade up her rriind to please him if it was
at all possible, ll^en the boat docked, the travellers
found Ivr. and Mrs. Stevenson and Sidjiey Colvin waiting
for then-. After a brief rest in Liverpool, the whole
party went on to Edinburgh for a few days. The elder
Stevensonshad planned a trip into the Highlands and Fanny
and Louis aoconipanied them.
Louis had not written anything for some time, but
back in Scotland, appreciating the beauty of the Highlands
as he had never done before, he felt the urge to write
again. An essay" The Scotsman's Return fromj Abroad" was
written on this trip. He planned a history of Scotland
to be entitled "History of the Union''. His father was
very much interested in this projected history and while
in the Highlands, Louis met Principal Tulloch of St. Andrews,
editor of Eraser ' s Magazine, who encouraged him to begin
the history. Tulloch was already a friend of Thom.as
Stevenson's and was interested in Louis's v/ork. Fraser ' s
Magazine accepted the new essay Stevenson had just finished
and one on Iv^onterey which he had written at Silverado.
After consulting with his father, Louis decided to
withdraw from oublication "The An.ateur Emigrant". He had
received so much unfavorable criticism of it fron, his •
friends that he felt it would not help his literary
reputation. Since the need for n.oney was not so pressing
r(
^1
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now, there seeiisd to be no advantage in iiublishing it.
Stevenson hin.self had found it dull and he could recognize
the accuracy of his friends' judgr:.ent of it. Thomas
Stevenson refunded the publishers their n.oney and the book
was withheld for several years.
Mrs. Robert Louis Stevenson had made an important
conquest since her arrival in Scotland. She had conpletely
charred Thon-as Stevenson. Louis's mother was ready to love
hei; as she had suspected, for Louis's sake and because of
the good care she had given hirr. when he v/as ill. Thomas
Stevenson v/as prepared to be civil to his son's wife, but
he had not expected to like her. In spite of hin se''. ^ he
foimd he admired her and was growing fond of her. She
made every effort to please him, catered to bis whims and
agreed with his opinions. He came to depend on her judgment
in n.any matters. ]^':other and father were both grateful to
her because now Louis was restored to thee more fully than
he had been since childhood. On the other hand, it was a
long time before Louis was ab-i.e to attain financial inde-
pendence and it v/as only because of his father's generosity
that he was able to continue his search for health and
proceed with his writing v/ithout harassing cares.
f I
diAFTER VI
WHEN I V/AS SICK ^ITD LAY A-BED

"VifHEN I '.'AS SICK AND LAY A-BED' (1)
Although the Stevensons were very happy upon their
return to Edinburgh in Septenber, they reii.ained together
for only a short tin.e. Louis's uncle, Dr. G-eorge Balfour,
warned hie. against the Edinburgh winter especially since
his illness in San Francisco. Dr. Balfour recornii^ended the
cliiTiate of the high Alps as this region v/as becoE.ing very
popular as a health resort. When a visit to Dr. Clark in
London confirn.ed this recoiLniendation, Fanny, Louis, and
Lloyd Osborne prepared to go to the Alps. They left
Scotland in the iiiddle of October and spent a luonth reachin
their destination, Davos Platz. They stayed at the
Hotel Belvedere which was the center of activity in this
Alpine valley.
Louis seemed to make soriie gain in health almost
imriied lately but it did not continue, and all through the
winter his condition v/as poor. However, he did not let
this depress hin. unduly, but entered into the social life
of the hotel with good spirit. Nevertheless, he did not
really enjoy the months at Davos for many reasons. He
felt iiripris oned, for there was no opportunity to leave
the valley which is surrounded by mountains too high to be
climjbed by an invalid. The compan-^- at the hotel was not
(1) From "The Land of Counterpane" in "A Child's Garden of
Verses"
1'f
interesting to hirr., as it consisted lr;rgel37 of ratlier dull
Snglishn.en. The cjonotony of the scenery did not please hirri
Under these conditions he fomid it hard to acconplish nuch
work, although the doctors allowed him to spend two hours
in the n.orning and an hour in the afternoon on his v/riting.
Davos had son:e con.pensat ions , however, Tr:e greatest
pleasure Stevenson had lay in the con/oanionship of John
Addington "^yiijonds who was established in a cottage nearby.
The two literary n.en met alrijost at once and liked each othe
iriiii.ediately . Syir^onds was far better versed in classical
knowledge than Stevenson and at tines this annoyed hini,
bjt for the most part he v/as an eager listener to the
inf ori.:at ion that Syn:onds had to iiLpart. Symonds on the
other hand found n;uch of Stevenson's woxk too light to
deserve praise although he recognized his brilliancy and
skill.
In addition to the long hours of good talk with
Symonds, Louis spent n.uch time working happily with Lloyd
at the toy press which was the boy's iiost prized possession
Whenever he was able, Louis took part in the winter
sports, enjoying particularly the tobogganing which was the
nost popular activity at Davos. Often it was too strenuous
for hin, and a morning of it left him exhausted. He claimed
that the best tim^e to go tobogganing was alone at night
when the sport became a real adventure.
I
Though it was iiore difficult than usual for hiiri to
keep at his ?/ork, he did not waste the tin.e completely.
The first edition oi "Virginious fverisque" was prepared
for publication. This can.e out later in the year and
was his earliest volun:e of collected papers. Only one of
the essays had oeen written at Davos, but he included
"Son.e Portaits by 7>aeburn" , which had previously been
rejected, by so ruany publishers. Besides coinpiling these
papers he wrote an essay on Pepys and four short sketches
on Davos. These four papers were published anonyii^ously in
the Pall Mal l Gazette, but they were uninistakabl^ his.
Moreover, he was working hard at the projected "History
of the Union". His letters to his parents show h07/ much
time be was spending on this, for there is hardly a letter
in which he does not ask for sone book which he wished to
use for the "History". In one letter he gave his father
an outline of the work, but in spite of all the tiiLe and
thought spent on it, the project was finally abandoned.
He evidently thought it would be too rLuch to attec-pt in
his precarious health. It was never resuiiied although he
had been very eager to clo it.
In midwinter Mrs. Sitwell caiue to Davos with her son
who was seriously ill with tuberculosis. The boy was only
eighteen and the iLOther hoped pathetically that he would
recover. Stevenson was very n.uch saddened by the hopeless
t
condition of the boy and the suffering of the mother. In
the sprinc? the young iian died and Louis was core depressed
than he had been at any tiiiie since coL.ing to Eavos. This
mournful event brought his own danger nearer to hirr, and he
found it difficult to shake off the fears that engulfed
him. He wrote a beautiful poem "In Memoriam F. A. 3.",
which was included later in the collection "Underwoods",
and he and Fanny did all they could to lighten Mrs. Sitv/ell'
burden.
After this old friend h^. " left, he was very weary of
Eavos. Fanny was not well— the high altitude disturbed
her. His health seemed to be good enough to allow him to
leave temporarily. Lloyd had been sent to school in
England leaving them alone except for the companionship
of Woggs, the dog whom Sir Y/alter Sim;pson had given them
before their departur^e for Davos. Fanny and he decided
to leave the Alps and went to spend a few weeks at their
old haunts in Barbizon and Paris. At the end of May they
arrived back in Edinburgh.
Thomjas Stevenson had secured a small house, called
Kinnaird dottage, near Pitlochry v/here the family went
st once. It was a beautiful spot but the weather in the
Highlands that year was very wet. Louis was forced to
spend most of his tim^e indoors during the two ii.onths at
the cottage. He used his time well, however. The romantic
I(I
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scenerj^ and the background of the Highlands influenced him
to begin writing again. The first story that he conjpleted
v/as "Thrawn Janet". It v/as so vividly written and so eerie
that he and Fanny were frightened when they read it over
together. This was the first story he had written in the
Scotch dialect, and he was afraid it vms too Scotch to be
published in an English magazine, but Leslie Stephen accepted
it eagerly for Cornhill . "Thrawn Janet" is probably the
best short story that Stevenson ever wrote and has won
lavish praise fron, iiany critics.
At this time he wrote "The Ferry Ken" and"Tlie Body
Snatcher" which he expected to use with several others to
make up a volume of supernatural stories.
i'l/hile at Kinnaird Cottage, he learned that Professor
Aeneas l*''ackay was resigning from the chair of History and
Constitutional Law at the University of Edinburgh. Quite
suddenly he conceived the plan of trying to become
Professor Mackay's successor. The work which the position
demanded was little, mainly giving a sumimer course at the
University. The remuneration of two himdred and fifty
pounds a year would mean financial independence for himj.
His health would probably be equal to the task of giving
a summer course. He was well informed in Scotch History,
but not so well acquainted with Constitutional Law. Hov/ever,
he decided to leave no stone unturned in his attempt to

obtain the position, and wrote to all his outstanding
friends about the opportunity. Thirteen or fourteen very
fine testimonials were sent back to him. His hopes v/ere
so high in the autunin before the selection was made that
he delivered a series of practici lectures to Lloyd and
was delighted to discover that lie could hold the boy's
attention. The testiE^onials were good, but the University
did not have happy recollections of Stevenson's student
days and when the choice was made the following winter,
he failed corr.pletely to get the election. He took his
failure philosophically, realizing that the position was
not entirely suitabl-^ for him*
After two Lonths had been spent at Kinnaird Cottage
with no iHiproverLent in the weather, Thomas Stevenson lioved
his fan'jily to a house at Braen:ar. It was on the journej''
fron] Pitlochry to Braei/^ar that the plot of the "Master of
3allantrae" occurred to Louis, although none of the book
was written at this time.
Braenar has always been faiiious for its scenery and at
that time was especially renowned because of its nearness
to Balmoral Castle. Queen Victoria was in residence at
the Castle v^hile Stevenson was at Braem.ar, but she was not
aware of his existence.
The house at Braemar was large enough to accor. modate
guests, and Louis welcom,ed many visitors there. Sidney
#1
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Golvin, Oharlea Baxter and others came to oheer him.
Lloyd Osborne caii.e to Braen.ar for his holidays from
school. Lloyd and Louis were good playfellows, for
Stevenson delight.ed in the gauges and pastimes of boyhood
with a zest equal to if not surpassing Lloyd's. One day
when they were both kept indoors by the rainy weather,
Stevenson drew a r^ap for Lloyd's aiLusement and wrote on it
"Treasure Island". Then to please the boy further he began
tf^ write a story suggested by the n.ap. The plot came to
|
him easily from soii.e half forgotten recollections and from
his own imagination. For the next two weeks he wrote a
j
chapter a day of the story, gradually realizing that this
was an extraordinarily good boys' story.
His v>friting was interrupted by the arrival of another
guest. Dr. Alexander Japp, v/ho came to discuss Thoreau with
him. After the appearance of Stevenson's essay on Thoreau,
Dr. Japp had written to him in regard to some information
on Thoreau that Stevenson had not known. A friendly
correspondence had ensued and Stevenson had invited Dr. Japp
to Braemar.
After a brief and agreeable discussion of Thoreau,
Stevcnson showed the other literary man the story he had
been writing. Dr. Japp liked it at once, fihen he left,
he took the completed chapters to James Henderson who was
publishing a popular magazine for boys. Henderson accepted

the story for his magazine, Yoimg Folks
,
almost entirely
on Dr. Japp's recoimendation. It I'an as a serial from
October to January under the title "The Sea Jook". To
give a n;Ore realistic touch tlie author was said to be
"Captain George North". Evidently the first few installments
did not whet the inter33t of the boy readers. The cornL.ents
shout it were unfavorable and the chief coruplaint was that
the story was too slow in getting started.
Although this book really marked the turning point
in Stevenson's popularity, its first appearance gave no
indication of its subsequent success. At Braen.ar in his
first enthusiasm for the tale, he wrote nineteen chapters.
It was then laid aside until the autuir.n.
Another undertaking that was to have far reaching
consequences was also begun at 3raemar. doming across
a book of poen.s for children, Stevenson r enia-'^-ked that he
liked this kind of Doetry and thought it would not be hard
to write. Ke tried his hand at it, and wrote fourteen of
the poeHiS that afterwards appeared in "A Child's Garden of
Verses .
"
Bad weather follov/ed Stevenson to Braen^ar and near the
end of August he was forced to leave that auspicious spot.
Although quite ill he managed a visit to London where he
made the acquaintance of his new publisher, Jam^es Henderson,
who received himj cordially.
e
Once ir.ore he had to faoe the sentence of banishrrient to
Davos for the winter. This tiir^e he and Fann3^ rented a
chalet on one of the slopes, ana with the aid of a servant
set up housekeeping. Louis's health was better this winter.
He was able to do a great deal n:ore work. "Treasure Island''
was resurued with the saiiie ease and swiftness with which it had
been written at Braeniar. In two weeks he had completed the
last fourteen chapters.
J. A. Sj^inonds was still at Davos and there were nore
long conversations with this brilliant scholar. Symonds
tried hard to interest Stevenson in classical studies
urging hiiii to write on the Characters of '-^heophras tus , but
Louis was soon busily engaged on a "Life of Hazlitt" which
was ii.ore to his liking. He had adnai ed and irijitated Hazlitt
for many years. ¥.ow he was enthusiastic about writing a
biography of his literary hero, but, when he widened his
acquaintance with Hazlitt 's works, he becanie disappointed
in him and lost interest in the plan.
"Familiar Studies of Men and Books" was prepared "^or
the press, and the critical preface for it was written at
this time. He exchanged many letters with Edmund Gosse
concerning a project on which they planned to collaborate,
^ey were to tell in good literary form the stories of the
i. ost picturesque m.urders in the last one hundred yeai s. They
would visit the places where the crimes had been committed.
(
and then, stseped in th3 atrrjosphsre of the criiie, write the
story of it for the public. In solte of their enthusiasm
and evident ability- to oarry out the plan, the two friends
never did any actual work on it.
At Davos Stevenson also put into final form "The
Silverado Squatters" from the diary which he had kept at
Silverado. "Talk and Talkers" and a ''Gossip on Pou ance"
as well as three other essays were written. He took great
delight in recomrr.ending in his letters that his friends
read "Talk and Talkers" as he had used his cousin Bob,
Henley, Fleeming Jenkin, Sir IValter Simpson, and J, A.SymiOnds
as the originals for his talkers.
To this period at Davos also belongs "The Celestial
Surgeon", verses which were characteristic of his philosophy
of life. He was justly proud of the amount of work he had
accomplished during the winter, the more because he was
still classed as an invalid.
There was one unhappy circimjstance that clouded the
life at Davos the second winter. Fanny was ill a gre-^t
part of the tine. Twice she had been ordered av;ay, but each
til. e she returned -ithin a few v/eeks. The high altitude
taxed her strength more and more. After Jnristii.as she spent
most of the time in bed. Louis and their friend Symonds
passed many hours in cheering conversation at her bedside
when she was too ill to le:ve the chalet.

Ll03^d was in Davos ri.ost of ^-he winter. He and his
stepfather devised a gane that furnished them with a great
deal of pleasure. It was Louis's old gair.e of playing with
toy soldiers expanded into a contest requiring skill and
intelligence. They set up opposing, arrrdes and planned and
executed maneuvers that took weeks to Pe coffipleted. To
the end of his life Louis retained ths interest in v/arfare
and soldiers that he had acquired as a child.
The two playmates also worked on the printing press
again. This year Louis wrote more verses for Lloyd to
print. .h.en he began to cut illustrations for his poeir^s,
he suddenly discovered a new recreation, wood cutting. He
was fascinated by this art even to the point of taking
lessons in it. His first cuts show a certain ari.ount of
skill and originality, but he did not profit much frorii the
lessons. He had never before evinced much interest in any
type of art though so many of his friends at Barb iz on and
elsewhere were artists. However, this wood cutting proved
to be a source of pleasure to hin, during the long v/inter
at Davos.
In the spring the -^tevensons left Davos forever. Louis
health had so far improved that the physicians there assured
him that he could henceforth spend his winters in the n.ild
climate of Southern France if he would stay away from the
dampness of the coast tovms.
c
Before returning to Scotland for the smri:er , Louis
spent a few weeks in Hlngland where he again had an opportunity
to visit George Meredith,
Louis spent a month in Edinburgh and then the whole
fan.ily went to 3tobo Manse in Peeblesshire intending to
SDend the sui^ruer there. The place was damp and Louis v.-as
only able to stay a few weeks. Dr. Olark sugj-ested that
he try the climate of Speyside. Sidney Golvin and Louis
went there, and the rest of the Stevensons joined thea at
Kingussie. His health did not improve and in Septenber
Dr. Clark's advice v/as again sought. He agreed with the
former reconimendat ion to spend the winter in Southern France.
This pleased Louis and Fanny as the prospect of returning
to Davos was distasteful to both.
During the summer Louis had written very little. His
essays composed at Davos appeared in Gornhill from; April
to October. These v/ere the last of his papers to appear
in this ragazine. A short timje later Leslie Stephen gave
up the editorship. The new editor was friendly but the
magazine was consideraoly changed in .character. One lasting
effect of his association with Gornhill was that he always
measured his work according to 'Gornhill pages', that is
the numiber of words cori,monly appearing on a page of this
mjagazine. Long after he had severed all connection with
the publication he still spoke of the length of his work
c>'
'"tOV,'
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in this way.
At the end of the amaer he wrote most of the "Treasure
of Fran chard" but did not con.plete it. Thus the summer I
passed with no literary achievements.
I

CHAPTSR VII
I WOKE 3EF0iiS, THE KOi^NIHG,
I WAS KAPFY ALL IKE DAY-
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"I WOKS BSFORS TliE Iv.OENING, I WAS HAPPY ALL TH3 DAY"(1)
Stevenson could not Isave for the sunnier olin.ate of
Southern France at once, Fanny was ill and his own health
had becon-e worse. He was not able to ti-avel himself, but
Bob Stevenson offered to go v/ith him and help find a sat-
isfactory place. After a few v/esks of travelling, Louis
settled in Iviarseilles and awaited Fanny's arrival. Together
they found a house that seecied suitable a few irdles from the
city. All their possessions were quickly noved to the
Oampagne Defli , as the place was called. They thought they
had found a home at last but ?;ere disappointed for the
weather there did not help Louis. He grew steadily worse,
and when an epidemic of fever broke out in St. Marcel, the
nearest town, Mrs. Stevenson insisted that he leave at once.
She was to remain for a fev/ days to complete their packing.
Louis started for Hice and almost a week went by without
any word fromj him. Mrs. Stevenson was alarmjed and asked
the police at Marseilles to help her to locate her husband.
They gravely informed her that he had undoubtedly died on
the train and had been buried at some obscure station. Such-
things were happening every day, they assured her, because
of the epidemic. Almost frantic with worry, Mrs. Stevenson
rushed to Nice and found Louis established comifortably at
a hotel wondering why he had heard nothing from her. Phe
(l)From"A Good Boy" in "A Ghild's Garden of Verses"
1
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Kails had evidentlj;- niisoarried and caused the unnecessary
worry
,
Leaving Nice, Fanny and Louis went to a hotel at Hyeres.
niey liked this place and decided to look for a house in the
vicinity. In a few days they fouad the picturesque chSlet,
La Solitude * The house had been on exhibition at the 'vorld's
Fair in Paris and had been brought to Hyeres and reassembled
carefully. Its setting and gardens made the small house
look like a picture from a fairy story. Louis was delighted
by it and was very happy at Hyeres. In fact in a letter
v/ritten some years later he said that the only timie he had
ever been happy was at Hyeres.
A letter to his mother from Hyeres describes the joy
his marriage was bringing to himj. He writes:
"My wife is in pretty good feather;
I love her better than ever and adri-ire
her more; and I cannot think what I have
done to deserve so good a gift. This
sudden ren.ark came out of m.y pen; it is
not like me; but in case you did not know,
I may as well tell you, that mjy mjarriage
has been the most successful in the world.
I say so, and being the child of my parents,
I can speak with knowledge. She' is everything
to ne; wife, brother, sister, daughter, and
dear companion; and I would not change to get
a goddess or a saint. So far, after four
years of mjatrimony." (1)
His relations with his parents were very pleasant.
He wrote to. them often and received loving letters in reply.
A pleasant correspondence with m^any of his friends added
(1) Quoted in "The Life of vobert Louis- Stevenson" by
Sir Grahaii: Balfour Vol. I, p. 244
(I
interest to his quiet life. His health iHiproved and he
began to hope for a complete cure.
With so nv'ih to Dlease hini, it is no wonder that he
could write lyrically to Sdn.und Gosse.
"This spot, our garden, and view are
sub- celestial. I sing daily with my
3unyan> that great bard, 'I lived already
• the next door to Heaver. ' If you could see
irjy roses, and aloes and my fig iiarigolds
and n.y olives, and ruy viev/ over a plain
and n;y view of certain n.ountains as graceful
as Apollo as severe as Zeus you would not think
the phrase exaggerated." (1)
To Will Lovr he sent this description of La iolitude :
"I live in a n.ost sweet corner of the
universe, sea and fine hills before n,e
and a rich variegated plain; and at ay
back a craggj' hill, loaded with vast
feudal ruins. I an, very quiet; a person
passing by my door half startles ce; but
I enjoy the most aromatic airs and at night
the most wonderful view into a m^oonlit
garden. 3y day this garden faces into
nothing overpowered by its surroundings
and the luiidnous distance; but at night
and when the moon is out, that garden,
the arbor, the flight of stairs that
mount the artificial hillock, the plumed
blue gum trees that hang trembling become
the very skirts of Paradise. Angels I
know frequent it, and it thrills all night
v/ith the thrill of silence." (2)
At Hyeres Louis and Fanny kept house with the assist-
ance of Valentine Foch, the clever French maid who spent
several years in their service. She was intelligent and
attractive and helped to make the days at Hyeres amusing,
(1) "Letters of Fobert Louis Stevenson" Selected and Edited by
Sidney Golvin Vol. I, p. 314
(2) "Letters of Fobert Louis Stevenson" Selected and Edited by
Sidney Golvin Vol. I, p. 336
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foi- she was able to lecount the local gossip and history
in a very entertaining manner.
Stevenson had a great capacity for work while at
Hyeres. He was able to spend five or six hours daily on
his beloved writing. The ar^ount of work accon.plished was
naturally lare-e.
In May Messrs. Oassell n.ade bin; an offer for the book
rights of "Treasure Island". They would give hiiL one hundred
pounds, "a hundred jingling, tingling, golden-r^inted quid",
he told his parents joyously.
He had been writing more of his poen s of childhood,
and had now completed forty-eight. The title which he
first decided upon for the little voluii.e was "Penny l?^histles".
Many of the verses had been written while he was convalescing
and was forbidden to do any tiring work. He regarded them
as a foriii of recreation, and certainly did not suspect that
they would become one of the most beloved volumes in the
world's literature.
The Ari;erican publisher of The Century Magazine asked
him for contributions during the spring. He sent "The
Silverado Squatters", which he had now completed, but it
displeased him; so ihuch that he doubted if the magazine
would accept it. It was received favoi^ably, however, and
thus began the contact with the American public which cari^e
to m;ean so much to him.
Work on "Prince Otto" was again resumed after an

interiLlssion of nearly three jrears. He spent n-any hours
on this stoi-y before it satisfied hiitj. His wife v/as
particularly critical of his wonien characters, and in
trying to perfect a description of the Gountess von Rosen
he rewrote one chapter eight tines.
Mr. Henderson, the editor of Young Folks
,
had asked
for another story, and in answer to the request he began
"The Black Arrow", which was to run as a serial frorrj June
to October. Consequently it was wri^^ten core hastily than
most of his books and was soirewhat affected by this. Vi/hen
he left Hyeres in June, the manuscript of the first chapters
was forgotten, and as he began his next chapter, he realized
that he could not reii.en.ber what ^is characters had been
doing in the previous installrrienc . Jv. solte of this "The
Black Arrow" was n.uch more populai with the readers of
Young Folks than "Treasure Island". Evidently Stevenson's
technique had improved so that he was able to catch and
hold the interest of the reader.
In June Fr. and Mrs. Thomas Stevenson ioined Louis
and his wife at Poyat where they spent several delightful
weeks. The younger Stevensons returned to La Solitude in
Septen.ber, and Louis imiLediately began to prepare "Treasure
Island" for the press.
The happiness of his life at La Solitude was clouded
by the news of the death of his friend V/alter Ferrier,

who v/as his oldest friend with the exception of Bob
Stevenson. As Louis had not known that Ferrier was
seriously ill, the news of his death cai;.e as a surprise.
Only the death of his father and that of Fleerrang Jenkin
caused him to grieve as ii.uch as he did for Ferrier. His
letters are full of his sorrow, and of praise for the gentle
Walter. In "Old Mortality" he has written touchingly of
this friendship.
This death turned his. thoughts back to the days at the
University, and with his own turbulent youth in n:ind, he
began to work again on "Lay Morals". He was motivated by
the hope of guiding young people who needed help in their
proble II' s •
His second winter at Hyeres was also a happy period.
The beauty of the spot continued to charih hin; and life went
on in n.uch the saii.e quiet, pleasant way. He seldom left
La Solitude, and knew little about the surrounding country-
side except what he learned from Valentine Roch.
During the autunin he began a story called "The Travelling
Oortjpanion" , but it was soon discarded. He wrote the essay
"a Note on Realism" for The Magazine of Art , and worked on
"prince Otto" until it was very nearly finished.
At the end of November "Treasure Island" appeared as
a book. Sir Graham. Balfour says:
"Its reception reads like a fairy-tale.
Statesmen and judges and all sorts of staid
0
and sober- i.en becaii.e boys once rtiore
sitting up long after bedtiii.e to read
their new book." (1)
The book brought Stevenson numerous favorable criticisn.s,
and gave hiDi his first taste of popularity. Gladstone is
said to have been one of the nien who stayed up at night to
read it, Andrew Lang clainied he had never liked any romance
as much except "Tom Sawyer" and "The Odyssey". Many of the
n.agazines and papers which had not recognized Stevenson's
other works praised this enthusiastically. The Saturday
Review , which had hitherto ignored him, declared it was the
best book of its kind published in England since "Robinson
Crusoe". "Treasure Island" was immediately translated into
several languages and appeared even in Greek and Spanish
papers.
In actual copies the book was not sold to any great
extent. Only about five thousand copies were solo, durinc-
the first year. Stevenson was not overproud of his sudden
success. He wrote to his parents in regard to the praise
his book had received, "This gives one strange thoughts of
how very bad the common run of books must be." However,
one effect that this popularity had was to bring about an
increased interest in his earlier works. His father bousht
back all the copyrights on them, and turned then; over to
Messrs. Windo and Ghattus, the publishers.
(1) "Life of Robert Louis Stevenson" bv Sir Graham Balfour
Vol. I, p. 251
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During the winter ^Henlsy and Charles Baxter earns to
Hj'-eres to visit Stevenson. La Solitude was too sir.all to
allov; the Stevens ons to entertain con.fortably so Louis,
Fannj? , and their two guests went to Nice. Tliey had a gay
week, and Stevenson in his delight at the reunion undoubtedly
took soriie risks which his health could not stand, l^hen his
friends left, he had a cold which inrniediately grew so serious
that the doctors pionounced his illness pneumonia. His life
was despaired of, and one of the doctors advised Mrs . Stevenson
to send for sorrje nen;ber of his family to be with her when
the end canie. She sent for Sob Stevenson. He carr.e bringing
hope and cheer with him.. Another doctor was called in, who
was less discouraging, and once iuore Stevenson made a
surprising recovery. It was a month before he was able to
go out and several weeks more before he could return to
La Solitude. Although he rallied from his severe illness,
his general health did not improve. In fact from this t im-e
until he left Europe he endured poor health most of the
time.
Walter Ferrier's sister, Ooggie Ferrisr, came to stay
with the Stevensons at La Solitude shortly after this. Both
Louis and Fanny were extren.ely fond of her and found her
presence 'ery cheering. They needed some distraction, for
Louis was suffering all during the early spring. In May
just when he believed he was getting better, he had the
i
L.ost severe hemorrhage he had ever experienced. It happened
very unexpectedly in the middle of the night. His wife
rushed to get the medicine that she always kept on hand
for such emergencies, but she was badly frightened and
shaking. Louis, seeing her upset condition, although
unable to speak, made signs for her to give himi a pencil
and paper. He wrote, "Don't be frightened; if this is
death it is an easy one." 'Ihen, smiling at Fanny, he took
the medicine and calm.ly poured himself a dose.
Although this was a setback, he recovered again, but
his progress v/as extrem.ely slow and painful and accompanied
by numerous comiplications. He contracted Egyptian
Ophthalmiia and had to sit idly in the dark for days. Severe
pain from sciatica ad ed to his suffering, and his right
hand had to kept in a sling because of the hemorrhage.
The doctor ordered him to keep absolutely silent. Through
it all he was cheerful and undismayed. To keep himi amused
Fanny mjade up stories which she told him during these days
of idleness. Son.e of them were used in the "Dynamiter,"
written somie timie later.
When he could, Louis worked on more of his children's
poems, writing them with his left hand. He also wrote his
"Requiem", which most critics have acclaimed his best poem.
It compares favorably with Tennyson's "Grossing the 3ar",
but unlike Tennyson's poem it was not his last message to
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the world.
||
Henley and Baxter, hearing of his illness, were so
disturbed that they sent their own doctor froni London to
see Louis. The doctor's opinion was that if Louis could be
kept alive until he was forty he n.ight live to an old age.
But until he reached forty, he Ejust live an invalid's life.
llo icatter how good his health seenied, he was not to have II
any excitement or do anything that could upset hiir, for the
next two years.
||
One piece of news that was depressing to Louis was the
report of his father s health. Thoiias Stevenson had been
failing all during the winter. He had been subject to moods
of melancholy and moroseness that Louis had tried to drive
^
away by his cheerful letters. Louis's recent illness was
kept from his father lest it would disturb him too much.
After the visit of the London doctor Louis improved
slowly but steadily. The happiness he had enjoyed at
La Solitude soon had to be interrupted, however. Cholera
broke out in Toulon and spread to Hyeres. There seemed to
be little immjediate danger for the family at La -Solitude,
]|
but Farjny was always over-cautious when Louis was concerned.
She would not allow him to run the risk of remjaining there.
With the assistance of Coggie Ferrier and a valet, she
;|
succeeded in getting Louis, who was still hardly able to
j
travel, to Royat. During the following month they remiained

at Royat, but the weather v/as bad and Louis was forced to
stay in bed. Yet he wrote more of his little poems for
"a Child's Garden of Verses". He was not unhappy, but his
spirits were son-ewhat lowered by all this lidsfortune. In
a letter to Sidney Golvin he declared he was"very dim, duinb,
dowie, and dairmable." His mood seems similar to the one he
had experienced when "ordered South" for the first time, but
again when his health improved he became miore cheerful.
While at Eoyat he tried to decide what would be the most
beneficial course of action. He hated to po back to Davos
but feared for a while that it might be necessary. He was
anxious to see his mother and father again, and so finally
reached the decision to return to England for somie medical
advice » thus giving himself an opportunity to see his parents.
With this decision m.ade, his spirits rose and he began to
make cheerful plans with Fanny to go to England the first
of July.
Hyeres was always a fond m:effiory with him. Ihere he
had enjoyed real happiness, and to some degree his first
taste of success. His father's financial aid '"'as still
needed, but he was earning more niOney than he ever had
in the past. Had his health been good he felt that he would
have been self-supporting at last. It was still a source
of woiry to him that he m^ust depend on others, even thouph
his father was more than willing to help him. Thomas Stevenscsn
1
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blaiTied himself for not showing sufficient generosity and
understanding in Louis's earlier struggle and tried to ,
irake up in ever^; ¥/ay for the sternness and severity he had
used. Yet Louis wrote:
"It does look as if I should support myself
without trouble in the future. If only I have
my health I can, I thank God. It is dreadful
to be a great big man and not be able to buy
bread." (l)
His earnings during the first year at Hyeres amiounted to a
little over three hundred pounds for the first time.
At Hyeres also he had written m.ost of that book whiah
was to endear him to the woi'ld as none of his other works
ever could. Although i.a nad started writing his poems
of childhood at Braen.ar, m.ost n.^ themi were written at Hyeres,
and it was there that the book "A Child's Garden of Verses"
was put in order. He wrote to Cuirmy, his old nurse, to tell
her that he was dedicating this book to her, and then
composed the faiLous and beautiful dedication of these
beloved poemis.
The popularity and success of "Treasure Island" had
come to him at Hyeres too. Looking back on that bright
period of his life it is little wonder that he wrote:
"I was only happy once, that was at
Hyeres; it came to an end from a variety
of reasons, decline of health, change of
place, increase of mjoney, age with his
stealing steps; since then as before then,
I know not what it means." (2)
(1) "Lettsrs of Robert Louis Stevenson" Edited bv Sidne^ CcGvip
VclJ., p. 311
(2) "Vailima Letters" Edited bv Sidne^- Golvin p. 55

GHAPTSP. VIII
AT HOME AMONG MY FRIENDS I STAY
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"AT H0M3 AKOm MY FKISNDS I STAY" (i)
Stevenson and his wife arr^ived ir England tne day
before "Deaoon Brodie" was to be presented on the London
stage. Henley was to be at the theatre, but Stevenson's
mucin
health would not permit hiio to attend. He v/as very ^interested
in the performance and regretted his inability to witness it.
The play n.et with fair success. The notices about it v»'ere
generally favorable, but neither Henley nor Stevenson knew
enough about the theatre at that time to produce a play
that would really win public approbation.
Louis and Fanny stayed at Richmond for a few days and
then went to Bournemouth where Lloyd Osborne was at school.
They arrived in the best of spirits and took lodgings at
a comfortable hotel. Their delight was further increased
when Henley joined them. He was full of magnificent schemes
for obtaining wealth and success by mjeans of the theatre.
Louis caught soL,e of his enthusiasmj, and together they began
two plays, "Beau Austin" and "Admiral Guinea". They worked
very swiftly and had each play drafted in less than a week.
The plays were not very well received. It was 1890 before
"Beau Austin" was ever put on the stage and even later ?/hen
"Admiral Guinea" was produced. T/rs. Stevenson did not
whole-heartedly ^prove of the time spent on these projects,
and Stevenson himself was disappointed in "Adirjiral Guinea"
(1) From "The Land of Nod" in "A CJhild's Garden of Verses"
#1
when he reread it. Though the golden drearus of fortime
caiLe to naught, Louis accepted the failure philosophically.
The collaborators tried one n.ore plaj- in the spring, "Macair
but this too fell short of success. Henley was bitterly
disaoDOinted, and the two friends exchanged soiije rather
sharp correspondence when Henley persisted in trying to
have the plays produced, Stevenson felt that he had no
right to use his father's iLoney to back such a jOrecarious
undertaking, and neither he nor Henley was financially able
to bring the plays to the stage. Iherefore, they gave up
their dreaiLS of fan.e and fortune, and Stevenson turned again
to his own writing.
Wcieu Stevenson had last sought rriedical advice, the
doctors had been undecided as to whether he should risk
living in England. Principally because of his father's
failing health, Louis made up his n,ind to try the English
clirjate. Bourneicouth was easily accessible to London, and
was a health resort. Louis was never very well there, but
on the whole his health was no worse than it had been at
Hyeres.
In Wovenber Panny and Louis took a house v/here they
spent the rest of the winter. Since the place pleased therrj
and the climate was not too severe, 'Thomas Stevenson bought
a house there which he gave to Faany with five hundred
pounds for furnishings. The younger Stevensons hoped to

live pernianentl\' at BourneniOuth, The hoirie v/hich Thomas
Stevenson purchased for theuj was a coiijfortaole brick
dwelling with a garden and a view of the sea. Thej^ named
it Skerryvore after the HiOst fair.ous lighthouse built 'oy
the Stevenson faii.ily.
Fanny brought their possessions fronj Hyeres and they
iTjOved into their nev/ hone in the spring. Louis took
considerable delight in describing the house and garden
in letters to his friends, but he was never as con;pletely
charrr.ed by Skerryvore as he had been by the tiny chalet
at Eyeres. However, his pride in ownership and his enjoy-
n-ent of the lovely furnishings of Skerij^vore reveal a very
different Stevenson froiL the careless vagabond youth he
had once been.
Dui'ing the winter after Henley had left Bournemouth,
Stevenson worked on "The New Arabian Nights". Most of the
tales included in this group had been composed by Fanny
at Hyeres. Only one story, "iJpxe Explosive 3omb", was really
his own. Louis did not particularly enjoy writing these
stories, but kept at them until they were finished.
The Pall Mall Gazette had asked hiir, for a Clhristmas
story, but because of poor health he was not able to write
one at the time. "Markheim" had just been written, but it
was too short, so "The Body Snatcher"^ which had been written
at Pitlochry was sent. The cartoons with which the magazine

advertised this story were so terrifying that they had to
be suppressed. Pall Mall had agreed to pay Stevenson
^ forty poimds, but Louis would not accept the full amount be-
cause he fe-i-t that this was not his best work and had not
been written in agreen.ent with their request.
3arly in January he niade plans to write a biography
of the Duke of Wellington. This work was to be Included
in a series published by Longn.an ' s called "Snr^'^ ish Y^orthies"
Stevenson did a great deal of reading in preparation as he
was very much pleased by the conjiriission* He even went so
far as to compose a letter to Gladstone in connection with
the undertaking. He had never approved of Gladstone, but
found hiiLself awed when he began to write to him. A
political incident at the tine, however, renewed his
bitterness tov/ard the statesiiLan, and the letter was never
sent. Trie biography v/as eventually abandoned too. He
was always so interested in military affairs that this work
would have given him much pleasure if he had been able to
continue it.
Because of his success with "Treasure Island", Louis
was anxious to write other stories of adventure. He began
"The Great North Road", but did not finish it. "Kidnapped"
was then begun, but it was not coiupleted until later,
j! In March "A Child* s Garden of Verses" was finally
published. These verses, which Stevenson scarcely regarded

as poetry, won little attention from his literary friends.
However, of all his books this little volume has become
the most precious.
The next month "Prince Otto" began to appear as a
serial in Longman '
s
. Stevenson was disappointed because
the book on which he had labored so long was presented to
the public in this way, but his need of money comjpelled
hill, to allow it. The following October the novel was brought
out as a ':ook. It was always one of Stevenson's favorite
works ; ne had spent so much tine on it that he considered
it nearly a mastei'piece. George Meredith sent himj a letter
praising it highly, but on the other hand he received soii.e
harsh criticism which stung him deeply.
In May "More Nev; Arabian Ni^ts" was published. He
described this collection as an "eccentric mass of blague
and seriousness but singularly varied and vivid."
Stevenson was always interested in questions concerning
different methods and forms of literature. During this
winter a discussion in Longman ' s Magazine between Sir Walter
Besant and Henry James led hin. to write an article entitled
"A Humble Remonstrance", ¥/hich advanced his theory that
the primje interest of a novel is to tell a story. In
April The Contemporary Feview published "Some Technical
Elements of Style in Literature". Tlie second of the two
essays was written while he was desperately ill. It
I
pt-'ovoked a great deal of controversy wMch Stevenson
rather enjoyed. The first article was interesting n^ainly
because it brought him in contact with Henry James, who
called one evening to discuss literature. The two rr^en
were gittraoted to each other at once and Janies becanoe a
frequent visitor. At Skerryvore there was a coiiifortable
armchair which was always referred to as .*Henry Janjes*s
chair '
.
Other friends v/ere able to come to visit Skerry vore.
Here Fanny and Louis could entertain comfortably whenever
Louis's health v/as good enough. Bob Stevenson and his siste
Mrs. de Mattos, Coggie Ferrier, Oharles Baxter, Mr. and
Mrs. Jenkin, Henley, and Golvin were all frequent visitors.
John Sargent cam.e to paint a portrait of Stevenson.
V/illian. Archer, whose friendship had been acquired through
a correspondence, cane also. Archer had written a criticism
of "a Child's Garden of Verses", which had given rise to
several letters between the author and
-the critic.
Some of the residents of Bournemouth also became the
Stevensons' friends. Arijong these were Sir Henry Taylor
and his wife and daughter. Dr. Scott, Louis's physician,
Krs. 3oodle and her daughter Adeline, whom Louis nicknamied
The Gaiijekeeper because of the affectionate care she gave
their pets. Sir Percy Shelley and Lady Shelley lived nearby
and grew very fond of Louis and Fanny.
((
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Louis spent so n-uch of his time indoors while at
Skerryvore that he could seldoci enjoy the garden or the
surrounding country, but ever^-one who caii.e to the house
interested hiii., Ttie barber who caii.e to cut his hair or !
the veterinary who attended Vvoggs were welcocje distractions
and he enjoyed their, to the utn,ost«
In June Louis received the news of the sudden death
of Fleeming Jenkin. The passing of this wise and good
friend icade him realize how great a debt of gratitude he
owed. He wrote a note on Jenkin's ^^^-^-t-v^ for The Aoadeny
,
and later wrote the "Menjoir of Pleen.ing Jenkin". In a
letter to Mrs, Jenkin, shortly after her husband's death,
he wrote:
"To try to draw n.y friend at greater
length and say what hs wa.s to n.e and his
intiri.ates, what a good influence in life
* and what an example is a desire that grows
j
upon me. It was strange as I wrote the
note, how his old tests and criticisms
.
haunted me; and it reminded me afresh with
.every few words how much I owe to him." (1)
About this tiris Louis resumed an interest in miusic
!
that had been acquired in his old Edinburgh days. He spent
some time learning to play the piano, but had little success
at it. He even tried his hand at con^position, but failed
lamentably at this. Lrs. Jenkin, 3ob Stevenson, Una Taylor,
and Henley encouraged hin. to develop his love for music, but
though he entertained himself for hours by practising on the
j
(1) "Letters of Fobert Louis Stevenson" Edited by Sidne^^ Coivin
• Vol. I, p. 426
Ii
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piano, he was evidently the only one who enjoyed his new
avoostion. In an aii.using letter to his Hiother and father
he writes:
"You should hear Lloyd on the penny
whistle and ne on the pianol Dear powers,
what a conoertol I now live entirely for
the piano, he for the v/histle; the neighbors
in a radius of a furlong and a half are
packing up in quest of brighter olines." (1)
Though he never becaiLe a n.usician, it was typical of hiFi
to turn to whatever recreation his health would periiiit and
to enter into it with zest and vivacity.
j
• In spite 01 the nuL/oer of his published works, his
first year at BournerriOuth was no better financially than
previous years. His earnings had averaged about four
i| hundred pounds during the last three years. Had he been
well, he night have been able to do roore work, and his
li
living expenses would certainly have been less. Now he
Ij
was able to pay his own bills but he had no rr.oney left for
the extra expenses which his sickness entailed.
His father and F.other had coKe to Bourneinouth during
the winter. Their visit had helped to pass the long hours
which HiUst be spent indoors. I'ith the coirang of spring,
Louis felt strongenough to leave Bournemouth for a trip
to London and a visit to Sidney Golvin at Canbridge.
Fanny and Louis then started on a trip to DartiiiOor,
stopping off at Dorchester to visit Thorrjas Hardy. Hardy
(1) "Letters of Robert Louis 3tevenson"Edited by Sidney Colvln
Vol. II, p. 45
i
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returned the call, but the aoquaintance did not progress
beyond this formal stage. Before reaching Cartmoor, Louis
becan.e seriouslj- ill, and after several weeks Fanny and he
were only able to return to Skerryvore.
In the autumn John Sargent agair visited Skerryvore.
This time he painted the famous portrait of Stevenson
'walking about in his own living rooiL, in his own velveteen
; jacket and twisting as he goes his own moustache. "
It was at the end of this year, 1885, that Stevenson
wrote the book which increased his fame more than any
other work. Mrs. Stevenson heard Louis cry out one night
ij
and woke him. He was very much vexed at being disturbed :
he had been dreaming a' fine bogey tale'. I'/hen mjorning
came, he began to write at an intense speed. For three
days he v/ould hardly pause for meals, and the house was
wrapped in deathly silence. At the end of this tim:e he
read what had been written to Mrs. Stevenson and Lloyd.
It was the first draft of "The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde". Mrs. Stevenson severely criticized his
treatment of the story because he had drawn Jekj.-ll as an
extremiely wicked nan who used ¥r» Hyde as a disguise.
She pointed out that he had made only a story of it when
he should have d--v^loDed the allegory. Louis was hurt and
disappointed at her reaction, but in a short tinie he
realized that sne was right. He burned the entire draft
I
assuring his wife that he had done it only because he
intended to rewrite the story and did not v/ant to be
influenced by his first copy. Again the house was plunged
into silence, and after three or four more ciays of
concentrated labor the story was written in its present
form. In a very short time it was sent to Longinans.
The publishers deciced to bring it out as a shilling oook
in paper covers. vfhen it was ready, GSiristnias stories
were on sale and no one noticed the little book. It v/as
therefore withdrawn until after Christaas . '-toen it reappeared
in January, it did not coiijmand in.iuediate attention, but
a review in The Tin.es precipitated an interest in it.
It was sought out at once because of the n^oral it contained,
and scarcely any notice was given to its literarj^ worth,
although soiLe reviewers conrr.ented favorably on its
style. Within six months forty thousand copies of it
were sold in ^Ingland. In An^erica it was equally popular.
Preachers used it as their text, and society found it the
iLOst absorbing topic of conversation. There were a few
adverse criticisn.s, but they were swept away m the general
acclaiLation. 3y rr.eans of this strange little book whose
inspiration had been a dream, Stevenson had unexpectedly
coire upon the fame for which he had always wished. The story
had been written more or less as a potboiler, for his publislrers
had been urging him to write a "shilling shocker." He thought
I
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he had found a plot suitable for that type of story when
he began "Ihe Strange Jase of Dr. Jekji^ll and Mr, Hyde".
One other story that Stevenson wrote was allegedly
based on a dream. He clain.ed this origin for "Olalla",
which appeared in the Ghristuias nuiriber of The Oourt and
Society P. e
v
iew, but because of the remarkable siiriilarity
between this story and Lord Lytton's "Strange Story", it
' seems probable that while he was sleeping, Stevenson recalled
j
some of the incidents of Lord Lytton's tale. Stevenson
was never satisfied with "Olalla", as he did not believe i
I
it sounded true or convincing. .
I
After "Dr. Jekj'll and Mr. Hyde" had been published,
Louis went back to work on "Kidnapped". He v/as very fond ;
of the characters Alan Bieck and David, and declared that
they fairly ran away with the story. After he had worked
I on it for about two mon las, however, his interest in it
flagged temporarily he was not well* He decided not
to use all the mjaterial he had planned for the novel, but
j
to end it at David's return to Edinburgh. Then, if the
public received it favoi-ably , a sequel could be written
later. "Gatriona", the sequel, was not written until six
years afterwards. Young Folks accepted "Kidnapped" as a
i;
serial, and it was published as a book very soon after its
completion in the magazine. The public received "Kidnapped"
very warmly, and Stevenson considered it a better story
I
than "Treasure Island",
Th.e success of these two books gave Stevenson consid-
erable financial help. Nevertheless, he readily accepted
a check from his father to enable hin to enjoy a suri^mer
holiday. Plans to go to Scotland were given up, but he
made two trips to London. On the second trip he decided
to n.ake the brief jour'ney to Paris where he visited Will Low.
Henley gave him a letter of introduction to the sculptor
Rodin whom he had an opportunity to meet on this occasion.
During his two weeks in Paris many old ii.emories were
revived and in the comjpany of Will Low he revisited many
of his former haunts. The trip was cut short when Louis
discovered that he v/as out of funds. He returned home on
borrowed money only to find out later that his father's
check for one hundred pounds was still in his pocket.
An American publisher, Mr. Gilder, had suggested that
Stevenson and Low take a boat trip down the Rhone. Stevenson
would write up the voyage and Low would illustrate it. Both
men were . interested in the suggestion, but Stevenson's
health was too precarious to consider it seriously so the
pleasant project had to be put aside.
After his return to 3ournem.ou.th, Louis mianaged another
excursion to London to visit Sidney Colvin who was then
established at the British Museum. Golvin introduced him
to Browning, Jam^es Fussell Lowell, then Aiiierican aiijbassador
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to England, and Bur ne-J ones. Louis's health interrupted
his enjoyable sojourn and forced him to ren.ain in bed for
several weeks before he was able to travel back to
Skerryvore
.
The "Memoir of Fleeming Jenkin" was stai ted as soon
as Stevenson could work again, Mrs. Jenkin cane to
Skerryvore to assist in this enterprise. Day after day
Louis spent hours in conversation with her, later reading
to hei' what he had v;ritten froir. these talks. ITe spared
no pains, for this was a labor of love more than anything
else he ever wrote. It was the only biography that he ever
finished, and while it does not rank as the best of his
work, it nust be credited with great sincerity and reverence.
i-i-s the last winter he was to spend at Bournemouth
set in, Stevenson's usual courage and vitality were at a
low ebb. His health was so uncertain that he could accompliii
little. He wrote "The Misadventures of John 'Micholson",
which was never popular. He spent some tim.e preparing
his voluifje of poems, "Underwoods", and the essays grouped
undei' the title "Memories and Portraits". His reading
included several of the Kussian authors. Evidently his
habitually cheerful outlook was somiewhat clouded, possibly,
as his stepson believed, by the stark realism of the
literature he was reading.
Stevenson had developed more interest in public affairs

than he had evsr shown previouslju Undoubtedly this was
because he regarded Skerryvore as his peririanent hoirie and
had been there long enough to becou.e acquainted with
England's political affairs. One incident in England's
policy in 1664 and 1685 had nioved hin deeply and angrily.
?Jhen the garrisons were withdrawn from t^-^ - -oudan, h'=^ had
become disgusted with the political policy of the country.
In February 1885 news carne that Gordon was dead, Stevenson
wanted to protest against the injustice and ingratitude
of ISigland toward this ir.an who had been abandoned to a
barbarous enei y. His friends dissuaded him froui making
an outcry,s/»c€ the cause was already beyond help, but his
conscience troubled hin. because he had done nothin.c- in the
past. Now in 1887 another political situation roused hirr,.
•The condition of Ireland was discussed by all. Stevenson
knew little about the Irish, and while he admitted that
Ireland had been wronged, he was vei'y much agitated by
the an ount of lawlessness which floui'ished tliers. One
occurrence particularly excited himi. The Gurtin family
had been boycotted because of their resistance to the
"Moonlighters". For eighteen m.onths the family had
endured the boycott and now Stevenson proposed to make
a drari.atic intervention. He and his farijily would take
up their residence on the Ourtin farm. By their miatyrdom,
if this was necessary, they would rouse England to her
c
duty. His wife protested, but agreed to go if he insisted
on carr^ying out his plan. Again his friends tried to make
him see the futility of the undertaking, but he was not
easily diverted from his pui'pose this time.
Events in his immediate family pushed politics into
the background, however. His mother and father had spent
part of the winter at Bournemouth. Louis's unfavorable
health had made it difficult for him to spend much time
with his father. When they were together, his father was
touchingly .affectionate , but it was obvious that he was
failing rapidly. Hi^ rugged body was losing its strength,
and his keen mind was no longer functioning with its former
accuracy. In April Mrs. Thom.as Stevenson took her husband
back to Edinburgh, and early in May the reports of his
health v/ere so alarming that Louis went to Edinburgh. He
ai-rived '"oo late to be recognized by his father, and on
the eighth of May, Thomas Stevenson died. Louis had caught
a cold and was forbidden to go to the funeral. He stayed
in Sdinbui'gh for a few weeks before returning to Skerryvore.
A tribute to his father appeared in Ttie Contemporary Review
for June and v/as later included in the volum-e "Memories
and Portraits".
By the end of May he was able to go back to Bournemouth
and finish the work he had on hand. This consisted of
putting into final shape for the press "Underwoods",

"Meri.ories and Portraits", and the "Ferioir of Flesn.ing Jenkin".
The doctors again advised Louis to sesk sone healthier
clin.ate, and now that his dearest tie with Edinburgh had
been broken he felt freer to do this. He had irade no real
progress in health at Bournenjouth although he had snjoj-ed
brief periods of comparative well-being. His uncle,
Dr. Balfour, and Dr. Scott, his Bourneinouth friend, suggested
that he try Colorado or some other spot in America for a
3^ear. Louis's mother agreed to acaoriipany him and his wife.
Another illness delayed their leaving England, but by the
twentieth of August they had completed their plans and
v/ere able to leave Skerryvore. Louis was not saddened
by leaving it. He had some pleasant memories of the place,
but he had suffered too much there to be really fond of it.
After a day in London, Louis, his ivife, Trs. Thomias
Stevenson, and the faithful miaid, Valentine Poch, were
ready to leave on the Ludgate Hill for America. Several
of Louis's old friends cam.e to bid him farewell in London,
and Colvin stayed with him: until the last possible moment.
r
GEaPTSR IX
DAY DAWNS BEYOND 'IHE ATLANTIC SEA
t
"DAY DAWNS BSYONr TFIK ATLANTIC SSA"(1)
The trip on the Ludgate Hill was a novel but withal
a pleasant experience. The ship took on cattle, horses,
and even a cargo of aonkeys at Le Havre. Stevenson's
party, at first disturbed, decided to regard this as an
adventure. Louis, who loved the sea and anything connected
with it, revelled in the freedoiL allowed the passengers on
the traijjp steaiLer. In a letter to his cousin Bob he v/rites
about this journey: "We could cut about the men and officers
and stay in the wheelhouse, discuss all ruanner of things
and really be a little at sea." He was supreiLsly happy
on this journey until a fog off the Newfoundland Banks
sent hiiL to bed with a severe cold.
\Yhen the ship arrived in T\Tew York, his friend Will Low
was there to meet him. There were also innumerable reporters.
In crossing the Atlantic he had con.e fronj the comparative
obscurity of Skerryvore into the scrutinizing gaze of the
American public. His fame resulted primarily fromj the
popularity of "The Strange Oase of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde",
but "Treasure Island", "Kidnapped", and other writings had
been widely read. ^Is arrival in New York war- almost
a public reception, and the contrast to his previous landing
there must have been welcome to him.
(l)From "ahe Sun's Travels" in "A Child's Garden of Verses"

He went on to Newport almost at once where his friends
the Faircbilds were expecting him. He was not a very lively
guest; ne had to spend the next tv/o weeks in bed recovering
from a cold.
Returning to TTev/ York, Louis spent sorrie time with
Will Low, and n^et Charles Scribner and the editor of ocripn er's
Magazine , Mr. Bur^lingane. Both these men became his personal
friends and were of great financial help to him.
The sculptor, 3t.-Gaudens, camie to visit him in Vew York
and began the work which resulted in the large medallion
v/hich has been reproduced for the memjorial in St. Giles
Cathedral in Edinburgh. On one occasion the sculptor, who
greatly adm.ired Stevenson, brought his small son to visit
the author. Stevenson wrote the little lad a letter
describing the visit in detail to him^ as his father had
expressed the hope that the boy would always remiember the
incident. V'/hile St.-Gaudens was working Stevenson wrote:
Tear Homer St.-Gaudens:
Your father has brought you this day
to see mie, and he tells me it is his hope"
you may reri>ember the occasion. I an; going
to do v/hat I can to carry out his wish; and
it mjay amuse you, years after, to see this
little scrap of paper and to read what I
write. I must begin by testifying that you
yourself took no interest whatever in the
introduction, and in the miOst proper spirit
displayed a single-mjinded ambition to get
back to play, and this I thought an excellent
and adm^irable point in your character. You
were also, I use the past tense, with a viev/
to the time when you shall read, rather than
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to that when I air. writing, a very pretty
boy, and, to n:y jluropean views, startlingly
self-possessed. My time of observation
v/as so liii-ited that : ou n.ust pardon me if
I can say no more: what else I marked, what
restlessness of foot and hand, what graceful
cluii.siness , what experiii.ental designs upon
the furnitui-e, was out the cornrr.on inheritance
of hman youth. But you may perhaps like to
Imow that the lean flushed man in bed, who
interested you so little, was in a state of
mind extremely m.ingled and unpleasant; harassed
with work which he thought he v/as not doing
well, troubled with difficulties to v;hich you
will in tiri;e succeed, and yet looking forward
to no less a matter than a voyage to the
South Seas and the visitation of savage and
desert islands.
Your father's friend,
l.OiSET LOUIS STWTISON (1)
The prices that the An-erican editors offered Stevenson
for his work seemjed fabulous to him. In one instance he
would not agree to the price but insisted that it be lowered
as he felt that his work was not worth the sun. that had
j|
been suggested. Scribner ' s offered him; about $5500 for a
series of articles for the ensuing year. He accepted this
but refused an offer of ten thousand dollars fromj the (
V.e'f! York World for a weekly article. He realized that his
health would probably make this impossible.
|
The Stevenson party soon had to give their attention
to the problen of where they were to settle for the winter.
Louis had given up the thought of Colorado because he was
j
physically unable to make the journey at this time. The
high elevation would also have n.ade it inipossible for
(l)"The Reminiscences of Augustus Saint -CJaudens" Vol.1, p. 377
(
Fanny to ren-ain with liiru. The sanatoriun^ established at
Saranac Lake under the direotion of Dr. Trudeau was
becoriing fan.ous for its cures. Stevenson decided to try
this spot. Lloyd and Fanny went ahead to make the arrange-
ii.ents, and Louis and his mother soon followed. They arrived
at Saranac in October and remained there until April.
Although Louis did not like the terrific cold experienced
during>the winter, the climate agreed with him surprisingly
well and he grew stronger than he had been for many years.
The Stevensons hired part of a house, known as the
Baker Oo'ttage, which was situated at a little distance from
the hamrlet of Saranac Lake. The sanatorium! was then only
in its infancy and living conditions were som.ewhat primitive.
The inhabitants of the sn^all settlement were not particularly
congenial to hin., but this was not true of Dr. Trudeau, the
founder of the sanatorium]. Stevenson and Dr. Trudeau had
long conversations together . which helped to pass what would
have otherwise been a dreary winter for Stevenson. Dr. Trudeau
found this comjpanionship a happy interruption in his busy
life. Especially during the early years of the sanatorium
Dr. Trudeau was overworked and often discouraged, but in
his "Autobiography" he has chosen Robert Louis Stevenson's
sta;- at Saranac as one of the bright spots of" these diff-
icult years. Somje time later Stevenson sent Dr. Trudeau
a com-plete set of his works. Each volunje was affectionately
:0
and suitably inscribed for the various n.erubers of the
Doctor's household whoiL Stevenson had con^e to regard so
tenderly during the winter at Saranac. The friendship
with Dr. Trudeau was the only deep and lasting bond that
he had with Saranac, but both men cherished highly the
intin-acy which the long winter had afforded them.
Saranac was disagreeably cold when the winter set in.
Fanny had wisely nade a trip to Canada and purchased furs
for the v/hole family. Louis did son.e skating and tobog-
ganing and was able to go for short walks. Everyone else
in the family suffered ii;ore froiL the cold than he did, and,
although he com;plained about it, he seemed able to endure
it well.
He wrote several of the essays for Sci'ibner ' s at
Baker's Cottage. "The Lantern learers" , "A Christmas
Sern.on" , Pulvis et Umbra", "A Chapter on Dreams", and
others were written at this tin.e.
'iS/hile walking on the veranda of the cottage one cold
night, he conceived the ending of a story that had been
in his mind since the summer at Pitlochry, Going into the
house that night, he went to work in earnest on "The Master
of Ballantrae".
In Nev/ York he had eiven to Messrs. Scribner the
control of all his works which m^ight appear in An.erica.
Forgetting this fact completely, he sold the rights to

his next serial story to a Mr. M'Clure. 'ATien he realized
what he had done he was very much distressed and wrote at
once to Charles Scrlbner and Mr. BurlingaiH e . The matter
was settled satisfactorily and Stevenson escaped without
any accusations of dishonor. He had been very much dis-
turbed by the incident and a short tin;e after this he
turned over the disposal of all his writings to his old
friend Charles Baxter. This was a very profitable
arrangen.ent , for Baxter could be depended upon to n.ake the
best distribution possible for Stevenson.
During the winter at Saranac Lloyd Osborne, who had
long aspired to become an author, wro^e a story that pleased
his stepfather very much. Stevenson's main criticism of
it was that it was unfinished in places. He offered to
rewrite it using Lloyd's plot. The younger nan was delighted
with the idea of collaborating v/ith his stepfather as the
arrangen.ent seen.ed to be all to his advantage. The story
that the two brought out was "The Wrong Box", which appeared
the next year. After this they v«forked together on several
other books as they both enjoyed the experience.
Stevenson continued to spend his leisure tim;e on m^usic,
but he did not have as good an opportunity for this at
Saranac as he had had at Skerryvore. Althouc;h the cottage
possessed an organ, Louis seems to have confined his
mjusical attempts mainly to the penny whistle and to setting
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words to n.usic by the great n.astera.
At this tin.e Louis had one experience which saddened
hir; and disturbed the even course of his existence. His
cherished friendship with Henley cari.e to an end. After the
rather fruitless collaboration on the plays, Stevenson
and Henley had exchanged soi.e bitter words. The slight
coolness betvireen theni had disappeared, however, apparently
without any lasting effects. Their subsequent letters v/ere
warn and affectionate resundng the old endearing tern.s of
"De?r Lad" or "Dear Boy'' ?/ith which they had constantly
addressed each other. The real rift in their relations
seerr;s to have occurred after Henley wrote to Stevenson
at Saranac concerning a story that Mrs. Stevenson had
published. One of Stevenson's cousins, Mrs. de Mattos,
had previously written a story containinp- sonie of the
sane elerr-ents. With Henley's assistance she had tried
unsuccessfully to have it published. When Mrs. Stevenson's
story appeared, Henley expressed surprise at not seeing
I/rs. de Mattos 's naii.e affixed in a joint signature. Louis
took offense at the implication that Henley had Kade in
his letter and replied heatedly. Henley evidently tried
to niake aaends, but Louis, v/ho was always sensitive on
points of honor, did not feel that he had E.ade the necessary
retraction. After this incident the friendship betv/een the

two K8n was never reestablished although in a letter to
Oharles Baxter, Stevenson in a caln.er rijood adrrdtted that
Henley was not wholly to blaii-e.
Mr. M'Clure, the publisher to whom he had pron.ised
the books already contracted for with Scribner'^, cane to
visit hin. at Saranao. This enthusiastic and enterprising
young li-an v/as anxious to have Stevsnson go on a cruise in
the Indian or Pacific Ocean for six ri.onths or a year,
financing the trip by n^onthly letters which M'Olure would
have syndicated. Both iiien could count on considerable
profits froK such an enterprise. The idea appealed to
Stevenson and r^any of the cold winter nights at Saranac
were filled with plans for cruising aoout in tropical
waters. Findlay's "Directories of the World" was open
night after night, iLaps were exac.ined, projects were
considered and abandoned. Stevenson preferred the Pacific
Ocean, but M'Clure was searching the Atlantic sea coast
for a ship that would take then, to tlie Inaian Ocean.
As spring approached, Fanny, whose health was never
good at Saranac, decided to iiake a trip to California to
visit hei^ sister. When she was leaving, Louis half in fun
coiimissioned her to look for a suitable yacht on the
Pacific coast. Six weeks later Louis, then in New Jersey,
received a telegraui froii. her telling hini that she had
found a yacht, the Casco
,
which could be hired for |750
a Djonth. 'Vhile the messenger boy waited, Louis made his
((
deoision and sent this n^essage to his wife, "Blessed girl,
take the yacht and expect us in ten days."
After Fanny had left Saranac, Louis had been so lonely
and unhappy that he had rhade up his ndnd to risk a visit
to T'^ew York.. This visit was remarkable chiefly because of
a chsnce n.eeting with Mark Twain when the two authors sat
on a park bench and talked throughout a whole afternoon.
The next rr.onth v/as spent at i^'anasquaci with Lloyd
and Ivrs. Thoaas Stevenson. A'ill Low v/as a frequent visitor
there, helping Louis in his soii.ewhat awkward endeavors to
learn to sail a catboat. The lazy, enjoyable days were
cut short by Mrs. Stevenson* s telegraiL, for Louis iiLEed-
iately returned to New York and luade preparations to leave
for California.
By the seventh of -Tune he had joined his wife at
SacraiLento. They had soiLe difficulty persuading the
wealthy owner of the Gasco to pive their: a final decision
in regard to their renting the yacht. After an inter-
view with Louis, however, he was won over and consented to
let theii rent the Jasco
,
requesting only that they use
his skipper. Captain Otis. On the voyage they were often
glad of his companionship as well as his skillful sean-jan-
sl ip, and when the voyage ended Captain Otis was one of
Stevenson's intimate friends. The yacht's cook and a
crew of four good seaiLen accompanied them;.
tCi
Stevenson had inherited three thousand pounds by his
father's will. He was ready to invest two thousand"
in the venture. 3y it he hoped to obtain health and, if ne
did, he was confident that he could now earn all the n.oney
he needed.
The destination of the Casco had to be decided iipon
next. Stevenson had a surprisingly con.plete knov;ledge
of the islands of the South Sea as this region had inter-
ested hin. for so many years. He wished the sea voyage to
be long" enough to enable hin. to discover whether or not
his health would be benefited. 'Phe J'arquesas Islands
were therefore selected as a destination since they seeded
to be a suitable distance. P/hile preparations v/ere being
rhade for the voyage, Stevenson spent sevei'al nights on the
yacht, and by June twenty-sixth the whole party consisting
of Louis, Fanny, Louis's mother, Lloyd Osborne, and the
iLaid, Valentine Roch, went on board the ship. Two days
later the Oasco was towed outside the Golden Gate and set
sail for the voyage that would n.ake Louis's most cherished
dreajSiS coir.e true.

CHAPTER X
IT'S A-SAILIUG I SHALL GO

"IT'S A-SrilLIMG I SHALi. GO" (l)
For twenty-two days the Jasoo sailed, out across the
Pacific. The Marquesas, which had been chosen as the
destination of Stevenson's party, were a group of islands
occupied by the French. Th.ey were situated about three
thousand luiles away frorij San Francisco. Almost irnniediately
Louis grew stronger and was able to enjoy every day at
sea. Except for a fev/ squalls, one or two of which were
really dangerous, the voyage was uneventful. The sight
of the Southern Cross though lovely to see gave Stevenson
a twinre of hon-esickness , for it n.ade hin. realize hov; far
from home and friends he had already traveled.
On the twenty-second day of the voyage the Gasco
sighted the Marquesas. In his diary Stevenson wrote:
"The first experience can never be
repeated. The first love, the first
sunrise, the first South Sea Island are
memories apart and touch a virginity of
sense .
"
The first island at which they called was Nulsahiva,
the isle which Herman Melville wrote about in "I^-pee''.
For three weeks they remained in Anaho Bay where they
were trested kindly by the one white trader and the natives.
Then they sailed around to Taiohae, on the south coast of
the island, which was the port of entry to this group of
(1) From "My Ship and I" in "A CJhild's Garden of Verses"

islands where ther spent a few moi'e pleasant da;-s. The
natives of the Marquesas had been oannioals until a very
recent date but the French rule had succeeded in doing
away with the practice. The Prench niisaionaries had
brought about a great change in the people. Most of them
weie now gentle, sirrrple, and kindly. Their foriiier queen,.
Vaekehu, entertained Stevenson's party and was in turn
entertained on the Gasco . Queen Vaekehu was a quiet old
lady at this time but she had had a very exciting youth.
Eer son, Stanilao, impressed Stevenson as a very intelli-
gent 7entlerian who had the welfare of his people at heart.
All the tiiije that Stevenson was in the South Seas he
received nothing but courtesy and kindness fronj the natives.
Wherever he went, he won the friendship of the people and
gave his sincerely in return. Sir Graham 3alfour thus
describes Stevenson's attitude toward the natives:
"Intelligent sympathy was the keynote and
the sari.e kindliness to them as to all iien. He
never idealized then, and his view was but
rarely affected by sentiment. His sense of
history, cor. bined with his power of seeing
things in a new light and the refusal to
accept coiiL.onp laces without examination,
'lere stood him in good stead." (1)
This attitude on the part of Stevenson undoubtedly was
responsible for the kindly reception he was given by them
and the spirit of friendship which pervaded all his dealings
with the natives.
(l)"The Life of Rooert Louis Stevenson" by Sir Graham Balfour
\Try-\. TT^ p. 57 —

Louis was ver: happy at >^ukahiva. Hs soent his tirue
looking for sea shells, .vading and even bathing, or making
friends with the riiissionaiies and officials on the island
On August twenty-seoond the Stevensons left this pleasant
place to go on to the reruote Island of Hiva-oa. For
twelve da^-s they stag ed at Taahauku on that island-, and
the native chief with ruch ceieii.ony adopted the ii.enibers
of the party into his family.
Leaving Hiva-oa they re surged their journey in the
direction of Tahiti. They had to go through Pauii;Otus, or
the Dangerous Archipelago, a group of low islands that
were scarcely charted on the ruaps. Fortunately they had
taken on a mate who knew the waters well and the Casco
was able to pass through the i^rchipelago safely. The
ship then went on to Fakarava for a fortnight. Louis
spent the tiae here at the home of one of the French offic
He was disappointed because he could not see the pearl
divei s who carried on their activity on the other side
of the island where the Qasco did not daie to venture
because of the reefs.
The journey to Tahiti was continued and in two days
they reached Papeete, the capital of the islands called
the Society Group. Of all the South Sea Islands ^hese
are the n.ost beautiful and luxuriant. Louis, hcwever,
was not well at Papeete so almost at once the travelers

went on to Taravao. This did not prove any better for
Louis as it was hot and swarming with mosquitoes. Louis
was very ill by this time, and I.'rs. Stevenson with iijuch
difficulty persuaded a Chinaman who had a wagon to take
them to Tautira, the nearest village, about sixteen miles
away
.
Louis was almost in a state of oollapse when they
arrived, but t'hrough the kindness and care of the native
queen. Princess Hoe, he was restored to health again.
The food this gentle native woman prepared for him was
a salad of raw fish which was the first food he had been
able to eat for days. The hospitality of_the natives
knew no bounds and the sub-chief of the village, Ori-Ori,
gave up his house to the sick man.
The Gas CO had to be repaired at Taravao, but when
Stevenson was able to travel the ship caice to Tautira to
take on the ^arty. The whole village was sad at the
thought of their departure. Louis's mother had invited
all the won en of Tautira to a feast on board the Jasco
as a kind of farewell part:
,
"to show her gratitude for the
care given to her son. After the feast was over, one of
the won-en offered up a prayer for the safety of the vessel
and r."-- rticularly that the masts of the vessel would hold.
The Cap-cain somewhat contemjptuously struck the mast a hard
blow and discovered to his amiazement that it was almost
4
eaten out with dr;; rot. The Oasoo had to be sent baok to
Papeete for repairs, and the Stevensons stayed on v/ith
their good friends at Tautira.
This v/as one of the ri.ost pleasant interludes in
Stevenson's journey. Ori-Ori, the sub chief, and Stevenson
becari-e ver^- close friends. Ihe natives did all they could
to furnish the white people v/ith entertainment. Stevenson
wrote his two Pol^mesian ballads, "'The Feast of Famine"
and "The Song of Rahero",at this tiiue. He also wrote
the ballad "Hoir.e no n:Ore hoir,e to n.e, whither niust I
wander?", which is his most pathetic poem. During this
pause in their Journej' he resumed work on "The Master of
Ballantrae"and ver3- nearly completed it. Besides having
time for his writing, Stevenson was able to enjoy sea-
bathing every da^- and had an opportunity to witness or
take part in many of the native ceremonies.
The Casco did not return as early as was expected,
and the natives shared the anxiety of Stevenson as to its
safety. VAien the ship was several weeks overdue, Ori-Ori
decided to risk the bad weather conditions which prevented
communication v/ith Papeete, and went by boat ?;-ith a group
of his own men to Papeete for word of the Casco . A
delay in the repairs had kept the ship there and since it
was still not ready, Ori-Ori brought back sufficient
sui plies and money to tide the Stevensons over until

their boat could return to Tautira. The provisions were
very welcone as they had been living on the hospitality
of the natives for sonie weeks since their food supply
had been all used up.
ftTien the Casco finally arrived on CJhristnias Day, they
were pleased to see it but really loath to leave the
friends they had made* Because this parting was so diffi-
cult they resolved not to prolong their visit to such a gr
length in any other place if they could possibly avoid
doing so.
'ffhen they set sail again, they headed for Honolulu
where Isobel Osborne Stx'ong was living They were becalmed
for a week outside of Honolulu and were reduced to their
last supplies before a trade wind finally drove then; into
port at full speed. In Honolulu they had been given up
for lost, and on their arrival were greeted with relief
and joy.
Stevenson sent the yacht back to San Francisco from
Honolulu. Valentine Roch, their rnaid, retui'ned with the
ship, but the Chinese cook. Ah Pu, whom they had acquired
on the voyage, reir^ained with thern. Louis and his household
established th eiTJselves at Waikiki. Their dwelling was a
sort of half open pavilion called a lanaii. In this
picturesque place Stevenson settled down to finish "The
Master of 3allantrae". He was never pleased with the

ending of the storj; but it was already being published
in Scribner ' s in serial forrri and he was pressed for
tine. I.ost critics have agread that Stevenson did not
make the end of the story as forceful as the beginning.
Again in this judgruent of his work otevenson proved to
be a good critic of his own writing.
At Honolulu his health was not very good, but he was
able to be out of bed iiost of the tinje. The climate there
seemed too cole; for him.
One of the iiiOst interesting diversions while at
Honolulu was visiting the court of King Kalakaua who was
the last native king of the island. Kalakaua welcomed
Stevenson warmly and returned his visits. This native
king was extremely intelligent and was learned in the
history of his people. He and Stevenson talked intermin-
ably about the legends and history of the South Seas.
They planned to excavate the ancient royal tom^bs on
Dian,ond Head but; gave up the idea lest the King play into
the hands of his enemies and be charged with seeking
personal gain. The King did all he could to persuade
Louis to make his homie at Hawaii but Stevenson v-as not
satisfied with the clicjate and was soon mjaking plans to
be off.
It was from his contact with Kalakaua and other nativ
at Honolulu that Stevenson first developed an interest in

San.oan political affaii's and v/as impelled to write ^is
first indignant letter to The Tiir.es about the Sarrjoan
situation.
In his letters to his friends at home Louis cori.plained
of the cold of Honolulu and toj-ed with the idea of spending
a winter in Fadeira, but the plan was never carried out.
Louis's li other left the part^^ to i-eturn to Scotland to
visit her sister. Louis was n.aking tentative plans for
other trips around the South Sea Islands and although
his mother had proved to be a good sailor, he felt that
she would be iijore coiTifortable in Scotland,
In the spring Louis took a trip to the lee side of
the island of Hawaii. There he sav/ a group of lepers
leaving for the leper colony at Molokai. A month later
he visited Molokai and the leper colon;-. Father Damien
had just died so Stevenson did not n.eet the man whom he
later defended, but he came in contact with the work
Father Damien had been doing. In a letter to his wife ^e
described the horror and pathos which the Dlace inspired
in him., and the awe which he felt at the goodness of the
nuns and priests who were sacrificing tlisir lives in the
colony.
Stevenson had been trying for some time to make plans
to continue his travels on board a missionary shic, the
Morning Star. The missionary society was rather loath

to take on passengers but finally consented to do so after
setting foith li.any restrictions as to the waj: the menjbers
of the party iriuat conduct theiuselves. There was to be
little social life m the orning Star * Consequently it
was with greater delight that the fanjily received the news
of a sudden change in the plans. Louis had been able to
charter a trading ship, the Equator , for a voyage. The
ship was to continue its trading but would call at any
place on the course that Stevenson v/ished.
On June twenty-fourth after a spectacular but sad
farewell fron. King Kalakaua, Stevenson, his wife, stepson,
and Ah Fu, the cook, began their second cruise of the
Pacific waters.
The trading schooner started for the Gilbert Islands.
Stevenson was anxious to see the Kicronesian people who
inhabit these islands. liixcept for tne cai.' dt the (Gilbert
IslanGS "Che course tnat the ship would take was not definitely
decided upon. The captain of the Squat or v/as extremely
agreeable in regard to any plans. He acted as if it were
Stevenson's yacht and allowed Louis to make all the
decisions.
On board the Equator Lloyd Osborne outlined the plot
of "The Wrecker". Stevenson liked it, and the two decided
to collaborate again on this story. In their enthusiasm
for the tale and for cruising they detern-iined to write the
V
stor.v quiokl^/, send it froiXi Samoa to a publisher, and use
the proceeds to buy a trading schooner. Their plans to
becoii-e South Sea traders caii^e to naught, but the decision
influenced the course they followed at the time, for they
headed south for Samoa.
Their first stop was at the town of 3utaritari on the
island of Great Makon. Ihere the natives, iiader the influeno
of two American trading companies, ^' sd been celebrating the
Fourth of July. In honor of the occasion the king had
lifted t'le taboo on liquor and the natives were in a dan-
gerous state of intoxication when the Stevenson party
arrived. The visitors were uncoiv.forta ole for a few days
and frightened by some of the disturbances the drunken
natives were i aking. However, the rumor spread that
Stevenson was the personal representative of Queen Victoria;
and the king, awed by this news, restored the taboo.
Almost at once order was resumed. Stevenson passed a
peaceful month on the island at the home of the interesting
and kindly Hawaiian miissionary, Maka.
The Squat or next called at the island of I^Tonuti and
continued to the southward. A change in the wind caused
the ship to steer its course to Apeciama, a large island
under the rule of King Tembinok*. This na tive chief usually
allowed no white men in his kingdOTj as he had had some
bitter experiences with traders. After due inspection.
r
v:;
howevs]', he made an exception of Stevenson and his farnily.
He received them as his guests and gave them a site on which
to make their headquarters. Kis men erected four primitive
houses for them, and Tembinok* than mjarkeci the spot with a
taboo so that nom of the natives would approach the place
or trouble the guests in any way. Stevenson and his famjily
stayed on the island for two months while the gquator cruised
around.
Stevenson again made friends with an island king.
Tembinok' was a man of strong character who ruled his people
as a despot, but he had mjany admirable qualities. His
kingdom was prosperous and his people r; ore content than,
was the usual case on these islands. 'flhen the Squat or
returned for Stevenson, once again both the natives and
the white people were saddened by the parting.
On board the schooner again, he party returned to
Butaritari and then sailed directly for Samoa. The trip
was agreeable anc at times exciting. Navigating through
unchaited reefs and facing the sudden squalls that caR:e
UP on several occasions kept the voyage fromi becon.ing
Hionotonous. On December 7, the Equator arrived at Apia,
the capital of Upolu which is the chief island in the
group called Samoa or the Navigator Islands.
The charter of the Equator was now ended, but Stevenson
intended to stay two mionths at Apia and then sail for
^c
Sydney and England. He began at once to collect iLaterial
abov - Samoa to be used in a book about the South Seas.
T^-^is inforn.at ion gathered painstakingly was used in "A Foot-
note to History", a book dealing iiainly with the war which
had recently been coiLpleted there.
Most of the tiii:e in Apia was spent at the hon.e of an
Anjerican trader, H. J. Moors. Stevenson ruet many of the
officials in charge thei'e as well as many missionaries
and the native high chief Mataafa by whom he was very
favorably impressed. He found the people all very courteous,
but the appearance of the island did not please him as much
as the I'arquesas or Tahiti. Cn this first visit to Apia
he made several short trips around the island v;ith some
of the missionaries. One of them introduced him to the
natives as "Tusitala", Teller of Tales. This can^e to be
the naiLe he was n.ost commionly known by in Saiuoa in. after-
years.
lATiile at Apia Stevenson bought four hundred acres of
land about two miles fron, the town. It was land overgrown
v/ith brush, and thei^e was only one path leading to it from
Apia. Wnen he was leaving Sar/ioa, Stevenson gave instructions
to Mr. Moors to have the ground cleared. Louis had decided
that he would make his winter home her^ for though he still
hoped to spend his summjers in England, he had coc^e to the
conclusion that the winter could be passed most successfully
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in the South Seas, One reason for choosing Sari.oa for a
dwelling place was that this spot would give him better
facilities for conmunicat ion than cost places in the Pacific.
Here the steari.er between San Francisco and Sydney called,
and a G-ern.an line ran between Apia and Sydney. The New
Zealand boat also called there. Ihis ease of comraunication
was an inportant consideration for Stevenson,who expected
to CO ii.ore writing than ever before under conditions which
would be so favorable to his heal a.
Having iijade his purchase and left orders for the care
of his property, Stevenson and his party sailed for Sydney.
It was soon after arriving there that Stevenson saw in a
religious paper the letter written by Dr. Hyde calumniating
Father Damien. This letter roused Stevenson's indignation,
and though he realized that he ndght well be sued for libel,
he wrote a scathing ansv/er in defense of the priest of the
lepers. His letter v/as published in paiijphlet foriu in
Sydney and later in 3dinbui'gh in the Scots Observer. The
letter appeared in print aln.ost exactly as it was written in
anger and haste. He wondered afterwards if he iiiight not have
justified the heroic Father Daden in a nore kindly way, and
he spent sori.e anxious u.onths worrying about the outcoEie of
his inpetuous deed. But Hyde preferred to accept his rebuke
alrijost in silence, and no n.ore was heard from the incident^
Stevenson refused to take any iLoney for the sale of the
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pan.phlet, and the publishers consequently sent his share of
the profits to Molokai.
At S-dney Louis contracted a severe cold and had to
send word to his friends in alngland that he would not return
until Septeiuber. It was imperative th' Louis get back to
the Islands at once. The Janet Nicoll , a trading stsarijer,
was leaving at that tin.e and Mrs. Stevenson won the unwilling
consent of the owners to take Louis, herself, and Lloyd
back with them. The company on the boat was congenial,
and all were kind to the sick man once he had been a3cepted
as a passenger. Mr. Henderson, one of the owners, Ben Hird,
and "Jack" 3uckland, to whom Stevenson afterwards dedicated
"Island Nights* Entertainments" were on this cruise and
helped to make the time pass pleasantly. Stevenson improved
som^ewhat in health, but the heat on the steamer was dis-
agreeable. He found it difficult to work under these
conditions, and yet he felt compelled to spend somie tim^e on
the letters he was to write for Mr. M'Glure and the American
syndicate. These letters were a disappointment to niost of
his readers as they dealt more with history and anthropologj'
than v/ith the beauty and romance of the South Seas.
The steamer called at Apia, and the party had a chance
to look at their land and examjine the progre that had been
made in clearing it. Then the Janet Nicoll called at
thirty-three low islands or atolls which presented little
variety in scenery. The Stevensons saw their friend
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King TeiTibinok' for a bi^ief visit. jlvents had not been
going well at Apenjan-ja and the visit was a sad affair.
Stevenson lanc'-d at Nouriiea where he had an opportunity
to observe the French penal settleitient and learn sorr.ething
about the Milanesians who were native to that island. He
soon went on to Sydney again to join Krs. Stevenson and
Lloyd who had preceded him there.
He was ill again as soon as he arrived and apparently
gave up hope of returning to England. Lloyd v/as sent there
to' arrange to have the furniture of Skerryvore shipped to Apia
for the house they were going to build on S-cevenson's fou-
hundred acres.
Louis and Fanny returned to Apia. A teniporary four-
rooiE house had been set up on the land, and there they lived
in primitive fashion while their pern.anent house was being
constructed. They were busy supervising the workmen, planning
their home, and keeping house as well as they could in their
limited quarters.
Stevenson worked on the "South Sea Letters", but did not
make any other literary ventures at this time. In January
with somie trepidation he left Fanny and went to Sydney to
meet his mother v/ho was returning to live pith them. Illness
again overtook himj, and his n.other had to act as nurse.
Yi/hen they returned to -^anioa, the new house was not yet ready,
and it seemed inadvisable for the older woman to attemjpt to

share their rough exi'stenoe. Acoordingly she returned to
Sydney to v/ait until the necessary work on the house oould
be ooiTipleted.
Stevenson then went on a trip to Tutuila, the iiost
eastern island of the Sanioan group. Ee spent three weeks
there, having various experiences and seeing the Samoans
in their own homes. The return trip was riiade in an open
boat, although suoh a voyage in these waters was considered
very dangerous. He arrived honie safely, however, none the
wox'-se for the journey, rejoicing that he was strong enough
to have had such an adventure*
Shortly after this Louis's mother and Fanny's daughter
with her young son Austin cairie from Sjdney, and the whole
group v/as able to n.ove into the new house.

aiAFTER XI
THIS Was 'THE IVORLD AND I WAS KBTG
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"THIS WAS TEE WORLD AND I WAS KING" (l)
Vailirna, the name of Stevenson's new home, was taken
from the Samoan language and meant Five '/i/aters. There was
a large stream of "^ater and foiir tributaries which crossed
the land thus giving the estate its name. Wn.en the house
was built, it proved to be a very comfortable dwelling.
It was regarded as a sumptuous hone by the natives. All the
furniture caxrje either from- Skerryvore or from Mrs. Ihomas
Stevenson's hori,e at 17 Heriot Kow. "The house was set in a
spacious lawn which added to its luxurious appearance.
As soon as they were settled, Mrs. Stevenson started
a vegetable garden which she constantly supervised. This
supplied the household with fresh vegetables, but Vailim^a
was never a self-supporting establishmjent although various
schemes were concocted to make it so.
In fact luring the years Stevenson lived at Vailim?
he was worried about mioney matters. His income was good
but his family at this South Sea Island hom>e was large, and
the maintenance of the place v/as expensive. Some of his
worry was needless, but nevertheless he felt driven to
write more and more because of the fear that he could not
provide adequately for his famjily.
For some time the family found it difficult to find
satisfactory servants. It was impossible to get v;hite
(l)From "My Kingdom" in "A Child's Garden of Verses"

servants, and few of the natives wanted to do donjestio
work. Lloyd carne upon an intelligent native boy, Taohoea,
who v/as willing to learn to cook. He served then, as cook
and brougiht many of his relatives to work there. These
natives were of the Catholic faith, and proved to be very
trustworthy servants. One of this group, Sosiiro, attached
himself to Louis as his personal servant and served him as
faithfully as ever a m.an could be served.
There were six or seven domestics and generally a band
of natives clearing the land or doing some kind of outdoor
work. Gradually Vailinja developed into a kind of patriarchal
household with Louis Stevenson as its head. The natives
came to consult him frequently on all kinds of business.
Sor^etimes he dreaded the numerous interruptions from his
work that their questions caused himi, but he never refused
to listen, and meted out justice when necessary. Louis
threw himself into the work at Vailima with unbounded
energy. He took great satisfaction in the m^anual labor he
was able to do about the place.
When the household had settled down into a fairly
regular routine, Louis went back to his writing in earnest,
and worked by himself for a fev/ hours every day. Since he
had been bothered considerably by writer's cranp, Mrs. Strong
or Belle as she was generally called, oid a great part of
his writing for him. After her household tasks were finished,
she joined him each day and worked with him until noon.
r
Usually he had n.ads brief notes when 7/orking by himself
and when he resun.ed the work v/ith her he was able to dictate
as if reading from a book.
Stevenson often gave young Austin Strong lessons in
history or French. He was very fond of the little boy and
enjoyed the opportunity to teach him.
There was often riding or outdoor games of sorie sort
in the afternoon at Vailima, and conversation or music in
the evening. The members of the household usually retired
to their rooms early unless there were visitors to entertain.
Even in a place so far away , Btevenson mjet some
distinguished men. The artist Mr. LaFarge and Henry Adam.s,
the historian, came to Apia. Later Sydney Lysaght came to
pay Stevenson a visit, bringing with him a letter from
George Meredith. 'There v/ere numerous other visitors, offici
and missionaries, and officers of the warships which were
often in Apia.
Every Sunday evening the fan.ily assembled for prayers.
It v/as for this ceremiony that Stevenson wrote the "Vailimja
Prayers". These are written in sincerity and love and
were composed to be read to his own family. Tlone were
written with a view to publication. ^om.e readers have
questioned the sincerity of the prayers, but, considering
the purpose for which Stevenson wrote themj, there seems to
be no room to doubt that they are genuine expressions of
0
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his feeling. As well as being beautiful prayers many are
literary geiLS.
Stevenson carried on an extensive correspondence
during the years he was at Vailin;a. He wrote regularly to
Sidney Colvin evei'y month. He kept in contact with all his
old friends and r^ade new ones with his warn;, cordial letters,
Kipling, Sir Janjes Barrie, and Gonan Doyle were a few of
the friends he acquired in this way.
One of the heaviest troubles of his life in oaiaoa was
the difficulty in obtaining books. Often when he wanted to
verify the facts aoout whlo^ he was writing he had to nalt
riionths until he could ..end Sidney *^olvin, Jharles Baxter,
or his Arrjerican friends a request for some books. They
were always faithfully sent, but often the inspiration
under which he was writing had passed and the books were
useless. In the story"St. Ives" he had made a serious
error and had to rewrite several chapters because he had
1
1
had no reference book. He had based several incidents on
the appearance of the French prisoners only to find out
later that these events would be incorrect because the
prisoners were regularly shaved and dressed in uniforuiS
whereas he had depicted them as bearded and dressed in any
kind of old clothes.
In Sarf:oa Louis was lonely for his old friends and
continually urged their, to cor^e there to visit him, or

tried to njake plans to n:eet ther. in various coi^venient
places as Honolulu or Sgj-pt, but the meetings never could
be arranged, and he never saw any of his inner circle of
friends again, thou^ there is a sad little storj- that
says Charles Baxter was on his way to San.oa when the news
of Stevenson's death caiLe to him.
iVhen Henley's "Book of Verse" came out, in spite of
the rift in their friendship, Stevenson v/rote to him
praising the book warnJy,
Stevenson had become interested in San.oan politics
even before he had settled there, but now that he ivas
naking his hone on the islands it was inevitaole that he
should take an active part in the disturbed political
situation. Britain, the United States, and Geri^any shared
the islands. 'Ihere were tv^o white ii.en in charge of the
interests of the three countries, but their administration
of local affairs was so poor that it roused Stevenson's
indignation. Tv/o factions had grovm up among the natives.
One group was led by ^Jhief Mataafa whom Louis had admired
and respected since their first mjeeting in Apia. The other
group, which was supported by the government, was led by
Laupapa. Stevenson's letters to The TiiLes on Samoan affairs
were written because of the injustices that he saw going on
there. He felt that it would be wrong for himi not to trv
to rectify the situation .,n so far as he was able.
c
When Stevenson had settled in Samoa, the first literary
work he had undertaken was to complete his South Sea letters.
He had labored over these incessantly for n.onths. Finally
he had completed a'rout seventy and had fulfilled the contract
with Mr. M'Olure. They were about the Isast popular of
any of his writings. Some of the letters he sent were
never puolished. In June, 1891 he gave up -che fruitless
labor and turned to other work that had been on his mind.
He wrote most of the life of his grandfather which
was to forni a part of "A Family of Engineers". He also
resumed work on "The Wrecker", on which he was collaborating
with Lloyd Osoorne. This was now finished and published.
It was not a great success although in some quarters it
received high praise for its realism and information about
the South Seas.
At this time he also began a story that came to be
known as "The Beach of Falesa", whic>i was a very realistic
tale of life on the South Sea Islands.
" A Foot-note to History" was begun and worked on
assiduously imtil coii.pleted the following May. In Germ^any
the book was burned, but seems to have met with no drastic
treatment in other countries. His conclusions concerning
'i
Samoan affairs were acknowledged to be right by all, and ij
a little later the two offending officials were removed
from office.

In January 1892 after considering one or two other
Scotch tales, Stevenson went on with his story of -^avid
Balfour. "Gatriona'"' , the long-thou^'-t-of sequel to
"Kidnapped", was corupleted the i'oi.lowing Septen-ber. It
was not as popular as "Kidnapped", but it enjoyed a
rr.oderate success.
After finishing this story, Stevenson had two other
novels in mind. One of these, "Sophia Scarlet" was
abandoned. The other, "Weir of Herri-iston", was never
finished, but even in its inoon;plete state has been
acclainied as Stevenson's masterpiece. For son.e time
Stevenson had found writing more difficult than usual.
He had fretted and worried lest he was losing his ability
to write, but when he began "Weir of Herciiston" all his
power seerred to flov/ back doubly, and he wrote with ease
and pleasure.
He left "The IVeir" for a short time in January 1893,
and "St. Ives" was started. This began as a short story
but grew in length as Stevenson worked on it.
Sir Grahami Balfour, Louis's cousin, cair.e to visit
him in Samoa in August 1892. He and Louis had many
pleasant hours of companionship and a deep friendship
developed between the two n.en. Sir G-rahaii wrote Louis's
biography at the request of Fanny Stevenson and was able
to include many personal reminiscences from, the intimacy

which grew up during this visit.
Early in 1S95 Louis, Fanny, and Mrs. Strong went
to Sydney for a short stay. Stevenson's fame had reached
that city and he v/as received with open arms and f^ed
everywhere. As usual he was not well, but he did enjoy
this trip to a great extent. In Auckland he met Sir George
Grey and had an opportunity for icuch interesting discussion
on Sarcoan affairs.
In Septsxiber of the san.e year he revisited Honolulu
and there, too, was received with honor. Hig sojourn there
was prolonged because of illness, and Fanny joined him
to be his nurse.
In 1893 war had finally broken out in Samoa. Fataafa
had been defeated quickly and sent to another island. Many
of the other chiefs had been imprisoned. Stevenson went
to them in prison and did all he could to obtain their
release. On his return from Honolulu he was very much
touched by the fact that they hed built a road to Vailima
for him. As soon as the chiefs had been released from
prison, they had looked about for son.e practical way to
show their gratitude to the white m,an who had been their
friend. They used their own native men to do the worV:
and assumed all the expense them^selves. This practical
piece of construction was ^^own as "The Road of the Loving
Heart".

In Scotland other friends v/ere working for him.
Charles Baxter and Sidney Oolvin had arranged to have
The Edinburgh Edition of his works brought out. This
they judged would net hirn son^e six thousand pounds without
his doing any new work. He felt honored and pleased but
did not fully realize how nuoh this was to be v/orth to him.
His friends were a little disappointed at his lack of
appreciation, but it was undoubtedly due to the fact that
he was not fully aware of the tine and labor they had
expended for his benefit.
The only other work that Stevenson brought to a
conclusion was "Ebb Tide", which was written in collaboration
v;ith Lloyd Osborne.
Stevenson had learned the Sarr.oan language during the
tiire he had bsen living at Vailii:-a. He could speak with
considerable fluency, although Lloyd Osborne had rtiastered-
it even CiOre completely. Louis had once begun a story
in this language while he was studying it, but he had not
finished the tale. v,Tien he was f ii st in Sam oa, he had
written "The Bottle Ix^p" , and it had been translated into
the San oan language before being published in English,
The appearance of this story, coupled with the reputation
that ^is missionary friends had given him., brought himj
the Samoan name , "Tusirala" , Teller of Tales, which the
natives preferred to his own.

It was while he was in SaiiiOa that Stevenson becanie
acquainted with the Honorable Tr. Ids, an American official,
to whose daughter he later wrote the fanious letter giving !
away his birthdaj/ to this little girl who had been born on
i
Ghristn.as day.
j
Stevenson had very genuine and deep friendships with
several of the iiiis sionaries on the island. Peverend o.tt IVhitrEee
had taught hic: the Saaoan language. At one time he became
so interested in the missions that he attempted to teach
I
Sunday school, but he apparently made a poor teacher and
gave up in a short time.
Before Stevenson* s death he had become the miost highly
respected and dearly loved white man in Sam.oa. 'jVhen his
death cam^ it came swiftly just as he had always wished it I
would. e had been in good health for soL.e tin.e. He arose
i
the m.orning of Eecember third and worked as usual, v/riting
j
the "Weir of Hsrmiston". In the afternoon he wrote several
|
letters to his friends. Toward evening he came do?mstairs
and in a li^iit-he.arted mood began to help Fanny prepare a
salad for suppper. Suddenly he cried out and almost at
once fell to his knees beside his wife. He lost conscious-
ness inmediately, and though two doctors cane quickly, there
was nothing to be done. In half an hour he was dead.
He had said n.ore than once that he wished to be buried
on Mt. Vaea which rose in back of Vailima. His faithful
1e
friends, the SaiLoans, onoe iLore shov/ed their love for
"Tusitala", for they set to work iiurfjediat ely to clear a
path up the side of the rugged slope. At the -it,
just as he had wished, they dug his grave.
Afterwards a lai'ge toiib of great blocks ^-f cen;ent
was placed over the grave. On either side is a bronze
tablet, one of which has a Sarjoan inscription and the
other bears his own beautiful "Requiem"
:
"Under the wide and starry sky
Dig the grave and let me die
Glad did I live and gladly die
And I laid ne down with a will.
This be the verse you grave for rr,e
Here he lies where he longed to be
Hoiije is the sailor, hon.e from the sea
And the hunter home from the hill."
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